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Abstract
Modelling by example has arisen as a powerful paradigm for reducing the artistic
skill required for computer graphics. Instead of relying on the user’s own mod-
elling skills, a system that models by example allows users to reuse the work of
others. To date, modelling by example, also known as data-driven modelling, has
been mostly limited to the image domain. In this work, we develop a number of
methods for modelling 3D objects by example. Jump maps provide fast and flexible
reuse of texture imagery in object modelling. Geodesic fans extend the local statis-
tical techniques forming the basis for traditional image-based data-driven methods
to 3D surfaces, and directly enable flexible reuse of existing 3D surfaces. We also
apply data-driven methods to augment surface editing capabilities, providing new
tools for rapid geometry or texture editing and sketch-based 3D object modelling.
Finally, as a fundamental operation of any data-driven modelling system is the se-
lection of example data, we develop novel methods for selecting regions or mattes
from 3D objects. The resulting methods are very fast, intuitive, and easy to use,
and, as selection is a truly fundamental modelling operation, have wide applicabil-
ity. Thus, we have improved the overall pipeline for modelling objects by example,
from sample selection and localization, through novel algorithms for reuse of sur-
face data, to final editing of results.
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1 Introduction
We all have imagination. Anyone is capable of imagining a novel, interesting
scene, a concrete manifestation of some particular object, or even just a particular
arrangement or pattern of colours in an image, particularly if one has already seen
an example of how that object, scene, or image actually looks, or someone else’s
interpretation thereof. However, only a select few, skilled painters, sculptors, au-
thors, or performers, have been able to accurately communicate their imagination
with other people. The key problem is producing a realization of one’s imagina-
tion in some communicable medium, such as words, images, sculptures, or per-
formances. While everyone has an imagination, not everyone can draw, sculpt, or
otherwise perform. This is unfortunate, not simply for the potential loss of shared
artistry, but also since so much of human communication regards the explication,
transfer, and elaboration of ideas. If a picture says a thousand words, it is a pity
that so few are able to utilize the medium very effectively.
An important development in the history of artistry was the advent of pho-
tography. Using a camera, anyone could create a convincing realization of a real
scene. As long as one can find an example of the scene one wants to convey, a
camera allows them to create an observable realization of that scene. While there
is still some skill required in using a camera effectively, the requirements are undis-
putably much lower than those for previous technologies such as simple drawing
or painting.
More recently, computers and computer display technology have allowed a
much wider range of artistry to be realized. The representations for light transport
have evolved to such a point that only a proper representation for a scene is required
to realize a convincing, properly shaded and lit image of it. Non-photorealistic
techniques have recently gained popularity, offering the ability to stylize imagery
in ways previously available only to highly skilled and trained artists.
However, despite these major advances in allowing people to create realiza-
tions of their imaginations, yet more work is necessary. While computer graphics
and the related modelling and simulation literature allow one to create beautiful,
physically almost-flawless renderings of objects or animations, the requirement for
a certain degree of artistry remains: the objects and scenes to be rendered must
be accurately and convincingly modelled. The ability to accurately translate one’s
imagined vision of an object or idea into a proper computer model often still re-
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quires considerable skill on the part of the artist.
The primary goal of this thesis is to develop tools for object modelling which
do not require such skill from the artist. The tools presented herein are based on
the idea of modelling by example, also known as data-driven modelling. Photog-
raphy revolutionized the ability of ordinary people to convey meaningful imagery,
by allowing them to merely find a real-world example of the imagery they would
like to convey. Object scanners similarly allow one to create a computer model by
example of a real-world object. Very few tools exist, however, for transforming
and changing object models according to an example. That is, given a computer
model exemplar, transform another computer model to resemble, in some mean-
ingful way, the exemplar. Or, given an example of transformation of an object,
reproduce the transformation meaningfully on a new object. Note that another way
to view the idea of modelling by example is in the context of reuse. With modelling
by example, existing artistry is reused in the creation of new artistry.
In this work, we present a number of novels tools for modelling 3D objects
by example. We improve the entire pipeline for modelling objects by example,
from selection from objects, through reuse of selected elements, to final editing of
resulting surfaces.
It is important to note that these methods are not only useful for artistically-
unskilled users. Indeed, skilled users can benefit from much of this work as well,
as we introduce faster or easier ways of accomplishing particular artistic tasks.
Relieving some of the tedium of modelling, as many of these methods do, not
only makes the artistic process more accessible to casual users, but greatly benefits
skilled artists from increased productivity and expressive freedom as much or even
more so.
Region-Centric Surface Segmentation, illustrated in Figure 1.1, provides ex-
tremely fast and intuitive interactive surface segmentation. Unlike previous scissor-
ing methods which require a high degree of user precision, region-centric selection
instead uses simple brush strokes to identify regions of the surface, with the sys-
tem computing good boundaries between the regions automatically. This greatly
relieves the tedium of selecting source regions to be reused from 3D objects, al-
lowing easy specification of input to our algorithms for reuse. Similarity-based
Surface Matting, on the other hand, provides an intuitive method for selecting
classes of detail from a surface. Each point of a surface is assigned an alpha value
according to its local similarity with a selected base position. As locally-similar
regions often coincide with semantically consistent components of an object, this
method provides a very easy-to-use method for selection from surfaces, and en-
ables the selection of characteristic features from a surface.
To facilitate the reuse of artistry in the modelling of 3D objects, we develop
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Figure 1.1: Selecting the torso of the rabbit model in 4 strokes. The selected re-
gion, in red, was defined using only 2 strokes, one from each side of the model,
while another 2 strokes defined the unselected part of the model (blue). Region-
centric surface segmentation automatically computes a good boundary between the
regions given only the strokes.
Figure 1.2: Texture synthesis. The example texture on the left is used to detail the
rabbit model. Jump map-based texture synthesis is the fastest known algorithm for
doing so, and the only one to produce a result in interactive time.
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Figure 1.3: Detail transfer across surfaces. The fur from left bunny model is au-
tomatically transferred to the model on the right using our novel graph cut-based
transfer algorithm. Region-centric segmentation is essential to providing an easy-
to-use interface for specifying the source and target regions for this transfer (the
target region is the same as in Figure 1.1).
two new statistical data representations. First, the Jump Map enables real-time
synthesis of new texture from an example texture image. As shown in Figure 1.2,
the basic problem of texture synthesis is to produce a larger amount of some texture
given just a small example image of it. The key requirement is to avoid obvious rep-
etition of the example, which can cause distracting artifacts, and produce a result
which, though different, appears statistically similar (e.g., from the same material).
The speed of previous methods for texture synthesis generally precluded experi-
mentation with different textures and texturing parameters, as such experimenta-
tion quickly would become tedious. Jump map-based texture synthesis by its very
speed encourages a user to find the “right” look for their application, rather than
just one which is just “good enough”. We demonstrate texture synthesis both within
images and directly over 3D objects, develop a number of control methods to direct
the final appearance of a result. Our Interactive Material Replacement system
combines fast jump map-based synthesis with a fast and approximate shape re-
covery algorithm to preserve the underlying shape of objects in photographs while
altering their apparent material to match that of an example texture.
The second statistical data representation we introduce is for local 3D sur-
face neighbourhoods. Representing a local surface neighbourhood is a challeng-
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Figure 1.4: Similarity-based surface modelling is a powerful tool for editing the
characteristic detail of 3D objects. Editing just one vertex of a surface edits all
similar vertices simultaneously and similarly. Thus, only one vertex of the bunny
model (green) was directly edited in order to completely change the character of
the fur throughout the whole model.
ing problem. Triangle meshes, ubiquitous in computer graphics as a result of their
amenability to hardware rendering, provide no guarantee of regular sampling, mak-
ing regular neighbourhood measurement difficult. Further, there is often no inher-
ent orientation to surfaces locally, so comparing one neighbourhood against an-
other, a fundamental operation in any data-driven modelling system, is difficult.
Geodesic fans overcome these issues, and provide the basis for the similarity-
based surface mattes described above. In addition, geodesic fans enable standard
image-domain methods for modelling by example to be directly generalized to
work with 3D surfaces. We thus develop two variants of algorithms for reusing
and transferring detail across 3D surfaces. k-Coherent Transfer provides very
fast, lower quality results, while Graph Cut-Based Transfer, exhibited in Fig-
ure 1.3, provides much higher quality results at the expense of speed. These are
the first methods to apply the easy-to-understand, easy-to-use paradigm of mod-
elling by example to the reuse of detail on existing 3D surfaces.
However, reusing detail across different objects may not always be possible.
One may not have example of the exact kind of detail desired, or one may have
an example which is close, but not exactly right. In such cases, powerful tools for
editing 3D objects is necessary. Fortunately, we can apply data-driven methods to
this editing task as well. We develop a number of Similarity-Based Surface Mod-
elling tools combining similarity-based mattes with various direct editing methods
to produce novel control over surface detail. With similarity-based modelling, as
shown in Figure 1.4, very little effort is required to change the overall character of
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detail across a surface. In addition, arbitrary global mesh editing operations can be
made sensitive to particular features of an object. We also show the power of Mesh
Modelling With Curve Analogies. A curve analogy is a method for automatically
reproducing a curve transformation which is specified simply as a pair of curves,
one each before and after the transformation. In applying curve analogies to the
task of 3D object editing, we reduce the more difficult 3D modelling task to that of
sketching a pair of 2D curves exhibiting an example of the desired transformation.
These tools extend the power of modelling by example to the domain of ob-
ject modelling, reducing the artistic burden placed upon people who wish to make
convincing 3D objects matching those in their imaginations. As the body of freely-
available object models grows, as well as the availability of high-quality 3D scan-
ning technology, these tools shall likely only become more useful, and more nec-
essary, over time. Scanning technology further broadens the scope of these tech-
niques in that as existing artistry from the real-world, far more prevalent than ex-
isting computer-generated artistry, becomes easier to incorporate and build upon in
computer graphics, users can produce ever more realistic and varied 3D models.
In the next chapter, we survey existing methods for modelling by example,
modelling by analogy, and related paradigms for reducing the artistic burden in
modelling. We then present the main technical contributions, starting with the
novel image and surface representations for reuse in Chapter 3, and then attack the
problem of selection on surfaces in Chapter 4. We explore techniques for reuse of
imagery in Chapter 5, and corresponding methods for reusing surface-based artistry
in Chapter 6. Finally, we focus on the problem of editing 3D surfaces in Chapter 7,
and conclude the work in Chapter 8 with a discussion of directions for future work.
6
2 Related Work
In this chapter, we review the existing computer graphics literature in order to put
our contributions in context. We first give a broad overview of the more significant
overall systems for 3D object modelling, and specifically methods developed in
order to ease the artistic burden in modelling. Later, we delve into existing meth-
ods for modelling by example in the computer graphics literature, with particular
attention to texture and detail synthesis methods.
2.1 Modelling 3D Objects
Probably the earliest usage of computers for graphical modelling was Sutherland’s
Sketchpad system [166]. Sketchpad pioneered the idea of a graphical user in-
terface, allowing 2D sketching with a light pen, instancing, and even integrated
simple constraint specification and satisfaction. Other early work concentrated
on surface patches. Coons [32] developed a general representation based on 4
bounding curves, and Be´zier curves [14], B-Splines [140] and subdivision sur-
faces [26] followed soon thereafter. All of these representations remain popu-
lar, though for surface modelling Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines [50] (NURBS)
have seen the most use, primarily in the product design industry (computer aided
design/modelling), due to their generality. Issues of topology and local control
have motivated the rise of subdivision surfaces for modelling. Patch-based meth-
ods, in order to produce smooth surfaces, impose significant constraints on the
topology and structure of the patch network for a surface. Adding detail in one
area often requires patches throughout the surface to be subdivided, which can
add significantly to the representation complexity, and can make areas difficult to
control (consider editing a smooth area which has been subdivided several times
due to detail elsewhere; many patches would need to be touched). Indeed, this
limitation has motivated recent work allowing T-junctions in the B-Spline control
mesh [152]. Subdivision surfaces instead allow isolated points with lower degrees
of continuity, but editing can be accomplished by directly editing or refining a base
polygonal mesh, so adding detail only affects a local area of the mesh.
For the editing of 3D surfaces, an important early development was the lattice-
based free-form deformation [151]. This warps space according to the user-induced
deformation of the vertices of a 3D lattice, which in turn warps the surface em-
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bedded in the space. Welch and Witkin [180] used variational techniques in the
constraint-based modelling of local quadric surface patches, while Takahashi et
al. [167] derive a system of multiresolution constraints. More direct surface editing
methods include WYSIWYG surface painting [68], the first method for completely
general painting directly on 3D surfaces, and multi-resolution mesh editing [89],
allowing large regions of a surface to be grabbed and dragged while maintaining
fine-scale details. Guskov et al. [65] produced a kind of frequency editor for sur-
faces, allowing global enhancement or suppression of different frequency bands of
the mesh.
The modelling of curves applied to the task of 3D object modelling has a rich
history in the computer graphics literature beyond the patch-based methods dis-
cussed above. Generative modelling [159] formalized the construction and combi-
nation of swept-volumes and surfaces of revolution, producing a surprisingly gen-
eral modelling system: Ramamoorthi and Arvo [138] were able to fit generative
models to scanned range images. Convolution surfaces [20] are similar, defining
surfaces by convolution with an underlying skeleton, which may be composed of
both curves and polygons. Singh and Fiume [155] take a more direct approach, at-
taching Wires to models to simulate armatures commonly used in sculpting. Edit-
ing these space-curves produces highly controllable deformations in the underly-
ing surface, and the system is widely used for facial animation. Using the Poisson
equation to drive the deformation of the surface, Yu et al. [188] produce very high
quality results even for large-scale edits where Wires break down.
Another important area of 3D object modelling is the modelling of solid ob-
jects. The key advantage to the solid object representation is that it enables Boolean
set operations, so simple primitives can be combined to produce more complex ob-
jects. Parent [124] developed an early method for volumetric sculpting, including
the capability to treat sculpted results as new modelling primitives. Sakurai and
Gossard [145] instead produced solid 3D models from sets of 2D orthographic
drawings. Thibault and Naylor [169] represent solids as binary space partition
(BSP) trees, and develop efficient algorithms for inside-outside testing, boundary
extraction, and boolean operations. More recently, Frisken et al. [52] store the
distance field of a volume in an octree representation, allowing precise, memory-
efficient sculpting operations [130]. Using level sets, Museth et al. [115] develop a
number of powerful surface editing tools, including blending, sharpening and em-
bossing. Another recent focus is on modelling the internal structure of volumes.
Cutler et al. [36] define the volume via a scripting language, and treat physical sim-
ulation (such as erosion) as a modelling tool to refine it, while Owada et al. [123]
specify the internal structure by example with textures [123].
Point-based representations have gained increasing usage in computer graph-
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ics due in large part to their simplicity. Reeves [139] introduced the use of par-
ticle systems for computer graphics, providing the basis for fast physically-based
simulation and animation. Witkin and Heckbert [183] applied particle systems to
implicit surface modelling, both for tracking and editing a moving surface. Sur-
fels [131] enabled fast, hole-free rendering of point clouds, and pointed the way to
efficient hardware rendering of points. As points free users from worries of topol-
ogy, surface modelling tools for point clouds soon followed [198] and work into
the theoretical foundations for surface definition from point clouds [3] continues.
In summary, the history of 3D object modelling is closely related to the devel-
opment and analysis of new object representations. Indeed, a primary motivation
for many novel surface representations has been to provide flexible new tools for
creating or editing surfaces. We have outlined some of the key developments in
the most common representations, including solid objects, bicubic patches, curves,
and even points. We have intentionally omitted a number of important modelling
developments. In the next section, we explore in detail those methods which reduce
artistic burdens in modelling for computer graphics. In later chapters, we addition-
ally describe the technical aspects of many of these techniques as they relate to the
work presented.
2.2 Reducing the Artistic Burden
Some of the earliest work to ease the artistic burden in modelling used grammar-
based models or fractals. L-systems [104], a grammar-based model where symbols
or strings are iteratively substituted with new strings have been widely used for
modelling. With shape grammars [163], each symbol is interpreted as a particu-
lar element of an overall shape, or as an operation orienting neighbouring shapes
relative to one another. This reduces the task of modelling from one of specifying
a particular shape to that of specifying how a shape evolves over time from base
components. Stiny and Gips [163] demonstrated architectural shapes such as build-
ing layouts and bridge-work, while Smith [157] introduced their use in modelling
plants and trees, which has gained particularly wide usage. Fractals [108], on the
other hand, formalize mathematically the notion of self-similarity across different
scales. Many natural scenes have been shown to have underlying fractal structure,
at least for several visible scales, such as mountains [51] or eroded terrain [116].
As fractal models are typically mathematical functions of only a few variables, one
does not have a great deal of control over the generated result, but for modelling
tasks demanding plausibility more than specific shape, fractals can be very useful.
Tools to help ease the artistic burden in modelling by simplifying or eliminat-
ing repetitive or tedious tasks have always been of interest to the computer graphics
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community. Sketchpad’s macro capabilities [166] were one of the earliest con-
tributions in this regard. Herot [72] developed a system for constructing spline
curves and other high level primitives by observation with a video camera of a hu-
man sketching. Beach and Stone [10] develop the idea of graphical style sheets
for technical illustration, allowing the underlying diagram to be rendered in arbi-
trary different styles, while the system of Pavlidis and van Wyk [125] attempts to
beautify such illustrations by automatically lining things up and straightening lines
according to minor annotational elements (hints) from the author. Along similar
lines, Bier and Stone [17] snap the mouse cursor to the boundaries of objects au-
tomatically while also providing guiding lines or circles. Kurlander and Bier [95]
use curve-based matching to provide a rudimentary graphical search and replace
tool capable of finding all instances of a small graphic within an illustration and
replacing them with some new graphic.
More recent systems have been more ambitious. Marks et al. [110] attempt
to show a representative view of the configuration space of an application. For
example, different lighting choices or colour schemes will produce widely differ-
ent results for an animation, and their system attempts to give the user an overall
impression and feel for the space of all such animations over different possible
lighting or colour choices. Ngo et al. [120] examine parameterized diagrams or
animations and attempt to restrict this configuration space to only those areas of
the space which are aesthetically pleasing. They use a simplicial complex as the
underlying model for this subspace, but unfortunately constructing the complex is
a primarily manual process involving significant additional effort on the part of the
artist.
There are a number of recent systems which have explicitly attempted to make
modelling more accessible to novice users. Note that we draw a distinction here
between a novice and an artistically-unskilled user; a novice is simply unfamiliar
with the particular software or hardware modelling tool, and may possess innate
artistic talent, while an artistically-unskilled user does not. Anderson et al. [4]
augment actual building blocks similar to LegoTM with circuitry to allow them to
detect their arrangement in order to produce 3D models, and further refine the re-
sulting 3D models through deformable template matching against a small database
of parameterized models. Alice [31] is an animation system designed specifically
for novice users, revolving around a scripting language designed to be easy to use
and understand even for non-programmers (indeed, one application of Alice is to
introduce students to computer programming). While the system is not capable of
modelling 3D objects themselves, it is very effective for modelling the behaviour
of objects. Sketch-based methods have been shown to be useful for this purpose.
Zeleznik et al. [189] provide a sketch-based interface for instantiating, placing
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and constraining 3D primitives. Teddy [78] on the other hand makes a number of
assumptions about how sketches are to be interpreted in 3D to provide a more gen-
eral interface to constructing 3D objects from sketched input. Another interesting
approach is essentially a text-to-scene process, demonstrated by the WordsEye sys-
tem [33]. This attempts to combine natural language understanding with a database
of object models to form a natural language 3D modelling system. Thus, input to
the system is simply a written description of a scene, and the system analyzes the
text to extract objects in the scene and infer constraints upon their positions.
As we have noted earlier, modelling by example is another method by which
the artistic burden can be reduced. We discuss its history in the computer graphics
literature in the next section.
2.3 Modelling By Example
There are relatively few applications of the paradigm of modelling by example in
computer graphics that are not related to modelling object detail. Myers and Bux-
ton [117] generate GUI designs and behaviour by example, attempting to learn the
interaction desired according to a demonstration by the user. Metamouse [111]
allows a user to record a series of graphical operations (such as within a drawing
program) and playback and edit such recordings as graphical procedures. Meta-
mouse also attempts to extract desired relational constraints between objects by
analyzing the user’s actions. Extending the idea, Rubine [143] allow the specifi-
cation of arbitrary gestures by example. Users simply trace out a gesture with the
mouse, and can attach it to arbitrary application-specific operations. More recently,
Grochow et al. [63] limit the configuration space of inverse kinematics solutions to
only those close to observed motion capture poses. Thus, the motion capture data
serves as an example set of valid poses, and guides the IK solver to produce more
plausible motions than previous methods.
In the following sections, we explore the application of modelling by example
to object detail modelling in depth. We begin with a review of methods for texture
synthesis both within images and over 3D surfaces. We then explore some alternate
methods for achieving similar results. Finally, we discuss some extended applica-
tions of texture synthesis, as well as similar techniques within different problem
domains.
2.3.1 Image Texture Synthesis
Since Catmull [26] introduced the use of texture maps to represent fine-scale detail
on parametric surfaces, their usage has grown to become a staple of computer
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graphics. A texture map is a mapping from a 3D surface to the plane. Thus, an
image (or “texture”) existing in the plane can be mapped onto a 3D surface. Instead
of using a large number of geometric primitives to represent fine-scale detail of
an object, a texture allows reasonably smooth, coarse surfaces to appear highly
detailed and “textured”. While this offers a significant reduction in representation
complexity for such detailed objects, the problem of modelling such textures arises.
A natural approach to solving this problem is synthesis from an example texture.
If we have a picture of a texture we like, it is natural to want to be able to produce
more of it for use in some scene or object. This is the problem of texture synthesis.
Yessios [186] proposed an early application of texture synthesis to architec-
tural visualizations to fill in brick or fauna patterns. This approach was based on
randomly perturbing a regular pattern, heralding the recent work with near-regular
textures by Liu et al. [106]. To create the appearance of painting on real materi-
als, Lewis [101] modulated brush strokes with synthesized texture similar to the
desired background material, and also demonstrated the interpretation of a synthe-
sized texture as a terrain.
An important early work in the understanding of texture was the Julesz conjec-
ture [85], which postulated a statistical basis for texture: if one could produce an
image whose statistics up to some order N matched that of an example texture, the
resulting texture would be perceptually indistinguishable from the example. Thus,
many early approaches to texture modelling were based on statistical sampling:
given a particular texture one wishes to reproduce, construct a statistical model
of the texture, and then sample from the statistical model to produce more of it.
Julesz postulated that N = 2 [86], but later disproved that assumption by carefully
constructing perceptually different images whose statistics matched up to third or-
der [24], and later work showed that even third order statistics are not sufficient.
In some of the earliest work in texture synthesis, Fu and Lu [53] construct trees of
pixels for subpatterns found via clustering from texture patterns, and generate new
texture by instantiating such trees. Hassner and Sklansky [70] introduced the use
of a Markov Random Field (MRF) as a model for texture, and Cross and Jain [35]
first fitted MRFs to example texture images, producing good synthesis results on
very stochastic textures, but failing on textures with regular or higher level struc-
ture. Much early work focussed on model selection and estimation based on the
MRF assumption, and these methods tend to work very well for relatively stochas-
tic textures. Heeger and Bergen [71] coerced random noise into matching a sample
textures’s histogrammed filter responses at multiple scales and orientations, show-
ing good results even though only first-order statistics are used. Zhu et al. [197]
refined the approach with a more rigorous sampling procedure, while DeBonet [37]
exploited psychophysics research into texture perception to derive a better set of
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Figure 2.1: Non-parametric texture synthesis iteratively searches the input image
(left) for the best match for the current output neighbourhood (right, shading indi-
cates the already-synthesized region).
filters. Portilla and Simoncelli [135] used wavelet-based first- and second-order
statistics to produce better results, but the method still fails on highly-structured
textures.
Probably most influential on current approaches to texture synthesis was the
work of Popat and Picard [134]. They introduce the idea of treating image neigh-
bourhoods as high-dimensional vectors by concatenation of image pixels, and de-
rive a probability distribution over the high-dimensional space (the space of all
possible image neighbourhoods) as a sum of Gaussian kernels, each of which is de-
rived via clustering. For texture synthesis, they introduce the use of causal neigh-
bourhoods and coarse-to-fine processing, and their approach is the first method
to capture statistical interactions in a texture higher than third order. They also
demonstrate applications of their model to both compression and classification of
textures.
More recent work in texture synthesis algorithms can be broadly classified into
two categories: pixel-based methods, which perform iterative processing for every
output pixel, and patch-based methods, which attempt to copy larger patches of
texture from the input to the output.
A very influential work in pixel-based approaches is the non-parametric sam-
pling technique of Efros and Leung [44] (also independently developed by Gar-
ber [56] many years earlier), which iteratively finds and copies the best match
in the input texture for the existing nearby pixels of the output texture. Illus-
trated in Figure 2.1, the method is similar in nature to Popat and Picard’s work,
but avoids the use of an explicit model of the probability distribution of texture
neighbourhoods, instead approximating the probability of image neighbourhoods
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Figure 2.2: Patch-based extension of non-parametric texture synthesis. Patches,
each of n×n pixels, are laid in a grid with a few pixels of overlap. L-Shaped
patch borders (blue) are matched against same-sized patches from the input image.
Image Quilting (right) additionally finds the best cut through the overlap region of
each patch.
by histogramming their occurrences in the sample image. Thus, all neighbour-
hoods in the sample which are sufficiently close to the next output neighbourhood
contribute to a histogram for the next pixel, from which its value is finally sam-
pled. Wei and Levoy [178] independently developed a similar approach, simply
taking the center pixel of the best matching neighbourhood as the next pixel rather
than probabilistically sampling it from a histogram. They also realized that this
sampling procedure can be significantly optimized by restricting the neighbour-
hood to a fixed shape. Then, one can cluster the input neighbourhoods, in their
case using tree-structured vector quantization, so best matches can be found much
faster. This approach was further refined for natural textures by Ashikhmin [6],
who recognized that the positions in the input around which nearby output pixels
were copied are likely good matches for new output pixels. Balances between Wei
and Levoy’s accelerated best matching and Ashikhmin’s coherent matching were
struck by both Hertzmann et al. [73], who used a parameter to weight and choose
between the contributions of each, and Tong et al. [170], whose k-coherent search
matched against the candidates selected by Ashikhmin’s algorithm as well as their
(precomputed) k-nearest neighbours. As we shall see, a jump map provides a nat-
ural acceleration data structure for k-coherent search, and image synthesis with a
jump map [191] can be seen as a further step beyond Ashikhmin’s coherent match-
ing, in which the current output neighbourhood is removed altogether, and matches
are performed only between input neighbourhoods.
Patch-based texture synthesis from an example was demonstrated by Xu et
al. [185]. Their Chaos Mosaic tiled the output with the sample texture, pasting
and blending random overlapping blocks of texture to obscure the tiling and its
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boundaries. Later work generalized non-parametric texture synthesis, as illustrated
in Figure 2.2. A more expensive, higher-quality approach was taken in Image
Quilting [43], which places patches by matching patch boundaries, and finding the
best cut through the error surface between overlapping patches. Liang et al. [103]
instead use a number of acceleration data structures to speed patch matching to
real-time performance, and simply blend boundaries. Alternately, a small set of
Wang Tiles for a texture have been shown to be sufficient to efficiently produce
arbitrarily large amounts of the texture [29]. For extremely high quality results,
a Graph Cut-based algorithm [96] formulates the patch boundary problem as a
max flow/min cut problem, generalizing the Image Quilting algorithm to arbitrar-
ily shaped patches and arbitrary dimension (e.g., video). This approach has been
further extended [184] to apply local deformations to the texture to better match
curvilinear features at patch boundaries.
In general, early statistical approaches, as well as later pixel-based methods
are good at matching the smaller details of textures, but have trouble reproduc-
ing emergent or global features. Patch-based methods, on the other hand, capture
global features of the texture well, but may suffer from artifacts from trying to fit
poorly matched boundaries. Recognizing this, Nealen and Alexa [118] propose a
hybrid algorithm which initially places large patches, and refines as necessary to
reduce boundary artifacts. In areas where artifacts are unavoidable, a pixel-based
resynthesis algorithm is used. While slow, the approach gains the quality benefits
of both classes of algorithms.
2.3.2 Surface Detail Synthesis
Texture synthesis directly on arbitrary surfaces has received increasing attention in
recent years. Researchers have long recognized that the ability to create a larger
texture image from an example is not quite adequate to this task, as dealing with
the potentially challenging topology of a surface can pose difficult parameteriza-
tion problems (any surface not topologically equivalent to a disk requires the in-
troduction of seams in order to be parameterized to the plane), and may require
significant parametric distortion, as discussed in detail in the next section on alter-
nate approaches to detail synthesis.
The first approaches to this problem were patch-based. Neyret and Cani [119]
manually create a set of triangle tiles, each of whose edges are known to match with
all other tile edges; the results are limited to textures suitable for this process and
relatively uniformly-sampled meshes, and somewhat akin to (though more limited
than) the image-based Wang Tiles approach. Later, Lapped Textures [136] were
introduced, which can be seen as a generalization of the Chaos Mosaic to sur-
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faces 1, repeatedly pasting an overlapping, irregularly-shaped patch of texture on
the surface and relying on blending to hide discontinuities.
High quality results for general textures were produced simultaneously by Wei
and Levoy [179] and Turk [172], by generalizing pixel-based approaches to sur-
faces. These approaches involved locally flattening and resampling the mesh into
a regular neighbourhood grid, followed by application of standard neighbourhood
matching. Both of these approaches reproduce the texture on the mesh by assigning
vertex colours, with the drawback that the apparent size of the texture relative to the
mesh (the texture scale) is dictated by the vertex density. This approach has been
extended to synthesize Bidirectional Texture Functions [170] and progressively-
variant textures [196]. Ying et al. [187] instead divide the surface into a number
of charts, and apply an image-based approach to synthesize texture for each chart,
being careful to appropriately sample from neighbouring charts as necessary. This
decouples the texture scale from the vertex density, since the chart resolutions may
be easily changed, but potentially requires an excessively wasteful amount of tex-
ture memory to hold the charts.
By generating texture coordinates instead of vertex colours or charts, Soler et
al. [160] can accomodate a range of texture scales without remeshing, and use
texture memory only for the sample texture. They attempt to position sets of hier-
archical face clusters into texture space, and accelerate cluster boundary matching
with a discrete Fourier transform. As necessary, patches are subdivided down to
the level of individual triangles to increase match quality (this approach inspired
the patch-based part of Hybrid Texture Synthesis [118]). A much faster though
not quite interactive approach is proposed by Magda and Kriegman [107], who
compute a set of “texton labels” [100] for each pixel of the sample by clustering
gaussian-weighted neighbourhoods. Triangles are then simply rotated and scaled
into texture space, and finally placed at the position which has the highest number
of labels matching the neighbours’ texton labels. A similar approach was devel-
oped by Dischler et al. [40], decomposing the texture into mostly user-identified
patches of texture called “texture particles”. The spatial arrangement of the in-
stances of each kind of particle in the sample image are analyzed and simply re-
produced in the output. The method is similarly fast, and allows transformations
to be applied to each particle (enlarging or rotating elements, for example), but
not quite interactive in speed and texture particles may be severely distorted on
surfaces.
More recently, the problem of geometric detail synthesis has started to receive
attention. Sharf et al. [153] apply image completion techniques (see below) to
1It should be noted that Chaos Mosaic and Lapped Textures were developed independently and
concurrently, however.
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point-based surfaces, matching local implicit functions to synthesize complete 3D
models. Bhat et al. [16] align volumetric neighbourhoods to the local surface nor-
mal, and produce geometric detail over a distance field representation of the sur-
face. The main drawback is the requirement for extremely high resolution grids
to support fine-scale detail in the distance field. Other researchers have explored
the use of volumetric textures with high topological complexity [127] or subsur-
face scattering effects [27], but the focus of these works is on representation and
rendering, not actually constructing the textures.
2.3.3 Alternate Approaches
A few alternate methods for solving the problems which are solved by texture syn-
thesis from examples bear mentioning here. The largest class of alternate methods
are procedural in nature. Methods based on Perlin’s pioneering work in generat-
ing procedural noise [128] have been widely used to represent certain classes of
textures [42], including marble and wood. A key advantage of these procedural
methods is that they may be evaluated in any order and sampled arbitrarily, as they
are based on an underlying mathematical function. By contrast, almost all tex-
ture synthesis methods have order dependencies (with the notable exceptions of
the Chaos Mosaic [185] and an era-based method by Wei [177]). Further, noise-
based methods can directly generate 3D fields of texture, allowing for convincing
solid texturing [126, 129, 25] where objects appear to be carved out of a solid
block of material, which is particularly useful for stone or wood-based materials.
Turk [171] and Witkin and Kass [182] proposed a method to produce common nat-
ural textures such as various animal skins by simulating the underlying biological
processes. However, in general, procedural methods are relatively difficult to con-
trol, and not suitable for all kinds of textures, though recent work has attempted to
fit procedural textures to arbitrary input images [21].
Other notable procedural approaches include Cellular Texturing [47], which
consists of simulating a network of interacting cells on a surface, each of which
follows a user-defined “cell program” to generate some new geometry or texture.
Since cell programs may interact, the generated geometry may be consistent across
the surface, but the cell programs may be difficult to write. Legakis et al. [99],
instead assign feature labels to parts of a surface, and direct slightly different cell
programs to each kind of feature. In this way, one may have structures which are
consistent across features, such as bricks properly meeting at corners of a building.
However, this requires more cell programs to be written, and more complexity
within them due to their interactions, in addition to the labelling of features on the
surface.
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The connection between texture synthesis on surfaces and parameterization
bears mentioning. Patch-based texture synthesis methods, which assign texture co-
ordinates to triangle corners, are effectively parameterizing the surface such that
the texture appears continuous across the surface. A natural alternative, therefore,
is to simply apply a general parameterization algorithm to the surface (e.g., [49,
132, 146, 154]), and simply synthesize a texture image to be mapped by the pa-
rameterization (or, indeed, use the original sample). In essence, this creates a full
bijective mapping from the whole surface to the plane while attempting to mini-
mize parametric distortion.
There are several problems with this approach: similar to the chart-based meth-
ods, extra texture memory must be used as the texture scale shrinks with respect
to the surface. A full parameterization must invariably introduce parametric distor-
tion of the surface in texture space, which can be completely avoided with texture
synthesis methods. This distortion causes artifacts such as squashing or stretching
of the apparent size of texture features on the surface. For example, a pattern of
circles may be distorted into ellipses of various eccentricity. The amount of dis-
tortion required is related to both the curvature of the surface and its genus. Only
genus zero surfaces can be parameterized into the plane, so non-zero genus surfaces
must have seams introduced in order to reduce their genus to zero before they can
be parameterized (some methods [161] introduce seams during parameterization).
The introduction of these seams creates additional parametric distortion, as well as
possible artifacts in texture mapping (indeed, Sheffer and Hart [154] take pains to
control where seams lie to ensure they are not prominent). Of course, extra effort
must be expended to match texels across these seams as well. Finally, the user
does not have much control over the final result. In particular, anisotropic textures
generally need to be oriented on the surface by the user, and the desired orienta-
tion may not be consistent with that dictated by the parameterization algorithm.
However, this may still be a useful alternative approach if the surface is already
parameterized, or needs to be for some other purpose.
One particular class of parameterization bears special mentioning. Geometry
Images [64] are an almost completely regular reparameterization of a surface. In
theory, it is possible that geometry images directly enable methods from the im-
age domain to operate over surfaces due to their regular topology. However, any
method relying on neighbourhood information must also deal with potentially sig-
nificant parametric distortion in this regular parameterization. Also, surfaces of
genus greater than zero must have several cutting curves to produce a single geom-
etry image, and vertices near such cuts must be carefully processed. To date, there
have not been detail synthesis or transfer methods developed based upon geometry
images.
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More recently, detail transfer has been accomplished across surfaces using
common or consistent parameterizations of models. Praun et al. [137] introduce
consistent parameterizations, and show how attributes such as textures can be eas-
ily transferred through the parameterization. Allen et al. [2] create novel data-
driven modelling tools by exploiting a large database of consistently parameter-
ized models and measuring various statistics across the entire set. A significant
issue with these methods is parametric distortion, which potentially squashes or
stretches signals as they are transferred among surfaces. More recent work directly
parameterizes models over each other [92, 149], and allows for transfer of mesh
deformations [164]. These methods can lower the requisite distortion, but in gen-
eral, it is possible that no good common or cross-parameterization exists between a
source and target surface. In such cases, a synthesis-based approach is more useful.
Cut-and-paste surface editing [18] uses a local parameterization to transfer ge-
ometry among surfaces, avoiding much of the distortion required in globally con-
sistent parameterization methods. Sorkine et al. [162] transfer Laplacian coordi-
nates to better adapt the transferred geometry to the target shape. For large-scale
geometry, surface stitching based on Poisson interpolation [188] yields excellent
results, though good results can also be achieved with relatively unsophisticated
blending methods [54]. However, when there is not enough of the source available
to cover the desired target region, cut-and-paste must revert to manual cloning,
which can be error-prone and often has a distracting amount of repetition, and
again synthesis methods are more appropriate in this case.
2.3.4 Synthesis Applications
While much research has focused on increasing the speed and quality of texture
synthesis algorithms, a number of new innovative applications of texture synthesis
research have surfaced in recent years. One early application of texture synthesis
was the removal of foreground elements from images [178] by synthesizing new
background texture over them. This approach has been alternately refined by us-
ing a confidence map-based traversal order [41, 34], adaptiveND tensor voting and
texture segmentation [80], and image decomposition with a combination of inpaint-
ing and texture synthesis [12]. Barrett and Cheney [9] produce a suite of powerful
image editing tools by combining texture synthesis with vision-related algorithms
for manipulating objects in images. Ying et al. [187] interpret the synthesized tex-
ture in novel ways, for example as a transparency or displacement map, generating
stunning imagery. Similarly, Cohen et al. [29] showed how Wang Tiles could be
used for primitive distribution as well as texture synthesis. Zhang et al. [196] have
developed an innovative framework for progressive variation of texture-related sig-
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nals across a surface, demonstrating varying scales of texture elements, and even
smoothly varying between two textures across a surface. Brooks and Dodgson [23]
use neighbourhood comparison to generate mattes over a texture, allowing for fast
editing of repetitive elements. Applications such as painting all elements of a tex-
ture simultaneously, and enlarging or shrinking texture elements are demonstrated.
Schweitzer [150] proposed the use of texturing 3D surfaces as a visualization
aid to help reveal their structure, placing textural elements in specific positions
and orientations over a rendered surface, and the approach was later refined by van
Wijk [174]. Turk [173] and later Taponecco and Alexa [168] used texture synthesis
to aid specifically in the visualization of vector fields.
An interesting class of applications uses alternate sources of information in
generating the texture. A pioneering application of this type includes Ashikhmin’s
texture transfer technique [6], in which the best matching neighbourhood is re-
defined to simultaneously match the current output neighbourhood and the corre-
sponding neighbourhood in a target image. Harrison [69] uses region maps over
the input and output to decouple the colouring of the texture from the region iden-
tification for texture transfer. While Ashikhmin uses simple hand-painted target
images, Efros and Freeman [43] demonstrate excellent results on general target
images. Image Analogies [73] reproduces local transformations among images us-
ing a single example of the transformation. Their framework supports a number of
filtering operations, from image super-resolution to non-photorealistic filters such
as watercolour, but may require extensive parameter tuning and colour matching.
Ashikhmin has produced a much faster variant of this system with only slightly
lower quality by using a slightly randomized coherent search [7]. A number of tar-
geted techniques perform similar filtering operations with generally higher quality,
including colorization of black and white images from an example [181] and fa-
cial super-resolution [105]. All of these methods use accelerated neighbourhood
matching techniques widely used for texture synthesis.
Texture synthesis and analogy methods have also been generalized to other
problem domains. Curve analogies [73], building on the pioneering work of Finkel-
stein et al. [46], provide methods for curve synthesis and transformation by exam-
ple. Numerous researchers have worked on the problem of video synthesis from an
example. Wei and Levoy [178] use a direct generalization of their image synthe-
sis method to 3D, producing relatively low-quality results. Video Textures [148]
produce linkages between similar video frames and simply play back the sam-
ple video while probabilistically choosing links to follow. Kwatra et al. [96] also
demonstrate the usefulness of graph cuts for video synthesis, generalizing Video
Textures to treat blocks of space-time in the video, rather than entire frames at a
time. Bhat et al. [15] focus on flow-based video textures, allowing for redirec-
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tion, elimination, or duplication of the specific flows in the video. Approaches
based on Video Textures have also become popular in the domain of motion cap-
ture [91, 5, 97], to allow the reuse and combination of small amounts of motion
capture data, especially for application in video games.
Given this background, we begin in the next chapter to develop the technical
contributions of this work, defining our novel statistical data representations, the
jump map and the geodesic fan. Later, we shall see how these are used to improve
all aspects of the modelling by example pipeline, from selection, through reuse, to
object editing.
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3 Novel Representations for Reuse
In this chapter, we introduce two novel data representations for modelling by exam-
ple that shall be used throughout the remainder of this work. Jump maps, described
in Section 3.1, facilitate real-time techniques for the modelling of imagery by ex-
ample, while geodesic fans (Section 3.2) enable the application of standard image
domain methods for modelling by example to surfaces.
Jump maps record for each pixel of an input image a set of pixels whose neigh-
bourhoods are similar to it. Texture synthesis with a jump map reduces to simply
iteratively copying pixels from the input to the output, and occasionally follow-
ing one of these recorded “jumps” in order to avoid the input image boundaries
and introduce randomness. Jump maps are closely related to the neighbourhood-
based texture synthesis methods we discussed earlier in Chapter 2, most notably
Ashikhmin’s coherent synthesis method [6] for natural textures. Ashikhmin as-
sumes that the neighbours of the current output neighbourhood provide good can-
didates for the next pixel, implicitly assuming that the neighbourhoods of those
pixels will resemble the current output neighbourhood. With jump maps, we go
one step farther and assume the current output neighbourhood itself sufficiently
resembles the input neighbourhoods from which its neighbours were copied that
it suffices to compare input neighbourhoods only. This allows us to precompute
input neighbourhood differences, and completely avoid any costly neighbourhood
comparisons at runtime. The resulting synthesis algorithms, discussed in Chap-
ter 5, match the performance of the fastest alternative image-based methods, and
outperform alternative surface-based methods by over an order of magnitude.
As we have seen, modelling by example amounts to reproducing the key sta-
tistical properties of an example on some new instance. Thus, in order to model by
example, it is necessary to have some regular set of statistics to be measured. Local
neighbourhoods allow for efficient measurement and sampling of very high order
statistics by effectively recording all interactions between elements in a small area;
thus, measuring the statistical properties of local neighbourhoods in effect mea-
sures high order statistical properties of an example. In order to apply data-driven
modelling to surfaces, then, we would like to have some concept of neighbour-
hoods on surfaces. However, on triangulated surfaces, the most common and
widely-used representation for surfaces, it is difficult to construct regular local
neighbourhoods. Such surfaces are irregularly sampled, with no guarantee of simi-
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lar triangle shapes or sizes, nor even any regular connectivity, so one cannot simply
collect a set of nearby vertices. Furthermore, surface neighbourhoods have no in-
herent orientation. In the image domain, comparing neighbourhoods from different
parts of an example image is straightforward since it can be assumed that moving
one pixel upwards at one point is equivalent to moving one pixel upwards at any
other point. On a surface, if we move a certain distance along the surface in one
direction, we have no idea what a corresponding direction would be at any other
point of the surface. Thus, even if we could construct a regular neighbourhood at
different parts of a surface, we could not be sure that a comparison between such
neighbourhoods was accurate. It could be the case that comparing them in a dif-
ferent relative orientation would yield a higher similarity. It is thus very easy to
overestimate the difference of surface neighbourhoods.
Geodesic fans solve these problems, providing a structurally-regular, easily-
orientable local neighbourhood representation for surfaces. A geodesic fan sam-
ples surface properties at equal arclengths of a set of geodesics emanating in a fan
pattern from a point on the surface. Their regular structure provides fast oriented
comparisons, while their inherent rotational symmetry allows for fast approximate
mutual alignment via a fixed set of oriented comparisons, many of which can be
avoided entirely in the statistical case using standard indexing techniques. We de-
scribe these procedures later in Section 3.2.
3.1 Jump Maps
The texture synthesis approach of Wei and Levoy [178] iteratively places output
pixels by finding the best match for the current output neighbourhood in the input
image. Despite the application of indexing data structures, this matching proce-
dure is still at least logarithmic in the number of potential matches (i.e., the size
of the input image). Ashikhmin’s coherent synthesis [6] examines only the neigh-
bourhoods corresponding to sources of nearby output pixels, and thus requiring
only a constant number of neighbourhood comparisons per pixel. However, each
neighbourhood comparison itself may be quite expensive when the neighbourhood
size required is large. For textures which have long-range statistical interactions
(i.e., high level structure), a large neighbourhood size may be required in order to
properly capture these interactions and produce a high quality result. The key idea
behind the jump map texture synthesis algorithms is the notion that we can precom-
pute the set of neighbourhood comparisons that will be required for any particular
application of texture synthesis, and thereby avoid having to perform any costly
neighbourhood matching at run-time.
To perform this precomputation, we make the assumption that the neighbour-
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Figure 3.1: Left: At each pixel, such as the one centered on the blue box, the jump
map stores a set of links to pixels with similar neighbourhoods, outlined in red.
Each jump is weighted according to the similarity of the neighbourhoods. Right:
Synthesized result.
hood of each output pixel to be synthesized will closely resemble the input neigh-
bourhoods from which the nearby already-synthesized pixels were copied. Thus,
the comparisons which would be performed at runtime are approximated by com-
parisons among input image neighbourhoods, the results of which are stored in a
lookup table we call the jump map. Indeed, in contrast to previous algorithms, our
runtime synthesis procedure making use of the jump map for a texture need not
examine pixels of the sample texture at all.
For each pixel of the input image, the jump map stores a list of jumps to other
pixels whose neighbourhoods are similar, as pictured in Figure 3.1. Note that, in
addition to the destination address of each jump, we also store a similarity value
for each jump. Jumps between pixels which match extremely well have higher
similarity values than jumps between pixels which do not match so well. We typi-
cally store the best 2–4 jumps per pixel, subject to some diversity constraints. Note
that more jumps could easily be stored per pixel, but we keep the number low to
minimize storage and runtime memory requirements.
Each texture to be reused must first go through an analysis phase, in which we
actually generate the jump map for it. For each pixel of the input texture to be ana-
lyzed, we compute a set of similar pixels to be stored in the pixel’s corresponding
jump map entry (jump list). Like previous approaches, we use simple fixed-size
neighbourhood comparisons to determine the similarity between pixels (§3.1.1).
We apply relatively standard acceleration techniques to speed the search for good
matching neighbourhoods (§3.1.2), and further acceleration can be achieved by us-
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Figure 3.2: Image neighbourhood vectors. Each pixel of an image neighbourhood
is concatenated to form a long neighbourhood vector. Each neighbourhood of an
image is then a vector in a high-dimensional space. We reduce the dimension
of this space with principal components analysis, and finally insert the reduced
vectors into an indexing data structure for fast matching.
ing multi-resolution neighbourhoods (§3.1.3). In Section 3.1.4, we detail a few
minor issues helpful to ensure sufficient randomness in generated jump maps, and
some normalization issues in Section 3.1.5. Finally, we highlight the performance
of jump map construction in Section 3.1.6. Note that we describe the process of
using jump maps to improve the state of the art in modelling images by example
later in Chapter 5.
3.1.1 Neighbourhood Similarity
We define the neighbourhood of a pixel as an ordered set of pixels around the target
pixel (we typically simply use square neighbourhoods centered on the target pixel).
To compare two neighbourhoods, we use the L2 norm: we first construct neigh-
bourhood vectors, as illustrated in Figure 3.2, which consist of the colour values
at each pixel in the neighbourhood concatenated into one long vector. The differ-
ence between two neighbourhoods is then quantified as the length of the difference
between their neighbourhood vectors. While the L2 norm is well-known to be a
poor choice for perceptual similarity between images, it is very fast to compute
and performs adequately for texture synthesis. Indeed, Nealen and Alexa [118]
suggest the use of metrics based on human perception do not noticeably improve
their results.
Computing a set of similar pixels to a target pixel then amounts to a high-
dimensional all-nearest-neighbours problem: we wish to find the nearest neigh-
bours of vectors of dimension cn2 (for a neighbourhood of n×n pixels and image
with c colour channels). Since we only need generate a jump map once for any
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particular texture, the speed with which we solve this problem is not of utmost
importance; indeed, one could simply use brute force, comparing against all other
neighbourhoods in the image directly.
3.1.2 Accelerated Matching
Instead, following previous researchers [73, 103], we insert all the neighbourhood
vectors into an approximate nearest neighbours (ANN) search data structure for
accelerated searching [114]. In our experiments, we have found that we do not
need the actual best matches of a particular target neighbourhood, and indeed typ-
ically use error tolerances of 10%. However, since ANN search time expotentially
increases with the vector dimension, we first apply principal components analysis
(PCA) [82] to reduce the dimension of the neighbourhood vectors. We typically
randomly sample 10% of the set of image neighbourhoods to use to compute the
principal components, and use enough components to retain 97% of the variation
in this sampling.
We have found these techniques to work exceedingly well in practice. Whereas
brute force analysis for a texture can take from half an hour to several hours, de-
pending on the input image size and neighbourhood size, applying these acceler-
ation techniques brings analysis time down to anywhere from a few seconds to a
few minutes. PCA is critical to achieve these efficiency gains, as ANN works best
at relatively modest vector dimensions (under 30 or so). Only rarely do we observe
sample textures requiring more components than this.
It should be noted that at image boundaries, we do not have full neighbour-
hoods available. Our choice of dealing with this problem depends on the sample’s
tileability: if the sample image is seamlessly tileable, we simply use toroidal neigh-
bourhoods, wrapping around the image when we encounter a border; if the image
is not seamlessly tileable, then we simply inset the sample image, and only con-
sider the region where full neighbourhoods are available. Note that this can cause
problems for particularly small sample textures that require large neighbourhood
sizes, as there could be little left of the sample image after insetting. There are
a number of alternate possibilities which we have not explored in detail, for ex-
ample: using truncated neighbourhoods (requiring brute force searches for those
pixels with truncated neighbourhoods); reflecting the image over the image bound-
aries, effectively creating a seamless image; or filling the unavailable entries of a
neighbourhood with some sort of reasonable data (such as an average or median
pixel). In practice, very few textures are small enough to present a problem for
insetting in any case.
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Figure 3.3: Multi-resolution neighbourhood vectors. Pixels from corresponding
neighbourhoods at multiple image resolutions are concatenated to form longer
neighbourhood vectors.
3.1.3 Multi-Resolution Neighbourhoods
As just discussed, limiting the dimension of the neighbourhood vectors is critical to
achieving large efficiency gains in constructing jump maps. Perhaps unintuitively,
one way to further reduce neighbourhood dimension is to use multi-resolution
neighbourhoods. Here, we downsample the sample texture a number of times to
create a Gaussian image pyramid1 and concatenate corresponding neighbourhoods
from each level of the pyramid onto the existing neighbourhood vectors. The en-
tries in the multi-resolution neighbourhood vector from each level of the pyramid
are weighted such that the total weight from each level of the pyramid is equal (for
example, if a coarser level has half as many pixels in its neighbourhood, those pix-
els are each given twice the weight given to each finer level pixel). Typically, we
use three levels for our multi-resolution neighbourhoods. The process is outlined
in Figure 3.3.
In our experience, PCA does a much better job on these multi-resolution neigh-
bourhood vectors than it does on flat neighbourhood vectors. Thus, while the un-
1Use of a Laplacian pyramid, which records differences between levels of the pyramid instead of
actual pixel values, produces equivalent results in our experience.
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compressed vectors are longer than single resolution vectors, the PCA-compressed
vectors are smaller when including multi-resolution entries. We theorize that this is
because the multi-resolution neighbourhoods effectively capture the spatial nature
of the data. The entries from each coarser level link the otherwise unrelated pixels
in the corresponding finer level according to their spatial positions within the neigh-
bourhood. It is then this spatial linking which leads to greater dimensional reduc-
tions from PCA. In general, the use of multi-resolution neighbourhoods also sup-
ports high quality matching with smaller finest-level neighbourhoods than would
be required for flat neighbourhoods.
3.1.4 Avoiding Repetition
The primary deficiency of the L2 norm for our purposes is its tendency to cluster
around good matches. In particular, if one neighbourhood is a particularly good
match, it often remains a relatively good match when shifting it over by a pixel.
Indeed, an early version of our software gave best matches for a pixel that were
often right next to the pixel itself. Alternately, all of the matches would be clustered
right next to one another in one particular portion of the image. This produces
problems for texture synthesis since it is likely to induce an undesirable amount of
repetition. For example, all of the jumps from one position may lead to one other
particular position, and all of the jumps from that position may lead back to the
original position.
A simple solution to avoid this problem is Poisson Disc Sampling. In Poisson
Disc Sampling, samples are iteratively drawn such that discs placed at the center
of each sample do not overlap. We approximate this by, instead of gathering the
k nearest neighbours for each pixel, gathering the ks nearest neighbours, and fil-
tering the results such that placing a disc at each accepted result does not create
any overlapping discs. We simply sort the ks nearest neighbours by similarity,
and iteratively accept the first k neighbours which are not within some distance
d of any other accepted neighbour (or the pixel for which we are finding nearest
neighbours).
Typically, we retrieve 5 to 10 times as many neighbours as we want to keep
(i.e., s = 5 to 10), and use Poisson discs with diameter (d) equal to the neigh-
bourhood width. In general, s trades off between computation time and fidelity to
the Poisson disc sampling criterion; a higher s means retrieving more neighbours,
increasing computation time, while if s is too low, there may not be a k-subset of
ks neighbours retrieved that satisfies the Poisson disc criterion. In this case, we
iteratively halve d until we accept enough neighbours. In choosing d, the diameter
of the Poisson discs, we would generally like at most one candidate from any par-
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ticular identifiable feature of the sample texture. Since the neighbourhood width
is assumed to be a rough measure of feature size, the neighbourhood width is a
natural choice for d.
3.1.5 Jump Map Normalization
The final step in generating a jump map is to normalize the entries. In addition to
the destination for each jump, we also store a normalized similarity value, which, as
we shall see in Section 5.1, is used as a weighting term in the probabilistic selection
of jumps. To simplify texture synthesis at runtime, we normalize the weights of all
jumps such that the summed weight in any given pixel’s jump list is at most 1.0.
In doing this, we wish to recognize that not all jumps are equal. Some pixels may
have high-quality jumps, while other pixels may only have mediocre jumps, and
we would like to discourage jumping when only mediocre jumps are available.
Thus, we globally filter the sum of the neighbourhood differences of the jumps at
each pixel to lie in the range [α, 1], 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Note that higher neighbourhood
differences imply worse similarity, so high sums are mapped near to α, and lower
sums are mapped closer to 1. Given this globally-assigned sum of weights at some
pixel, the jumps at that pixel are assigned weights by filtering their neighbourhood
differences relative to this sum. We typically use α = 0.5, meaning that the pixel
with the best jumps is roughly twice as likely to be jumped from as the pixel with
the worst jumps. We have found simple linear filtering to be adequate for both the
global normalization and the local weight distribution at each pixel.
3.1.6 Performance
Given our optimizations and constraints, analysis time varies from a few seconds
to a few minutes for most textures on an Athlon 1800+ PC. There are a number
of sources of variation here. First, the requisite neighbourhood size, directly influ-
encing the initial dimension of neighbourhood vectors, has a large impact on the
analysis time. Generally, the neighbourhood should be large enough to capture sig-
nificant texture features. For most textures in this work, we have used 9×9, 5×5, 3×3
multi-resolution neighbourhoods. Larger neighbourhood sizes rarely result in dra-
matic quality improvement, but can increase analysis times significantly (e.g., on
the order of half an hour for 17×17, 9×9, 5×5 neighbourhoods). Related to this,
colour images, having three (or more) channels per pixel require neighbourhood
vectors three times as long as greyscale images. Thus, a standard optimization
in texture synthesis is to perform comparisons in the luminance domain, reducing
neighbourhood dimension by a factor of three. While this would improve jump
map construction time, it could reduce match quality for textures having colour
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differences not captured by luminance comparisons, and analysis is performed of-
fline in any case. Another major influence on analysis time is the nature of the
texture itself, and in particular how effective PCA is at reducing its neighbourhood
dimension. A key area for future research is to attempt to understand how some
textures are much more amenable to PCA reduction than others. Finally, analysis
time is also influenced by the size of of the sample texture. Larger textures require
larger jump maps, which means more ANN searches are required. Further, larger
textures also have more possibilities for matches, so each ANN search itself takes
more time.
3.2 Geodesic Fans
In this section, we develop a framework for local neighbourhood definition, sam-
pling, and comparison for surfaces. This will allow us to leverage existing research
in the image domain to create novel surface manipulation tools. In particular, as we
have discussed, numerous image domain tools, especially for modelling by exam-
ple, are based on local statistical analysis of the image. Statistics of small neigh-
bourhoods within the image are collected, and, by reproducing the distribution of
these statistics on new objects, the desired result is achieved. In the surface domain,
this approach is difficult, primarily due to irregular sampling and the lack of any
inherent orientation of the surface. The irregular sampling of the surface makes the
mere collection of statistics more complex, while the lack of an orientation makes
their comparison expensive. As we shall see in later chapters, surface modelling
tools based on modelling by example, like their image domain counterparts, are
more intelligent and intuitive than standard editing tools, and are especially useful
for non-artists, allowing the character of a surface to be changed convincingly with
little user effort or artistic skill.
The heart of our framework is our geodesic fan-based approach for local sur-
face comparison. Geodesic fans are neighbourhoods where the sample positions
are uniformly spaced in the geodesic polar coordinates of the center, thus resem-
bling a fan of geodesics on the surface. The use of geodesics naturally avoids dis-
tortion of the neighbourhood, while uniformly sampling in this space offers very
fast simultaneous alignment and comparison of local portions of surfaces. Their
efficiency and capability to generate oriented correspondences across surfaces are
critical components of our applications, and we believe they will prove useful in
many other contexts as well.
We also demonstrate a family of similarity measures. The key abstraction to
our framework is to define similarity in terms of a signal over the surface. Typi-
cally, this signal measures geometry or colours, but it can be any arbitrary function
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defined on the surface. Thus, as we shall see, we can modify the geometry of an
object based on similarities in its texture, or paint an object based on geometric
similarity. We may also exploit correlations of signals, identifying regions where
both the geometry and the colours match. A user is able to pick the components
of the similarity measure which make the most sense for the task at hand, allowing
for powerful, widely-applicable and intuitive surface editing.
3.2.1 Local Surface Comparison
We begin by defining the problem of local surface comparison. We are given a
manifold surface M over which some signal ω : M → Rn is defined. We define
the local difference of two points p and q to be the integral of differences in ω over
corresponding regions in the neighbourhoods of p and q2. We approximate this
local difference by sampling ω at a set of corresponding points {pi} and {qi}, and
summing their differences under the L2 norm:
D(p,q) =
∑
i
||ω(pi)− ω(qi)|| (3.1)
Typically, ω measures the surface geometry, colours, or a weighted combination of
such signals.
The main difficulty in evaluating D on surfaces is in establishing correspond-
ing points {pi} and {qi}. We use a local parameterization at each neighbourhood
center and specify offsets in the parameter domain. If the parameterizations are
aligned, then evaluating the same parameter domain offset in both neighbourhoods
produces corresponding points. We first define our choice of local parameteriza-
tion, then show how they may be efficiently aligned.
3.2.2 Defining Geodesic Fans
We use the geodesic polar parameterization of a point to establish sample positions
on surfaces, sampling uniformly in the associated parameter domain. As noted
earlier, a geodesic is a curve embedded in a surface whose curvature is due entirely
to that of the surface. Mathematically, a geodesic curve g(t) embedded in a surface
M has a second derivative g′′(t) which points in the direction of the surface normal
of M at g(t). As the geodesic curve connecting two points in M is a shortest path
within M between those two points, a geodesic can be thought of conceptually as
a generalization of straight lines to curved spaces. More properties and derivation
of geodesic curves can be found in the differential geometry literature [94].
2We must ensure the neighbourhoods of p and q are in correspondence before we can compare
them, to avoid overestimating their difference
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Figure 3.4: The conformal plane of a point on a surface. The geodesics through a
point have angles θi between them on the manifold. A conformal map scales these
angles by α = 2pi/
∑
θi, so they sum to 2pi, while preserving arclengths.
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Figure 3.5: A geodesic fan on a surface with the polar base highlighted. The
parameter domain is shown in polar form and with samples arranged as a grid in
parameter space.
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Figure 3.6: Left: A colour signal on a surface and two unaligned geodesic fans
with highlighted polar bases. Middle: Sampled signal from each fan; the differ-
ence would be overestimated since the fans do not correspond. Right: Cyclic per-
mutations of the spokes of the fan at q (each spoke maps to a column in the sample
grid). The permutation with minimal difference with the fan at p approximately
aligns them.
If one arbitrary geodesic passing through a point p is designated a polar base,
every other geodesic passing through p may be parameterized by its angle θ with
respect to the polar base in the conformal plane at p (the conformal plane of a point
maps all geodesic curves through the point into the plane such that they cover an
angular range of [0, 2pi], as shown in Figure 3.4). Any point q ∈ M may be pa-
rameterized with respect to p as (θ, r), where θ identifies a geodesic through both
p and q and r the arclength on this geodesic of q. Note that these coordinates
may not be unique for a given point, but any particular set of coordinates identi-
fies a unique point on the surface. The pair (θ, r) are called the geodesic polar
coordinates of q with respect to p. Thus, as shown in Figure 3.5, if we position
samples uniformly in the geodesic polar parameter domain, the angle axis gives
geodesic spokes equally-spaced about the neighbourhood center, and the arclength
axis spaces samples equally along these spokes (note that samples will generally
not fall on vertices). We call this arrangement a geodesic fan.
3.2.3 Local Correspondence
Now that we have a local parameterization of the surface, the remaining question
is how to determine the direction of the polar base in each neighbourhood that pro-
vides corresponding parameterizations. This is equivalent to arbitrarily choosing
the polar base at one point, and finding an optimal corresponding direction at the
other point. Note that when two neighbourhoods are optimally aligned, their differ-
ence according to (3.1) is minimal. Further, we may discretely rotate a geodesic fan
simply by cyclically permuting its spokes. For example, let us number the spokes
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of a particular geodesic fan g0(p) = (s0, s1, ..., sn), where si = {ωi0, ..., ωim}
is the set of all samples from spoke i. If we cyclically permute this fan’s spokes
by 1, we get g1(p) = (s1, s2, ..., sn, s0). Note that this geodesic fan is precisely
the geodesic fan that would be sampled if the polar base of g0(p) were rotated in
the conformal plane by the spacing angle (2pin ). Thus, as shown in Figure 3.6, we
may produce n cyclic permutations {gi(p)} of one geodesic fan. This allows us
to approximate (3.1), which assumes corresponding points in each neighbourhood,
as:
D(p,q) = min
i
D(g0(p), gi(q)) (3.2)
where the polar bases at p and q are chosen arbitrarily. Thus, we approximate the
optimal alignment by comparing one fixed fan against all discrete rotations of the
other; the rotation with minimal difference aligns them.
Note that this alignment procedure is with respect to the signal ω. It will not
necessarily approximate the optimal alignment of the geometry of the neighbour-
hoods. This is by design, as, for example, the optimal geometric alignment is
likely to be quite different than the optimal alignment of texture values. A user
may choose the signal (or combination thereof) most appropriate to the task at
hand. We now describe these functions in more detail.
3.2.4 Signal Measurement
We have defined ω as a function over a surface which represents a signal of interest.
An example of such a signal would be a texture map. Here, a signal sample at some
point of the surface would be a 3-vector containing the colour of the texture at that
point. With triangle meshes, we typically have signal values defined at the vertices
which are linearly interpolated over triangles (map-based signals have their map
coordinates interpolated, rather than the signal itself).
Since a surface is embedded in 3D space, we naturally want to measure and
compare the geometry of the surface for many applications. To this end we define a
function ωgeom which represents the geometry of the surface; its value at any point
on the surface is simply that point’s position in space. In order for this function
to be useful in our applications, it must be rotation-invariant, so we transform this
position into a local frame on the surface. Note that in order to ensure a particular
sample’s value is constant over discrete rotations of the neighbourhood, this frame
must be relative to the current spoke of the neighbourhood. Thus,
ωgeom(pi) =
 tsbs
n
 (pi − p) (3.3)
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where pi is the sample position, p is the neighbourhood center, ts is the initial
direction of the current spoke, n is the surface normal at p, and bs = ts × n.
We have experimented with different variations of this function. For exam-
ple, one can consider dropping various dimensions of the signal (e.g., ignoring the
tangential or binormal component) in order to reduce the overall dimension of the
neighbourhood. In many cases, this does not have great effect on the results; gen-
erally, the normal component is most important, followed by the binormal com-
ponent. However, we generally retain all three dimensions in order to allow a
relatively accurate reconstruction of the geometry of the neighbourhood from the
sampled signal. For example, Figure 3.7 could not be constructed without a 3D
geometry signal3.
More useful, in our experience, is to change the center point for the frame
of the neighbourhood. Using the topological center of the neighbourhood on the
surface as the center of the frame can be subject to noise. We have produced better
results by instead using the centroid of the sample positions to help smooth out this
potential noise. In effect, this considers to some degree the shape of the volume
enclosed by the neighbourhood.
3.2.5 Signal Correlation
It is often the case that features of various signals defined on a surface are corre-
lated. For example, features of the texture on a face often correspond to features
of the face’s geometry. In order to capture this kind of feature correlation among
signals, we can simply concatenate the vectors produced by each signal (this is
equivalent to simply adding the neighbourhood difference produced by each, but is
more amenable to acceleration). In order to accommodate weighting of each signal
contributing to the similarity measurement, we typically do a global normalization
of each signal sample based on their maximum possible values (note that elements
of ωgeom are bounded by the neighbourhood extent4). Thus, for a d-dimensional
signal ω, a particular sample of that signal ωi is a d-vector, each element of which
is normalized to lie in the range [0, 1/
√
d]. The user can then easily choose relative
weights for the contribution of each signal to the similarity metric, as any given
signal, regardless of its dimension, will have a maximum sample difference of 1
under the L2 norm.
3In fact, since we know the spacing of the sample points, it is sufficient for reconstruction to
know only the normal and binormal components, plus a binary indicating whether the tangential
component was toward or away from the center, relative to the previous sample position.
4If using the centroid of the sample positions c as the center of the neighbourhood frame, then
the elements are bounded by the neighbourhood extent plus ||p − c||
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Figure 3.7: Principal components of the geodesic fans of the Stanford Bunny.
3.2.6 Acceleration and Indexing
Geodesic fans are amenable to accelerated search using standard indexing tech-
niques, which is especially important for future applications. By arranging the
geodesic fan samples into a long vector, searches over collections of geodesic fans
may be accelerated with kd-trees or vector quantization. Instead of each position
producing a single neighbourhood vector, however, it produces one for each possi-
ble discrete rotation (i.e., one per spoke). While this increases the size of the data
structure by a constant factor, most such indexing structures produce at least log-
arithmic speedups, and thus remain useful. We can also use principal components
analysis (PCA) to reduce neighbourhood vector dimension, further accelerating
many techniques. We have successfully applied vector quantization, PCA, and kd-
trees to geodesic fan search, achieving results similar to those made by the texture
synthesis community [178, 73]. For example, Figure 3.7 shows a reconstruction
of the most significant principal components of neighbourhoods of the Stanford
bunny model. In other words, with high accuracy, any actual neighbourhood from
the Stanford bunny may be approximated by a linear combination of these neigh-
bourhoods (note, of course, that these neighbourhoods are sampled using only the
geometric signal described above).
In some cases, indexing is not applicable. We can still considerably accelerate
geodesic fan comparisons with vector quantization on the spokes of the geodesic
fans. We consider the set of samples on each spoke as a long vector, and apply
tree-structured vector quantization (TSVQ) [60]. This effectively reduces the di-
mension of each spoke to 1, as all pairwise differences of quantized spokes may
be precomputed and stored in a lookup table. Fan-to-fan comparison time speedup
is linear in the dimensional reduction; for example, geodesic fans whose spokes
have 10 samples of a 3D signal are compared 30 times faster. If geodesic fans must
be stored, there is a similarly large reduction in memory usage as well, since only
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Figure 3.8: Similarity maps for the indicated position (black) in the left image,
with increasing neighbourhood extents. Similarity increases from red to blue, as
in the ramp (right). From left to right, neighbourhood extents as a fraction of the
bounding box diagonal are 0.01, 0.02, 0.06 and 0.125.
spoke indices need be stored, rather than the actual data on each spoke. However,
TSVQ imposes a preprocessing cost for constructing the quantization codebook,
and a minimal overhead for actually quantizing the spokes when fans are sam-
pled. In practice, we have found the quantization overhead entirely hidden by the
reduced memory management of the quantized approach.
3.2.7 Implementation Issues
In practice, we restrict ourselves to triangulated manifold surfaces. Geodesic fans
have three parameters: the maximum arclength of a spoke, the number of spokes,
and the number of samples per spoke. Note that the number of spokes provides
a tradeoff between the accuracy of our alignment approximation and the compu-
tation time. The maximum arclength determines the extent of the neighbourhood
on the surface, and the number of samples per spoke influences the sample den-
sity. These parameters are typically selected in the same manner as the comparable
parameters to image domain neighbourhoods: by visual inspection, such that the
smallest features of interest are adequately sampled (i.e., such that one neighbour-
hood containing a smallest feature, and one identical but for the smallest feature,
could be discriminated). For illustration, we show similarity maps over the Venus
model in Figure 3.8 with increasing neighbourhood extents. Each map shows a
false-colouring of the similarity of each point on the model with respect to the in-
dicated base point. Note that as more of the surface is taken into account, greater
discrimination of neighbourhoods occurs (there is also relatively more noise due to
lower sample densities, as the other parameters are held constant).
We can use arbitrarily-shaped neighbourhoods for matching using geodesic
fans. For example, a user could paint on the surface to identify a region they
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wish to match against. Given such an arbitrary shape, we compute its centroid
and bounding circle in the polar domain, setting the geodesic fan extent to contain
this bounding circle. At comparison time, after a fan has been discretely rotated,
we mask off any samples which are outside of the desired arbitrary shape and
omit them from comparison. In practice, however, we have not found this to be
very useful. The ability to arbitrarily orient the desired shape on a surface can be
unintuitive, leading to unexpected matching results. It is likely that constraints need
to be imposed on which discrete rotations of the geodesic fan should be considered
in this case. Note that it is trivial, in general, to apply some set of constraints to
which rotations of a fan are allowable, if so desired; for example, a vector field over
the surface can supply a fixed orientation to each fan, or indicate axes of symmetry
to be considered.
For mapping a sample position from geodesic polar coordinates (θ, r) to world
coordinates, we first arbitrarily choose a world-space polar base, apply the rotation
θ in the conformal plane, and cast a geodesic in the resulting direction, placing the
sample at arclength r. There are numerous formulations for computing geodesics
on surfaces [133, 88, 18]. We use the formulation of Biermann et al., as it is
well-suited to these operations, correctly handles saddle points, and is quite effi-
cient. One limitation with this formulation is that the surface must be sufficiently
smooth; it does not behave well in areas where the 1-ring of a vertex has foldovers
when projected into the vertex’s local tangent plane. This case is easy to detect,
however, and when crossing edges incident to problematic vertices, we simply re-
vert to straightest geodesics [133]. If a geodesic hits a mesh boundary, the rest of
its samples are marked unavailable and omitted from further matching. For our
applications, this works well, though more sophisticated boundary handling could
be required in other cases.
3.2.8 Performance
Geodesic fans are constructed at the rate of 500-2500 fans per second on the mod-
els shown throughout later chapters with parameters as follows: neighbourhood ex-
tents from 1-4% of the length of the model’s bounding box diagonal, 10-25 spokes
per geodesic fan, and 5-15 samples per spoke. We can perform 2500-10000 com-
parisons per second between pairs of geodesic fans without acceleration.
The application of spoke quantization yields impressive results. Computing a
TSVQ codebook of 500 to 2000 codewords takes under two minutes for all mod-
els used. Quantitatively, relative geodesic fan comparison error from quantization
(measured on the bunny model) averaged 0.027% (maximum 0.4%). Over 300000
spokes can be quantized per second, and so quantization has negligible impact on
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neighbourhood construction time. Further, both memory usage and fan to fan com-
parison time are in practice linearly improved according to the effective dimension
reduction. Generally, 25000-200000 comparisons per second may be made be-
tween geodesic fans with quantized spokes. All timings reported here are on a
standard PC with a 1.5Ghz processor and 768MB RAM.
3.3 Discussion
We have presented two new frameworks for enhancing the state of the art in data-
driven modelling. Jump maps, as we shall see in later chapters, enable real-time
reuse of imagery both within new images and across surfaces. The very speed of
modelling enabled by jump maps is itself extremely useful, removing much of the
tedium of previous approaches and freeing users to experiment with modelling pa-
rameters with no perceived interaction penalty. Conversely, geodesic fans enable
new applications for reuse of surfaces. Geodesic fans provide fast simultaneous
alignment and comparison of surface neighbourhoods, and are easily accelerated
using standard techniques. This allows us to draw on the large body of image do-
main research into modelling by example, extending these techniques to surfaces,
and, as we shall see in later chapters, producing powerful new tools for surface
manipulation which are especially useful for non-artists.
Jump maps are closely related to Video Textures [148] and related methods for
motion synthesis from motion capture data [91, 5, 97]. These methods find linkages
among a set of one dimensional data, and produce unlimited streams of this data
by direct copying, occasionally following these precomputed links to avoid data
boundaries. Jump map-based synthesis follows a similar approach, but generalize
the methodology to two dimensional input and output. As we shall see in the next
chapter, this requires a careful choice of ordering for synthesizing elements of the
output.
Geodesic fans are most closely related to Curve Analogies [74]. Curve Analo-
gies allow neighbourhood-based synthesis methods to be applied to arbitrary 2D
curves using arclength-sampled neighbourhoods and a mutual alignment step prior
to comparing two neighbourhoods. This alignment step explicitly relies on the
inherent arclength parameterization of curves, and thus does not generalize to sur-
faces. One possibility would be to use iterated closest points (ICP) [13] for aligning
point-sampled surface neighbourhoods, but ICP is notoriously slow, and since this
would be required before every pairwise neighbourhood comparison, this approach
appears intractable.
There are some surface processing techniques that make use of geodesic po-
lar coordinates [62], as we do with geodesic fans. Welch and Witkin [180] used
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geodesic polar maps in the 1-ring of a vertex (a local conformal map) in fitting
a local quadric approximation of the surface in order to measure local curvature.
Mesh smoothing was demonstrated [112] by casting and sampling positions for a
standard smoothing kernel from geodesics, in both grid and geodesic fan patterns.
Biermann et al. [18] cut and paste mesh geometry using a set of geodesic spokes
to pre-visualize for the user the extent of the pasted result on the target, as well as
to help establish a common parameterization of the cut region on both the source
and target meshes.
Given that a goal of our development of geodesic fans was to develop a frame-
work for measuring and matching neighbourhoods on surfaces, work from the ob-
ject matching community is also somewhat relevant. Much of this work focuses
on matching entire objects and developing compact object descriptions [19, 76, 55,
67], in the context of content-based retrieval (see [55] for a good survey), rather
than matching small portions of surfaces. Spin Images [81] are the most notable
local comparison method here, and are widely used to establish feature correspon-
dences on surfaces for object recognition and matching. Computed by spinning a
sheet of buckets about an oriented surface point and aggregating other points of
the surface into the buckets, it is not clear how they may be extended to sample
other values, such as colours or displacements, which are unrelated to the spin
image parameterization. Further, while point correspondences are straightforward
to establish, it is more difficult to establish oriented point correspondences using
spin images, as this would require three point correspondences to be established
in close proximity; it seems computationally difficult to establish additional cor-
respondences given one already established correspondence. Shape contexts [11]
have been used for matching shapes in images, and are quite similar to both spin
images, being histogram-based, and geodesic fans, using bins in the polar domain.
Work with shape contexts, however, has not considered orienting the histogram
bins other than naturally according to the image orientation or externally accord-
ing to some pre-specified frame (such as given by silhouette edges). This work was
also recently extended to matching full 3D objects [90] using a canonical orienta-
tion step based on the principal component axes of the surface. However, aligning
objects to their principal component axes can be unreliable in the presence of even
minor noise when the lengths of any two axes are close.
In the next chapter, we begin our improvements to the pipeline for modelling
by example, focussing on the problem of selecting regions from a surface to be
reused. Geodesic fans provide the basis for an interesting, surprisingly powerful
matting method, while we also develop a very fast and intuitive brush-based selec-
tion method for arbitrary selections.
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4 Selection on Surfaces
In this chapter, we focus on the problem of selection on surfaces. Selection is a
fundamental interaction task in any modelling system. Generally, there are very
few operations one applies globally to a surface during modelling. For the vast
majority of operations, one applies an operation over some local portion of the sur-
face. For example, one may apply a smoothing brush to erase a scanning artifact,
or paint part of a model interactively. Thus, good tools for selecting local portions
of surfaces are necessary. In the context of data-driven modelling, selection often
amounts to the entirety of the user interaction. Users select some region of a sur-
face with a desirable property to use as a source, and also select some region of a
surface as a target for the data-driven transformation, and the system does the rest.
However, on complex surfaces, simply performing such selections directly
(i.e., clicking or brushing over all faces of a mesh to be selected) can be extremely
tedious and even difficult. We focus on methods to relieve this tedium and aug-
ment a user’s ability to select complex, arbitrary, and semantically useful regions
of a surface. A key requirement for selection is that response time be interactive.
Since selection is often simply a component of some larger user task, and all meth-
ods are error-prone to some degree (thus often requiring subsequent refinement),
one cannot expect a user to wait for any noticeable amount of time for a selection-
related computation.
More precisely, we define the selection task as dividing a surface into two parts,
a selected part, and an unselected part. Note that there are no topological restric-
tions on these parts. For example, a selection may consist of many disjoint pieces
of the surface. In general, we take a matting approach, where each point of a sur-
face is assigned a scalar value in [0, 1], with (without loss of generality) 0 indicating
unselected, 1 indicating selected, and values inbetween indicating a region bound-
ary. These alpha values can be used to smoothly blend properties such as colours
or geometry from one region to another. Note, however, that matted boundaries
need not be smooth. In the extreme case, a hard segmentation is a matte in which
only alpha values of 0 and 1 are used; thus, there are no boundary areas, and the
transition between regions is “hard”.
We develop two novel approaches to selection from surfaces. The first ap-
proach, described in Section 4.1, computes a full matte over a surface based on
similarity. The user simply selects a single point, and the alpha value of every other
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point is determined according to its similarity with the selected point. Though sim-
ple, the mechanism is almost surprisingly useful, particularly for repetitive or ge-
ometrically textured regions, as we demonstrate later in Chapter 7. Region-centric
surface segmentation, on the other hand, is a hard segmentation method described
in Section 4.2. Here, users use only a few brush strokes to define each region,
and the system computes optimal boundaries between them. This vastly reduces
the amount of user interaction required as compared to previous approaches, espe-
cially for arbitrary or complex selections, and has extremely wide application.
Some of the earliest work in image matting and segmentation involved the stan-
dard chroma-keying or blue-screen matting technique [176]. Objects of or near a
particular colour are identified automatically, separated out from the rest of the im-
age, and may be replaced with new content. The primary limitation is that one must
plan ahead for which objects are to be selected. Once the patents on these meth-
ods had expired, Smith and Arvo [158] analyzed the formulation, noting that two
distinct backgrounds are required to solve the problem in general, though in the
majority of cases one can get by with just one. More general matting in video has
been tackled using trimaps [28], where users label regions of the image as fixed
foreground, fixed background, and unknown, endeavoring to make the unknown
region relatively small. Only a few keyframes need be so labelled, with the seg-
mentation propogated forward and back through the video with optical flow. For
images, extremely high quality mattes have been extracted with a novel application
of the Poisson equation [165].
Other early approaches were based on the well-known watershed transform of
an image [175], but this performs poorly in regions of low contrast. Image Snap-
ping [61] and Intelligent Scissors [113] are classical scissoring approaches, aug-
menting the placement of a scissoring curve denoting segment boundaries. Typ-
ically, the user draws an approximate scissoring curve that is then refined auto-
matically according to local image features. There are three main problems with
this approach. The complexity of the boundary may be very high, and is directly
proportional to the amount of user interaction required. Secondly, the precision
required of the user is usually quite high as well. In particular, region boundaries
are most often relatively small areas of an image with respect to the size of the
whole image, and these augmenting methods require the initial cut to be relatively
close in order to be successful. Finally, refinement of the cut is inevitable, since no
method is perfect. Unfortunately, the refinement procedure typically requires a dif-
ferent modality than the scissoring. Scissoring amounts to drawing a curve, while
refining a cut amounts to editing it. From a user standpoint, it would be better to
have a consistent interaction metaphor for the entire selection task.
A region-centric approach for images was pioneered by Boykov and Jolly [22],
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overcoming these difficulties. Here, users simply stroke on each region, and the
system computes the actual boundaries between regions using a novel graph cut-
based formulation. Thus, interaction is related to the number of regions, and not
necessarily the complexity of their boundaries. Precision required is lower, since
regions are generally large, at least with respect to their boundaries. And, refine-
ment consists of simply adding more strokes, ensuring a consistent interaction
metaphor. GrabCut [142] refines the approach with a Gaussian Mixture Model
for a more accurate approximation error term, and interaction based on simple
rectangle selections, although in most cases refinement with brushing is still nec-
essary. Lazy Snapping [102] instead pre-segments the image with a watershed
segmentation, and computes the segmentation over the resulting (relatively small)
image segments, producing interactive response time even for large images. Agar-
wala et al. [1] instead focus on combining parts from multiple images, developing
an extension to support multi-way segmentations (i.e., more than two regions).
Our region-centric surface segmentation algorithm, as we shall see below, is most
closely related to Lazy Snapping.
Interactive segmentation of surfaces has not received a great deal of attention
from the computer graphics research community. Most existing modelling pack-
ages rely on simple direct picking, such as selecting all faces under a lasso’d area
or selection box. Another popular approach, especially for primitive-based mod-
elling, is to provide facility to the user to manually construct hierarchical decom-
positions of an object (e.g., grouping and ungrouping commands for a manually-
selected group of primitives). Then selections can be made according to the hier-
archy. Funkhouser et al. [54] concentrate on completing scissoring cuts through
occluded portions of the surface with good results, but the approach exhibits all
the standard problems of scissoring. Lee et al. [98] augment scissoring with a
snake-based optimization, but the results can be unintuitive.
Automatic surface segmentation or clustering methods have received much
more attention [109, 58, 87, 30], but few of these methods are appropriate for our
problem, since, as we have noted, the basis for the segmentation may be arbitrary,
and cannot be captured by some criteria decided a priori.
4.1 Similarity-Based Selection
In this section, we demonstrate a simple, yet surprisingly useful application for
geodesic fans, and demonstrate the ease with they allow image domain methods to
be generalized to surfaces. Self-similarity based image editing [23] reproduces
changes made to an image at all similar points in the image, facilitating easy
changes to the character of a entire texture. For example, as pixels of a texture
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are painted, their system automatically reproduces the painting over all similar ar-
eas of the texture. The opacity of the paint is varied according to the similarity of
the affected regions with the region the user painted, causing changes to blend nat-
urally into the existing texture. Thus, self-similarity based image editing provides
a very powerful, intuitive tool for quickly editing textures and photographs.
One way to view self-similarity based image editing is as a matting system
based on similarity. The system computes a matte over the input image with
alpha values at each pixel proportional to the similarity with the painted pixel.
Then, similarity-based painting amounts to simply blending new paint, according
to the matte, with the original image. The similarity measure they use is based
on neighbourhood similarity, as is typically used in the texture synthesis commu-
nity [44, 178, 6, 170]. Thus, geodesic fans provide an ideal mechanism for gener-
alizing this approach to surfaces. In the next section, we show how to build surface
mattes based on similarity, while Chapter 7 demonstrates a number of surface edit-
ing tools based on the resulting surface mattes.
4.1.1 Building Similarity-Based Surface Mattes
In this case, we are working with triangle meshes, and restrict selection to occur at
the vertices of the surface. Thus, we wish to assign an alpha value to each vertex
of the surface. Note that alpha values can be linearly interpolated across triangles.
We sample a geodesic fan at each vertex of the surface as pre-processing. The
user then selects a vertex p to be edited, and we compute D(p,q) for each vertex
q ∈ M , q 6= p (recall D(p,q) is the difference between the geodesic fan at p and
the geodesic fan at q). This produces a simple, raw surface matte.
4.1.2 Matte Filtering
Typically, the raw matte must be further processed to be useful. For example, al-
pha values may cluster about 0 or 1 with only a few outliers, resulting in an overly
constricted (or generous) matte. We apply thresholding and filtering to the alpha
values, as well as spatial filtering. First, the user selects a difference threshold α;
vertices whose geodesic fan difference with the geodesic fan at p is greater than α
will be clamped to zero alpha. Then, a transfer function is applied to the resulting
alpha values to help ensure smooth transitions across the surface. Generally, we
use a simple linear transfer function based on the distance of a vertex’s alpha value
from α (this is equivalent to the approach taken by Brooks and Dodgson). In some
cases users may need a more complex function, so in practice, we provide a con-
trol similar to the Photoshop “Curves” control, which allows a user to edit a spline
representing the transfer function. Finally, it is also often useful to apply spatial
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Figure 4.1: Incoherence of geodesic fan matching across a surface. For the matte
on the left, the matching polar base at each vertex is shown on the right, relative to
the indicated (green) base vertex and polar base.
filtering to the matte. In particular, we apply Laplacian smoothing to the matte,
replacing each vertex’s alpha value with the average of its topological neighbours.
We have used simple uniform weights for each neighbour, though more sophisti-
cated schemes such as cotangent weighting [39] could be used as well.
4.1.3 Oriented Mattes
Note that geodesic fan comparison provides an orientation correspondence at each
vertex as well, which can potentially be very useful for certain applications (see
Chapter 7). In practice, these orientation correspondences, when viewed over the
entire surface matte, are quite incoherent, as shown in Figure 4.1. More work
remains to determine whether this incoherence is inherent to the problem (i.e.,
there may not be any reason to think that neighbourhoods near one another on the
surface align in any coherent fashion with respect to another neighbourhood) or an
artifact of our matching procedure. In any case, we expect some spatial relaxation
of matched orientations can alleviate incoherence problems and provide an extra
dimension to the matte.
4.1.4 Matte Results
Typical similarity-based matting results are shown in Figure 4.2. As can be seen,
characteristic detail of the surface is easily selected with just a single point selec-
tion. Interactive adjustment of the matte filtering parameters provides a range of
selection capability, and transfer function editing (Figure 4.3) allows for a variety
of effects. We also refer the reader to Chapter 7 for additional results in the context
of surface editing.
The computation time for the mattes shown are in line with the numbers from
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Figure 4.2: Variation of matte results with similarity threshold, threshold increas-
ing from top to bottom. These use a simple linear transfer function to filter the
matte.
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Figure 4.3: Variation of matte results with transfer function. Allowing the user to
edit the shape of the transfer function converting similarity values to matte alpha
values allows for further variation of results.
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Figure 4.4: Interactive surface segmentation of bunny and sculpture models. Our
system excels at scissoring tasks, such as with the bunny, but can easily handle
much more complex selections. The bunny uses only two strokes, while the figure
in the sculpture (shown front and back) was captured with only about a dozen.
Chapter 3. For example, the bunny model (over 34000 vertices) required about
30 seconds of preprocessing, and 15 seconds to compute a matte. TSVQ com-
putation takes about a minute, and use of quantized geodesic fans reduces matte
computation time to 0.9 seconds. Results figures shown in this chapter did not
use TSVQ acceleration, though TSVQ is used in all related results in Chapter 7.
Neighbourhoods parameters for all models were 2% of the bounding box diagonal,
20 spokes, and 10 samples per spoke. Signal dimension for all results shown here
was 3, yielding a neighbourhood vector dimension of 600.
4.2 Region-Centric Interactive Surface Segmentation
In this section, we develop an interactive region-centric approach to surface seg-
mentation. The user simply identifies small areas which belong to each desired
region (typically just by stroking the mouse over them), and the system discovers a
good set of boundaries between regions. Region-centric segmentation is very use-
ful for any interactive part-of-surface selection task. As this is a fundamental op-
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eration within any conventional 3D modelling system, the approach has extremely
wide application.
Region-centric segmentation has a number of advantages over previous interac-
tive segmentation techniques. Most previous work, as noted in Chapter 2 is based
on a scissoring metaphor, in which the user draws a cut through the model which is
automatically completed or refined. With our approach, less precision is required,
as users aim for the bodies of regions, rather than their boundaries, since region
boundaries are most often smaller than the regions themselves. In region-centric
segmentation, the amount of user interaction required depends primarily on the
number of regions desired, rather than the complexity of their boundaries. We also
avoid problems with occlusion; with scissoring, one must find a view in which a
sufficiently close cut can be drawn. For many selection tasks, finding such a view
may be very difficult due to self-occlusion from other parts of the model. With our
region-centric approach, it is natural to define a region, if necessary, using multiple
strokes from varying views.
Note that automatic segmentation is not really relevant to our approach. We do
not assume that there is any particular criterion guiding a user’s selection; a com-
pletely arbitrary selection is possible. Naturally, automatic segmentation methods
are not capable of this level of generality. However, our work is, quite obviously in-
spired by recent methods augmenting interactive selection in images [142, 102, 1].
We build upon the pioneering approach of Boykov and Jolly [22]. Our contribution
is to generalize this approach to segment regions of 3D surfaces, while supporting
discrimination based on a variety of different signals, such as the geometry of the
surface, associated textures or colours, and user-defined attributes. We additionally
develop a multi-resolution approach in order to handle high resolution meshes. Ex-
amples of the results easily achievable with region-centric segmentation are shown
in Figure 4.4.
4.2.1 Background
Boykov and Jolly phrase interactive image segmentation as a labelling problem,
in that each pixel of an image should be given a label, either foreground or back-
ground (for consistency, we use their terminology in the description of our al-
gorithm). The key idea of their work is to transform this labelling problem into
a network flow problem. Computing the minimum cost cut of the network flow
problem thus yields a solution to the segmentation problem.
The network consists of two terminal nodes, each representing one of the re-
gions of the segmentation (e.g., foreground and background), and one node for
each pixel of the image, with the basic connectivity of the pixel nodes matching
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that of the image. Each pixel’s node is also connected to the two terminal nodes,
so that a minimum cut divides the network into two regions, each of which is con-
nected to one terminal node. The terminal node to which a pixel is connected after
the cut defines its segmentation label.
Users interactively stroke over the image, marking a small set of pixels as fixed-
foreground and another set as fixed-background. Each fixed pixel’s node is con-
nected to the appropriate terminal node with an infinite weight link (i.e., it will
never be in the minimum cut), and the link to the opposite terminal node is as-
signed zero weight. In addition, region-wide statistics are collected over each set
of fixed pixels. These are used to assign weights to each unfixed pixel’s links to
the terminal nodes: its likelihood of being foreground, according to the statistical
model of the foreground, is the weight for the link to the foreground node, and
similarly for the background. Between pixels, edge costs are assigned according
to the perceptual cost of placing a boundary between those pixels, and in practice
these costs are inversely proportional to the image gradient (one wishes to avoid
placing boundaries in smooth regions).
A minimum cost cut is then computed for the network using any standard net-
work flow algorithm, and the segmentation is extracted from the result. Note that
the assumptions of the algorithm may not match the desire of the user. It may not
be the case that region boundaries should avoid smooth regions, and the statistical
model may be incorrect. However, in the worst case, this mode of interaction de-
grades naturally toward the user simply stroking each region of the segmentation
entirely manually.
4.2.2 Surface Segmentation
We follow a similar approach for selecting a region from a 3D surface. In this
work, we make no assumptions about the input other than that it is an irregular
triangle mesh. We construct a network whose basic topology matches that of the
mesh, with nodes in the network corresponding to mesh vertices (a face-centric
approach is also possible). Users assign parts of the mesh as fixed-foreground or
fixed-background using simple strokes, projected onto the mesh using a standard
object ID buffer.
In the surface domain, the edge costs must be assigned differently. There are
two different types of costs here, which we detail in the next sections. Region-based
costs are based on the statistics of the fixed vertices, and influence the weights of
edges to the terminal nodes. Boundary-based costs measure the perceptual cost of
placing region boundaries between vertices, and thus determine the cost of edges
between vertex nodes. Note that in the following discussions, all costs are weighted
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according to the area of the associated elements in order to account for the irregular
sampling of the mesh.
4.2.3 Region-based Costs
Region-based costs are based on the assumption that the regions being selected
will be quantitively different from one another. Thus, for each region, a statistical
model is built using the fixed vertices of that region, and the membership of unfixed
vertices may be predicted according to their agreement with each statistical model.
If an unfixed vertex has a probability pf of belonging to the foreground model, and
pb of belonging to the background model, then the cost of its edges ef and eb to the
corresponding terminal nodes are:
ef =
pf
pf + pb
eb =
pb
pf + pb
(4.1)
For surfaces, we use a histogram of the dihedral angles incident to each set of
fixed vertices as the statistical model. This is of course dependent on the mesh-
ing of the surface, but produces acceptable results for reasonably uniform meshes.
We experimented with a number of other geometric measures, including simple
position-based clustering [30], Laplacian coordinate projections [162], as well as
geodesic fans [195]. Only geodesic fans produce noticeable improvement, but they
require significant pre-processing time and additional processing on every surface
edit.
Note, of course, that if the surface supports other signals such as colours or
textures, these may be easily and naturally incorporated into the region-based cost
by k-means clustering the associated colours in each region [102, 142].
4.2.4 Boundary-based Costs
Boundary-based costs guide the actual placement of the cut, directly penalizing
cuts located in perceptually unlikely areas. For segmenting surfaces, a well-known
perceptual result is the minima rule [77], which states that people tend to divide
objects into parts at negative minima of curvature. Thus, a key component of our
boundary-based cost metric between two vertices i and j is the dihedral angle θij
between the faces incident to both vertices. In addition, we generally prefer a short
straight cut through a region to a convoluted one, and therefore include the edge
length dij between the vertices in our metric. Our boundary-based cost eij between
vertices i and j thus becomes:
eij = η
2pi − θij
2pi
+ γ
dij
d
(4.2)
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Figure 4.5: Multi-resolution segmentation, coarser to finer, left to right. Coloured
faces are fixed at that resolution, so the graph cut problem is restricted to the gray
areas (fixed coarse level faces correspond to the user’s brush strokes.)
where η and γ control the relative weight of the length and dihedral angle terms
(we typically set both equal to one), d is the average edge length of the mesh, and
a dihedral angle of pi corresponds to a flat surface, increasing with concavity.
4.2.5 Multiresolution Segmentation
On today’s systems, computing the minimum cost graph cut for the kind of graphs
we’ve been discussing is reasonably expensive. Interactive response time can be
maintained for graphs on the order of tens of thousands to maybe a hundred thou-
sand nodes. However, we would like to be able to deal with graphs much denser
than this, especially as recent scanning technologies often generate meshes con-
taining hundreds of thousands or even millions of vertices.
To do so, we adopt a multiresolution approach. We first cluster vertices of the
mesh into a static level of detail hierarchy with vertex correspondences (i.e., for
each coarse level vertex, we know the set of finer level vertices to which it cor-
responds). Given this hierarchy, we map the fixed vertices at the finest level into
the coarsest level. If fixed vertices from different regions map to the same coarse
level vertex, it is fixed to whichever region has more vertices mapping to it (or left
unfixed if equal). We then solve a minimum cost graph cut as before, with clus-
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ters corresponding to graph nodes, to produce a coarse-level segmentation. This
segmentation is then refined to the next finer level of detail, and the process is re-
peated. However, the graph in this finer-level cut is limited to only those clusters
near the boundaries of the coarser-level cut. Thus, the time complexity of the al-
gorithm becomes proportional to the number of edges in the cut, rather than the
number of edges in the entire mesh. This process is visualized in Figure 4.5, with
the gray areas showing the extent of the graph to be solved at each level of detail.
In constructing the level of detail hierarchy, we wish the most salient details
of the mesh to be preserved. Thus, perceptual simplification methods are most
relevant here. We use quadric-based simplification [57] as it is extremely fast and
produces perceptually reasonable results, especially given that we do not need to
simplify to extreme levels. In practice, we simplify to a coarsest level on the order
of thousands to tens of thousands of vertices, using two to four levels of detail.
Using this scheme, response time remains interactive for models with hundreds of
thousands of vertices.
4.2.6 Interactive Segmentation Results
Our system runs interactively on standard desktop hardware for medium sized
meshes (up to a hundred thousand vertices). Users can select and segment parts
of meshes in real-time, with the current segmentation being updated in under a
second.
In terms of amount of interaction required, our segmentation algorithm per-
forms comparably to scissoring, generally requiring a pair of strokes for simple
scissoring operations (slicing an extremity off). However, typically only a handful
of strokes is required even for relatively arbitrary selections. Note that the sculpture
selection in Figure 4.4, made using only about a dozen strokes, is quite complex
and would be difficult to achieve with scissoring methods, since there is no one
view of the model in which a reasonably accurate cut can be stroked for this selec-
tion. A number of additional results are shown in Figures 4.9 to 4.11, from simple
scissoring on the camel to the very complex selection of the Happy Buddha’s robes
(again using about a dozen strokes, and maybe a minute of user iteraction). We
also refer the reader to Chapter 6 for more region-centric segmentation results in
the context of our Surfacing By Numbers system.
A typical failure case for our system is shown in Figure 4.12. Here, the desired
segmentation violates the minima rule, including sharp convex edges. While the
results are close, adding strokes near the problem area does little to help the result,
and the user must resort to brushing the boundary directly to achieve the desired
selection.
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Figure 4.6: Selecting the face of a head model with six strokes.
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Figure 4.7: Selecting the spines of the dragon’s back with two strokes.
Figure 4.8: Only two strokes were drawn, and the selection works well despite the
extreme irregular sampling of this model.
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Figure 4.9: Selection on a very coarse camel model with two strokes.
Figure 4.10: As graph cut-based segmentation is a global approach, the reconstruc-
tion artifacts (vertical “ribbing”) on this model do not pose a problem for selecting
from it.
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Figure 4.11: With about a dozen strokes and a minute of user interaction, the Happy
Buddha’s robes are isolated from the rest of the model. The high genus of this
model, as well as the innate complexity of the desired region would pose difficulties
for existing selection methods based on scissoring.
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Figure 4.12: Selection failure. The first two strokes (left) provide an initially close
approximation to the desired selection. However, since strong convex edges form
a part of the desired boundary, our method does a poor job, even as more strokes
are added (middle, right).
4.3 Segmentation Discussion
We have produced a novel interpretation of self-similarity based image editing as
a matting problem, and generalized the result to surfaces with as a very simple
application of geodesic fans. In addition, the fast, intuitive region-centric surface
segmentation algorithm we have presented can improve the user experience for
a vast range of conventional 3D modelling operations. These fast and intuitive
selection algorithms will prove very useful for precisely defining the input to our
data-driven synthesis algorithms in later chapters.
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5 Modelling by Example From
Images
In this chapter, we focus on the problem of modelling by example from imagery.
More specifically, this can be viewed as a problem of texture synthesis. This prob-
lem has received much attention from the computer graphics research community
in recent years. Simply stated, we are given a small sample of a texture, and wish
to create “more” of it. An easy solution to this problem is to simply tile the sample
texture. However, even if the sample allows seamless tiling, this is well-known to
produce repetitive artifacts and patterns which are disturbingly noticeable and dis-
tracting, especially in textures depicting natural or relatively stochastic materials.
Thus, we wish to produce texture such that the result is not obviously repetitive,
while maintaining the statistical properties of the sample to some qualitative de-
gree. The standard measure of success is that an average person would agree the
sample and produced textures are depicting the same texture.
Texture synthesis techniques were first developed for use in the image domain,
and indeed continue to have wide application for images. It is not unusual to have
only a small sample of a texture available, and require more of it for applications
such as replacing a textural element of an image (changing a wall from wood to
a particular kind of brick, for example). Another typical application [178, 41, 80,
34, 12] is to remove unwanted foreground elements of an image by synthesizing
the background texture over them.
For games and other interactive applications, textures are an effective way to
add significant visual detail to scenes without increasing their geometric complex-
ity. Such texturing may pose significant modelling challenges, however, often re-
quiring considerable time on the part of skilled artists to paint the surfaces of 3D
objects. Procedural methods [42] are useful for this problem but are generally
limited to certain classes of textures such as woods or marbles, may be difficult
to control, and generally require a parameterization of the surface. Recent 3D
scanning techniques [75] may recover textures as well as geometry from objects,
allowing this problem to be circumvented if an appropriate real-world example ob-
ject may be found or created. However, in the general case, the ability to texture
an object from an example texture has proven extremely useful, particularly for
novice or artistically unskilled users. With the widespread availability of texture
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Figure 5.1: Typical results using jump map-based texture synthesis. Left column:
sample textures. Right column: results. Top to bottom: image synthesized (right)
in 0.05 seconds using the pixel-based algorithm; image synthesized in 0.02 seconds
using the patch-based algorithm.
Figure 5.2: Surface textured using jump maps in 0.07 seconds.
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imagery due to image search engines and Internet-based collections, this capability
only becomes more useful with time.
More generally, texture synthesis techniques can reduce the amount of texture
that needs to be stored or initially created. Storing only the sample texture, and
applying texture synthesis to recreate a much larger required texture, can be par-
ticularly useful for bandwidth-limited network applications. Texture synthesis can
also reduce the artistic burden by requiring only a small sample of a new texture to
be created, with the system automatically computing the final texture of the requi-
site size.
Recently, a focus of texture synthesis work has been on delivering texture syn-
thesis at interactive speeds. We describe our techniques for accelerated texture
synthesis based on the jump map [191, 192]. This framework is based on the idea
of dividing the task of texture synthesis into two phases: analysis of the sample
texture, and synthesis of new texture. The analysis phase, already discussed in
Chapter 3, generates a jump map for the texture, which records for each pixel a
set of links to similar pixels. Recall that this need only be done once per sample
texture, and since this can generally be done in a preprocessing step, it need not be
especially fast. Given the jump map, synthesizing new texture is very simple and
efficient, involving copying successive pixels or patches of pixels from the input
to the output, while occasionally following a jump recorded in the jump map. We
describe algorithms for synthesizing images in Section 5.1, and the extension to
texturing 3D surfaces in Section 5.2.
The process of synthesizing new texture using a jump map (see Section 5.1)
is similar to the process used in Video Textures [148] to generate endless amounts
of video from an example video. It is interesting to note that this paradigm has
also recently been successfully applied to motion capture data [91, 5, 97], allowing
unlimited new motion to be generated from a limited set of motion capture data.
We traverse the output image following a particular pixel ordering, and the usual
case is that pixels are simply copied one after the next from the input to the output.
Occasionally, and especially as an input image boundary is approached, a decision
is made to perform a jump through the jump map. To do this, we look up the jumps
stored in the jump map for the current position in the input image, and randomly
select a destination from among them. We then simply resume copying pixels
from this new region of the input image. This ensures that we do not run out of
texture to copy (and simply tile the input over the output, or create other noticeable
image boundary artifacts) and also encourages a certain amount of randomness in
the output, as the decision of when to jump and the choice of destination are both
probabilistically determined. Note that this entire synthesis procedure operates
only on texture addresses, and need not look at pixels of the sample image at all.
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As we shall see, the key difference between our problem and that of Video Textures
is that our output must be coherent over two dimensions, rather than one. We
overcome this by carefully choosing the order in which pixels are synthesized.
Generalizing the image-based algorithm to create texture on surfaces is quite
straightforward, and mainly involves tackling the same problems facing other such
generalizations. In particular, we must adapt the algorithm to deal with non-regular
surface topologies and non-uniform distances between neighbours. Details of these
issues and our solutions are given in Section 5.2.
As we shall see in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, this extension to surfaces can be di-
rectly applied to images as well. This produces two novel image synthesis results.
First, we develop a fast patch-based extension to jump map-based image synthesis
which can work well even on structured textures. Our patch-based synthesis algo-
rithm is most closely related to Wang Tiles [29], which use a small set of texture
tiles with known boundary compatibilities to aperiodically tile the plane. Our ap-
proach, in their context, could be interpreted as using a very large set of tiles whose
boundary matches are implicitly specified through the jump map.
Secondly, by treating the output image as a surface, we can apply the pow-
erful control techniques used for texture synthesis on surfaces to image synthe-
sis. These control techniques allow us to locally orient and scale the synthesized
texture within the output image, allowing the simulation of perspective effects,
surface variations, and more. Indeed, we can even apply simple computer vision
techniques to automatically infer approximate local orientation and scale param-
eters from an existing object in an image, allowing for novel interactive material
replacement within images. Our interactive material replacement system extends
the work of Fang and Hart [45] to use faster jump map-based synthesis rather than
graph cut-based synthesis [96].
The capability to synthesize texture at interactive rates, as allowed by the jump
map, itself enables a number of interesting new modelling tools, and removes some
of the burden of working with automatic texture synthesis algorithms. As discussed
in Section 5.5, texture parameters can be adjusted on the fly and decided interac-
tively by the user. Texture paint-brushes, in which a virtual brush is used to paint a
continuous, seamless texture over an object or image, are also easily accomodated
by the speed of our synthesis algorithms. Imagery or scenery being dynamically
generated can now be textured as well, as it is generated, without unduly slowing
the system.
From a technical standpoint, the jump map framework for texture synthesis
offers additional advantages. Our method for texture synthesis on surfaces is de-
signed to output texture coordinates for the surface, which accomodates a range of
texture scales without requiring any resampling of the input mesh, while also using
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no extra texture memory at runtime beyond that used by the sample texture. Our
framework can further accomodate extensions such as progressively varying tex-
turing parameters, such as the scale of a texture, across the surface. This extension
to progressively varying parameters is directly inspired by the work of Zhang et
al. [196], who use a Wei and Levoy-like algorithm on surfaces, warping the neigh-
bourhood during parameterization according to the local scale parameters, and also
demonstrating applications such as texture blending.
5.1 Image Synthesis With Jump Maps
As alluded to earlier, our approach is quite similar in nature to Video Textures, with
the additional problem that we must attempt to ensure coherent synthesis across
two dimensions instead of one. We simply choose a random start position in the
sample image, and iteratively copy pixels from the input to the output. Based on
a random choice, we also periodically follow a jump recorded in the jump map,
and continue copying pixels from the destination of the jump. It turns out that a
critical component of generalizing this approach to work well over images is the
order in which pixels are synthesized. We begin our discussion of this algorithm in
Section 5.1.1 by detailing the processing that occurs at each pixel, and continuing
in Section 5.1.2 with our boundary avoidance scheme. A good understanding of
this per-pixel processing develops the intuition necessary to discern the merits of
various schemes for pixel orderings, which we discuss in Section 5.1.3.
5.1.1 Per-Pixel Processing
To each pixel of the output image, we must assign the address of a pixel from the
input image. Given a jump map for the input texture, this assignment is very simple
and especially efficient to evaluate. We simply examine the immediate neighbours
of the pixel to be synthesized, and pick at random one which has already been
assigned an address to use as a source. In the usual case, we simply copy the next
pixel from the source’s address. For example, if we chose the left neighbour, we
would assign the pixel to the right of the source’s address. Occasionally, however,
we instead choose one of the jumps in the jump list stored in the jump map at the
source’s address, and use the jump destination as a “virtual source address”. If,
again, we chose the left neighbour, we would then copy the pixel to the right of
this virtual source. Note that in all cases we use uniform random distributions.
The choice of which neighbour to use as a source is a simple random choice
from the available set of already-synthesized neighbours (which itself depends
on the order in which pixels are synthesized, described below). The choices of
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Figure 5.3: Left: Sample texture. Middle: Synthesized texture without boundary
avoidance. We have emphasized the patch boundaries by modulating each output
pixel according to the position from which it was copied in the input image (thus,
colour discontinuities correspond to patch boundaries). Notice the artifact in the
middle right of the image where the input image boundary was hit on a line of
successive pixels. Right: Synthesized texture with boundary avoidance.
whether to jump, and which jump to use, are determined simultaneously by gener-
ating a single random number. The random number acts as an index into the jump
list, where the jumps are indexed by cumulative probability. Thus, if we have two
jumps listed, one with weight 0.4 and one with 0.5, the first would be selected if
the random number is in [0, 0.4), while the second would be selected if the random
number is in [0.4, 0.9). If the generated random is 0.9 or higher, then no jump is
performed. Note that since we have normalized the jump lists to sum to at most
1.0 (§3.1.5), any random number generated above 1.0 means there is no chance
of jumping. This implies a simple frequency-based user-specified control for how
often jumps should occur: we simply scale the range over which the random num-
bers are generated in order to control the frequency of jumps. In our experiments,
we have found that having patches on the order of one-third to three-quarters of the
sample image size works best for most textures. We thus generate uniform random
numbers in the range of 0 to twice this desired patch size, as the expected number
of pixels between jumps is one half of the range.
5.1.2 Boundary Avoidance
One remaining problem is that, as given, our synthesis algorithm will tend to con-
tinue copying pixels right up to the boundary of the sample texture. This problem
manifests itself particularly severely if a number of neighbouring pixels also come
up against the boundary. While a one-pixel artifact may not be noticeable, an entire
line of boundary may be especially noticeable, as shown in Figure 5.3. Note, of
course, that this is not an issue for sample textures which are seamlessly tileable;
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Figure 5.4: Hilbert curves. A set of four cells is traversed in a U-shaped pattern
(left). The curve may be subdivided (right) along with the cells while respecting
the coarse-level traversal order with a simple L-system.
also, recall that for non-tileable textures we inset the boundaries to get full neigh-
bourhoods during analysis, and thus we refer to the inset boundaries below.
Our solution to this is to simply increase the probability of jumping as a bound-
ary is approached. Thus, whenever a source address is within a fraction of the im-
age size of the image boundary (we typically use one-fifth), we linearly decrease
the random generation range down to sum of the jump weights of the correspond-
ing jump list (guaranteeing a jump at the boundary). Thus, different neighbouring
pixels are likely to jump at different distances from the image boundary, making
line-type artifacts highly unlikely.
Note that there is an inverse problem here as well: if a jump lands near an image
boundary, another jump will undoubtedly soon be required. This could potentially
cause artifacts due to smaller patches being generated, as smaller patches make
it more unlikely that our method’s underlying assumption holds (that the current
output neighbourhood resembles the input neighbourhoods of the neighbouring
output pixels). One way to deal with this would be to bias the jumps listed in the
jump map, such that destinations near image boundaries receive lower weights. In
our experience, however, this is generally not required, especially when following
the Hilbert path-based pixel ordering, which changes direction very frequently.
5.1.3 Pixel Orderings
We have examined three different pixel orderings: scanline ordering, which simply
goes left to right, top to bottom through the image; serpentine ordering, which alter-
nates left to right, right to left, from top to bottom; and Hilbert path-based ordering,
which follows the well-known Hilbert path [144] through an image, illustrated in
Figure 5.4. Starting with the string “L”, a Hilbert path may be generated by the L-
system with rewrite rules: L→ +RF−LFL−FR+, R→ −LF+RFR+FL−;
where “F” means move forward one unit, and “+” and “-” indicate opposite 90 de-
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of patches formed by different pixel orderings. Instead
of copying the input pixels to the output, we directly visualize the pixel addresses
from which we would have copied pixels, so colour discontinuities correspond to
separate patches. Orderings are, left to right: scanline, serpentine, Hilbert path-
based. This general behaviour of each ordering is roughly independent of the tex-
ture being synthesized.
gree rotations of the direction of subsequent movement. Note that Hilbert paths
require the image dimensions to be equal and a power of two, as they are defined
recursively on a quad grid. We accommodate other dimensions by simply using
the smallest Hilbert curve which covers the entire output, and skipping locations
on the curve outside of the output image.
Quality-wise, scanline ordering gives the worst results, and Hilbert ordering
gives the best. The reason for this is clear from examining the produced patch
layouts (Figure 5.5). In particular, scanline ordering encourages the formation of
patches which extend diagonally from top-left to bottom-right. This is in fact to
be expected based on our per-pixel processing. With scanline ordering, already-
synthesized neighbours appear only above or to the left of the current output pixel.
This makes it extremely unlikely that a patch boundary would form along the alter-
nate direction (from bottom-left to top-right), since it would require the same jump
decision to be made late in one scanline, and earlier in the next. However, patch
formation is based on extending existing patches, not on independent pixels jump-
ing to the same area of the sample texture. Thus, it should come as no surprise
that following a Hilbert path, which changes its direction on almost every pixel,
leads to the highest quality results. Such frequent direction changes allow a very
balanced set of available neighbours, which in turn allows patches to be extended
in any direction, effectively. Also not surprisingly, serpentine paths lead to patches
relatively balanced horizontally, but which primarily extend downward.
Previously [191], we noted a higher cost for following a Hilbert path over sim-
ple iteration along scanline or serpentine paths: synthesis time was about three
times slower. This turned out to be due to a particularly inefficient (but stateless)
Hilbert path calculation. We subsequently implemented a stateful, recursive iter-
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ator for the Hilbert traversal, which all but removes the speed penalty for using
the Hilbert-based pixel ordering, being about 10% slower than that of the simpler
scanline or serpentine iterators. Thus, we now use the Hilbert path-based pixel or-
dering for all image synthesis tasks, as the slight loss in speed is more than offset
by the higher quality of results.
5.1.4 Image Synthesis Results
Figures 5.6 to 5.7 show a number of results on a variety of textures for the image
synthesis algorithm we have presented. Output images are 256×256, and each was
generated in about 0.060 seconds on an Athlon 1800+ PC. Note that the speed of
the synthesis phase of our algorithm is independent of the texture being synthe-
sized, and depends only on the output size.
Quality-wise, our results are clearly best on relatively stochastic or “natural”
textures, but as can be seen from Figure 5.6, are often quite acceptable on more
structured textures. Some synthesis failures are shown in Figure 5.11. The bricks,
manhole cover, and jigsaw textures are “near-regular” [106], which are especially
difficult for jump map-based synthesis, although it should be noted that even the
algorithm of Liu et al. fails on the jigsaw texture. The rock wall example is one of
the most challenging, and no texture synthesis algorithm produces good results on
it, though graph cut-based methods offer plausible if very repetitive results.
Compared to Ashikhmin’s algorithm [6], which our algorithm can be seen as
approximating, the results are quite favourable (see Figure 5.8). The quality is
roughly similar for most textures, indicating our approximation is quite good, but
our approach is two orders of magnitude faster. On the other hand, there does not
appear to be an effective way to direct synthesis to produce something resembling
a particular target image, as is possible with Ashikhmin’s algorithm.
Figure 5.9 compares our results with those of Graphcut Textures [96]. While
our algorithm performs worse on the structured texture, it performs comparably
well on the more natural texture, and produces results over two orders of magnitude
faster. Boundary mismatches are less of a problem with Graphcut Textures, though
as it is difficult to inject randomness into their results, they can suffer from a high
level of repetition; if a good but repeatable seam is found by their algorithm, it
will use it continually. Note, however, that Graphcut Textures generalize easily to
higher dimensions (such as video synthesis), while jump maps may not be feasible
in such higher dimensions.
Finally, we show direct comparisons with the Chaos Mosaic in Figure 5.10. We
did not have access to very natural or stochastic examples of Chaos Mosaic results,
but strong vertical and horizontal artifacts can be seen in the textures shown, which
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Figure 5.6: Image synthesis results. For each pair of images, the sample is on the
left, and the synthesized result on the right.
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Figure 5.7: More image synthesis results.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison with coherent synthesis. Left to right in each row:
sample image; image synthesized using our algorithm; image synthesized using
Ashikhmin’s algorithm. The quality of our results is quite comparable for most
textures.
would tend to be more objectionable on natural or stochastic textures. In contrast,
artifacts from our algorithm tend to be texture mismatches on a more fine-grained
level, often perceived simply as noise in the image. Chaos Mosaic produces results
as fast if not faster than jump maps, however, and allows procedural evaluation
of the output, which is not possible with our algorithm due to its inherent serial
nature.
5.2 Texture Synthesis on Surfaces
We now turn to the related problem of generating textures directly on surfaces. It is
interesting to note that with images, in the absence of a texture synthesis algorithm,
one could always simply tile the input to produce more of it (possibly reflecting and
mirroring it if necessary to create a tileable texture). While this often produces very
objectionable, repetitive artifacts, it is an easy, viable option, especially for regular
patterns or structures. With surfaces, however, tiling is not so simple. In order to
be able to tile a texture over the surface, some sort of parameterization is needed,
which can be very expensive and complex to compute.
In the next section, we note some important difficulties in specifying the prob-
lem of texture synthesis on surfaces, and present our algorithm for texture synthesis
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Figure 5.9: Comparison with GraphCut synthesis. Left to right in each row: sample
image; image synthesized using our algorithm; image synthesized using GraphCut
textures. While GraphCut textures are better for ordered textures, our method pro-
duces results in a fraction of the time.
Figure 5.10: Comparison with Chaos Mosaic synthesis. Left to right in each row:
sample image; image synthesized using our algorithm; image synthesized using
the Chaos Mosaic. The Chaos Mosaic generally produces sharp boundary artifacts,
while our method produces noiser boundaries. The former is good for structured
textures, while the latter is less noticeable in stochastic or natural textures.
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Figure 5.11: Image synthesis failures on structured textures. Results are 512 x 512.
on surfaces in the following sections. Our approach is to simply draw an equiv-
alence between pixels of an image and vertices of a surface. We thus perform a
single pass over the vertices of a mesh, processing each vertex iteratively to assign
its texture coordinates. Drawing this equivalence poses a number of problems.
First, surface topologies are much more complex than that of images, so we must
be careful in choosing a vertex ordering appropriate for a surface (§5.2.2). Further,
vertices generally have non-uniform spacing between them, so we must define tex-
ture space distances across the surface, being careful to respect the user-provided
information (§5.2.3). Since these inter-vertex distances are invariably no longer
integer offsets, in Section 5.2.4 we define a method to perform floating point jump
map lookups. Also, anytime a jump is performed between two vertices, triangles
incident to both vertices will be distorted in texture space. The final step of our
approach is therefore to assign texture coordinates to each triangle’s corners, as de-
tailed in Section 5.2.5. In dealing with this, we encounter the possibility of invalid
jumps, and thus revise our synthesis procedure slightly. This revision, as discussed
in Section 5.2.6, does not change the behaviour of the algorithm, but does make it
clear that our method effectively performs a kind of probabilistic matching.
One key difference between synthesis on surfaces and synthesis of images is
the output of the process. With image synthesis, we simply output the final colour
values at each position in the image; on surfaces, we instead output texture coor-
dinates, in order to permit easy hardware-accelerated texture mapping and filter-
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ing. Note that this is actually easier than outputting colours in our case, since our
method is driven by the texture coordinates assigned at each position, not their par-
ticular colours (recall that we only examine the texture’s colours during the analysis
phase).
5.2.1 Specifying Textures on Surfaces
In terms of user effort, texture synthesis on surfaces is a far more difficult prob-
lem to properly specify than simple image synthesis. In particular, the scale and
rotation of the texture on the surface must be specified by the user. With images,
both of these parameters are usually implicit. One pixel of an output image should
contain as much texture detail as one pixel of the input image, and directions in
texture space map directly onto each other (e.g., “up” in the output image is the
same direction as “up” in the input image). In contrast, one cannot automatically
assign an object-space distance on a surface to be covered by one pixel, nor which
direction on a surface should correspond to “up” in texture space. These parame-
ters are inherent user input to the problem of synthesizing textures directly on 3D
surfaces, and correspondingly complicate the user interface of any system solving
this problem. Note that one may, of course, make heuristic guesses for these pa-
rameters [179, 172], especially for isotropic textures or textures exhibiting various
symmetries, but direct user control is required in the general case.
Specifying the scale of the texture on the surface is generally quite easy; we
simply show a tile next to (or even mapped on) the surface, and allow the user to
rescale the tile until the desired scale is achieved. We can then simply infer the
texture scale in terms of number of pixels per world space unit. An example of the
range of variation easily accomodated by our algorithm is shown in Figure 5.12. It
is important to note that, unlike vertex colouring methods [179, 172], no remeshing
is required to achieve this range of variation, and unlike atlas-based methods [187],
each result uses the same amount of texture memory (simply that required to hold
the sample texture). This scale independence and low memory usage is a direct
consequence of the generation of texture coordinates rather than vertex colours or
image data, as noted earlier by Soler et al. [160].
Specifying the texture rotation is much more difficult, due to the fact that most
surfaces are not developable, and thus must necessarily have some distortion in-
troduced when mapped to the plane. We follow what has become the standard
approach for this problem, and have the user specify a vector field over the surface
(in our case, defined at vertices). The orientation vector at each vertex denotes
the “up” direction in texture space. The problem of specifying the rotation then be-
comes primarily a user-interface issue, typically handled by having the user specify
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Figure 5.12: Using the sample above, the same mesh is textured twice using two
very different scales for the texture.
a few anchor points with known orientation, and interpolating these anchors across
the mesh.
We have found it quite useful to allow the specification of singularity points
in the vector field (sinks and sources), especially as the genus of the surface in-
creases (higher genus surfaces inherently require more singularities). For example,
the orientation field for the rabbit model shown in Figure 5.13 was created by spec-
ifying only one source at its nose and one sink at its tail. The different results in
this Figure were produced by globally rotating the vector field interactively. More
sophisticated manipulations, such as locally grabbing and twisting the field with a
distance-based fall-off, are certainly possible with our method.
5.2.2 Vertex Orderings
The first issue we must deal with is the order in which vertices are processed on
a surface. Since following a Hilbert path gives good results for images, it would
seem natural that some sort of analogue to Hilbert paths for surfaces would give
good results as well. Computing such an analogue is a fairly difficult problem for
arbitrarily connected graphs, adequately solved by Bagomjakov and Gotsman [8]
in the context of attempting to maximize locality of vertex access for a mesh to take
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Figure 5.13: Orienting textures on surfaces. Top row: orientation field visualized
with blue vectors pointing in the texture space “up” direction and sample texture.
Bottom row: textured results with given orientation field; textured results with a
global 90o rotation of the orientation field.
Figure 5.14: Comparison of vertex orderings. Top: Sample texture used. Left:
Emerging front-based ordering. Right: Universal Rendering Sequence-based re-
sult. The middle row shows the textured result, while the bottom row shows the
corresponding patch layouts by texturing using a colour ramp. Both orderings give
comparable results, and differ primarily in the precomputation time required. Note
that unlike a texturing approach based on parameterizing the surface, there is no
noticeable distortion of the texture even in regions of high curvature.
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full advantage of vertex caching graphics hardware. Their Universal Rendering
Sequences (URS) take a few seconds to minutes to compute for typical meshes,
and behave quite well for our purposes. Note that computing a URS for a surface
has the added benefit of improving the rendering performance on vertex-caching
graphics hardware, simply by reordering the faces of the mesh.
However, the compute time for Universal Rendering Sequences may be pro-
hibitive for interactive applications or dynamically-generated geometry, and we
have therefore developed a much faster approach which works just as well for most
surfaces. This approach, which we refer to as the emerging front-based ordering,
is based on the idea that each available already-synthesized neighbour can be seen
as placing additional constraints on the texture positions available to a new vertex
(i.e., it has to match well with all of them). However, in the end, a vertex has to
match well with all of its neighbours. Thus, the more information we know about
what those neighbours actually are, the better equipped we are to make a good
match. Thus, we wish to maximize the amount of already-synthesized area in the
neighbourhood of each vertex. We choose a simple greedy approach, randomly
choosing the first vertex, and iteratively choosing the next vertex to be the ver-
tex with the highest proportion of already-synthesized neighbours. This ordering
depends solely on the surface connectivity, and is extremely fast to compute.
We observe both orderings to be quite comparable in quality, with typical re-
sults shown in Figure 5.14. Note that regardless of which ordering is used, it may
be precomputed on a per-mesh basis. Thus, the emerging front-based ordering is
best for applications which do not have significant per-mesh precomputation time
available. Applications for which the higher precomputation time is tolerable may
instead use a URS-based ordering, and receive the benefit of (potentially) faster
rendering times on vertex-caching graphics hardware.
5.2.3 Texture Space Distances on Surfaces
A key component of our image-based synthesis algorithm is extending a patch of
texture from one pixel to the next. This is straightforward since there is a natural
mapping between pixel offsets in the output image and pixel offsets in the input
image: they are the same (extending one pixel to the right in the output may be
done by simply moving one pixel to the right in the input). With surfaces, there
is no such natural mapping. When we move some distance in world space across
an edge of the mesh, we must define how far we have moved in texture space.
Locally, we would like texture space to correspond to the tangent plane, while
avoiding unnecessary distortion. Thus, our goal is to define basis vectors for the
tangent plane for each edge of the mesh. Given these basis vectors, we can then
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Figure 5.15: Edge offset calculation. The orientation vector (u) and tangent vector
(v) at each vertex span the vertex’s tangent plane. The endpoint basis vectors are
averaged to form the edge’s tangent plane basis vectors. The edge is projected into
the plane, and scaled according to the desired texture scale, determining the offset
made in texture space for traversing the edge (d).
project each edge into its tangent plane, and measure the 2D distance between the
edge’s endpoints to determine the distance in texture space traversed by crossing
the edge.
To form a basis for the edge’s tangent plane, we interpolate and orthogonalize
basis vectors defined at each of its endpoints. At each vertex, then, we must form
a basis for its tangent plane which respects the user parameters. These user param-
eters consist of a local orientation vector at each vertex, and a global scale factor.
We use the component of the orientation vector which is orthogonal to the vertex
normal as one of the basis vectors, v, and take the cross product of v and the vertex
normal to form the other basis vector, u.
For a given edge e with endpoints a and b, we define ve as the average of va
and vb (the basis vectors at a and b), and ue as the component of the average of ua
and ub which is perpendicular to ve. We then scale ue and ve so their 3D length
corresponds to one pixel of the texture, according to the user-specified scale. Now,
given 3D positions of a and b as pa and pb, we can project the edge onto our
tangent space basis vectors to get projected endpoints qa = (pa · ue,pa · ve) and
qb = (pb · ue,pb · ve). The offset from a to b in texture space is then simply
(qb − qa). This process is illustrated in Figure 5.15.
There are a few facts to note about our method. For a given triangle, the dis-
tance along one edge is not nessarily equivalent to the sum of the distances along
the other two edges. This will naturally introduce distortion to the texture mapping,
but this is generally a desired distortion implied by the user-supplied orientation
field. For example, consider a triangle incident to a singularity in the orientation
field, as shown in Figure 5.16. The horizontal distance in texture space between
the ends of the dashed lines must be roughly equal, according to the orientation
field. While this results in triangles which are clearly distorted in texture space, the
final texture on the surface looks as it should for the given orientation field. What
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.16: User-induced distortion near a singularity in the orientation field.
(a) At a singularity (green) in the orientation field (blue), triangles must be dis-
torted in texture space. For example, the dashed lines in the red triangle should
have equal lengths in texture space, according to the orientation field. (b) Tex-
tured result for the singularity shown in (a), and surrounding region on the mesh.
(c) Sample texture used in (b).
is key to this result is that the distance along a particular edge is the same for both
triangles incident to that edge. Thus, even though the texture within each triangle
is distorted in various ways, the texture still matches along the common edge and
appears smooth over the surface.
Note that there is no particular reason that the assigned scale must be a global
parameter. Indeed, as shown in Figure 5.17, it is trivial to vary the scale of the tex-
ture over the surface. Here, we simply vary the scale used on each edge according
to the object-space heights of its endpoints. Note that we are effectively introduc-
ing even more distortion into the mapping of each triangle into texture space, but
because the mapping is on a per-edge basis, and similar for each triangle incident
to an edge, the result still appears smooth. Of course, more complicated schemes
are possible, and we in fact allow scale to vary on a per-vertex basis. As long as the
scale field is relatively smooth, the results are seamless and quite natural-looking.
It is worth noting that our first approach to assigning texture space distances to
mesh edges was based on conformal maps, locally flattening each vertex’s neigh-
bourhood into 2D while preserving angles and lengths. The key problem with this
approach was that the distance in texture space traversed along a given edge varied
depending on which way the edge was traversed, causing straight lines in the tex-
ture to be mapped to broken or wavy lines on the surface. This occurred as a result
of the conformal maps at each vertex being improperly aligned, which would have
needed a global optimization procedure to fix. An alternative would be to flatten
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Figure 5.17: Progressively varying the scale of texture across a surface.
larger areas at a time, as previous researchers have done [136, 179, 172, 187]. Our
projection scheme detailed above, however, solves the problem very simply, using
only local operations, at a much lower cost.
5.2.4 Floating Point Jump Map Lookups
A natural consequence of our method for determining texture space distances over
surfaces is that these distances invariably require floating point precision. In par-
ticular, this means that the texture coordinates assigned to a vertex must be floating
point addresses. This introduces a new problem: jump lists are only recorded at
integer positions within the jump map. Thus, we must define a filtering procedure
for performing jump map lookups at floating point addresses.
Our approach is to effectively define a bilinear filtering operation for jump
maps. This process is outlined for one particular jump in Figure 5.19. We sim-
ply coalesce the jump lists at each of the four neighbouring integer addresses, and
appropriately modify them: the weights are scaled bilinearly according to the sub-
pixel offset of the floating point address, and the destinations are offset by the
subpixel address. This adequately controls the complexity of the algorithm while
allowing us to use the same jump maps for synthesizing textures on surfaces as we
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Figure 5.18: Another progressively-variant scale result.
Figure 5.19: Floating point jump map lookups. Jumps at neighbouring pixels are
appropriately bilinearly weighted and offset. Here, a jump at the upper left neigh-
bour is offset and reweighted according to the purple address’s subpixel offset to
form one of the jumps returned in the floating point jump map lookup.
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Figure 5.20: A triangle on the surface (left) is distorted in texture space (right)
whenever a jump was taken between any of its vertices. Selecting one vertex to use
as a base vertex, and directly using the edge offsets to map the other corners of the
triangle (dashed lines) removes the undesirable distortion.
used for synthesizing texture images.
5.2.5 Corner Texture Coordinates
One undesirable form of distortion produced by our algorithm so far occurs on any
edge over which a jump was taken. Here, as shown in Figure 5.20, the triangles
incident to the edge become distorted in texture space, since their vertices were
given texture coordinates from different regions of the texture. Our solution to this
is to assign texture coordinates to each corner of each triangle. This ensures that
any particular triangle will have consistent texture coordinates, while respecting
the vertex texture coordinates assigned by our algorithm. For each triangle, we
first choose a base vertex for the triangle; the corner corresponding to the base
vertex simply inherits the base vertex’s texture coordinates. The other corners of
the triangle, however, are assigned texture coordinates from the base vertex, sim-
ply adding the corresponding texture space offsets along the edges of the triangle.
Thus, the texture assigned to a particular triangle is distorted only according to the
distortion implied by the edge offsets, which as we showed in Section 5.2.3 is a
desirable form of distortion.
The remaining question is how to choose a base vertex for each triangle. We
have not examined this question deeply, but one can imagine using a perceptual
measure for ranking vertices. For example, vertices that are part of high-frequency
areas are more likely to have texture discontinuities masked than vertices which
are part of smoother areas. Instead, we typically assume the availability of texture
blending facilities. For each of the three possible choices of base vertex, we get a
slightly different textured result (while these results may come from different areas
of the input texture, their content is usually very similar). We then blend these
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Figure 5.21: Invalid texture coordinates. The “flattened” neighbourhood of a vertex
must remain within the texture in order to allow texture blending to occur. Thus, the
green positions are valid positions for a vertex with the given set of incident edges,
but the red position is not; the two triangles on the right could not be assigned
texture coordinates when using the middle vertex as a base vertex.
results together, using simple linear alpha ramps (alpha of one at the base vertex,
and zero at the other vertices) to get the final results. While this may introduce
some blending artifacts for some textures (for example, a checkerboard), this is
generally outweighed by the decreased visibility of any texture mismatches.
In doing this, we are effectively using each vertex of a triangle as the base
vertex simultaneously. This implies an additional constraint on our synthesis pro-
cedure: each triangle incident to a vertex must be texturable from that vertex. In
other words, the “flattened” neighbourhood of the vertex must remain within the
texture when centered at the vertex’s texture coordinates (see Figure 5.21). Note,
however, that this is not a typical neighbourhood flattening operation [136, 178],
but simply adding, in turn, the texture space offset of each incident edge to the pro-
posed texture coordinates for the vertex, and ensuring the result stays within the
texture. Thus, to fulfill this constraint, we can simply construct a 2D bounding box
for these incident edge offsets, and test against two opposing corners.
5.2.6 Probabilistic Matching
With images, we knew a priori the set of pixel offsets that would be used during the
synthesis phase. Thus, we could easily ensure at jump map construction time that
every destination we stored in the jump map would be valid given those offsets. On
surfaces, however, we no longer know the offsets that shall be used, as they depend
on the mesh topology and the user’s scale and orientation parameters. Thus, there
is now the possibility that a jump listed in a jump list is not a valid destination
for a particular vertex. We must therefore explicitly test destinations for validity
according to the criteria just outlined in the previous section.
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A potential problem here is that all of the destinations listed at a particular
neighbour may be invalid. Instead of attempting a backtracking algorithm which
would test alternate neighbours, we build a large selection table consisting of all
of the valid entries from all available already-synthesized neighbours. Thus, only
if there are no valid destinations at all (from any neighbour) are we forced into a
purely random assignment for a vertex. This simplifies the algorithm considerably,
since the same processing is performed for all vertices, for all neighbours: at each
neighbour, we add all of its suggested valid destinations to the selection table;
then, when all neighbours have been processed, we select a destination from the
selection table with a single random number as before. This processing emphasizes
the fact that our approach is a probabilistic algorithm for finding good matches. In
particular, if multiple neighbours suggest the same destination, that destination
is likely to be a good match, since it matches well over a space of neighbouring
directions. Reflecting this, that destination’s probability within the larger selection
table is in fact higher relative to other destinations. Conversely, outlier destinations
suggested by only a single neighbour, which are thus unlikely to be good matches,
have their probability lowered relative to other more popular destinations. This
reasoning gives further support to the ideas behind our emerging front-based vertex
ordering: the more neighbours which are available when we process a vertex, the
more advantage we get from this probabilistic matching.
Note that in the situation that all jumps suggested by all neighbours are valid,
as is always the case in the image synthesis algorithm, building a large selection
table and choosing from it is equivalent, probabilistically, to choosing a neighbour
at random, and then choosing a destination from those suggested by the chosen
neighbour. Thus, our image-based texture synthesis algorithm performs the same
kind of probabilistic matching that the surface algorithm does. We simply organize
the computation differently in the image domain to avoid the overhead of building
the selection table at each pixel, taking advantage of the regularity of the output.
5.2.7 Texture Synthesis Results on Surfaces
We show some typical texture synthesis results on surfaces for a variety of surfaces
and textures in Figures 5.22 to 5.23. Each of these textures is quite structured
and pose difficulty for our algorithm. The models used ranged from 20,000 to
40,000 vertices, and were textured at a rate of about 200,000 vertices per second
on an Athlon 1800+ PC. This is easily fast enough to allow intuitive, interactive
specification of the orientation and scale parameters on these models. Note that the
speed of this algorithm depends linearly on the number of vertices in the model,
and is independent of both the texture and surface used. All of the results shown
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Figure 5.22: Surfaces textured with our algorithm.
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Figure 5.23: More surfaces textured with our algorithm.
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Figure 5.24: Comparison with Wei and Levoy’s algorithm. Left to right: sample,
jump map result, Wei and Levoy’s result.
Figure 5.25: Comparison with Turk’s algorithm. Left to right: sample, jump map
result, Turk’s result.
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Figure 5.26: Surfaces textured with relatively structured textures by our algorithm.
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Figure 5.27: Comparison with Lapped Textures. Left to right: sample, jump map
result, Lapped Textures result.
use the emerging front-based vertex ordering and texture blending.
As with the image-based algorithm, the quality of our results is clearly best on
stochastic textures, and can be worse than other algorithms on ordered textures.
Some results for ordered textures are shown in Figure 5.26. The checkerboard
example in particular shows the lack of parametric distortion with our method, as
throughout the model the size of the squares remains constant. Indeed, despite
the many patch boundary artifacts, in many cases this result would be superior
to a parameterization-based application of a checkerboard, which, for this model,
would need a high degree of distortion, especially in the limbs and tail.
One interesting effect is that texturing directly on surfaces tends to allow a
greater degree of inhomogeneity in the sample textures. In particular, both the wa-
ter drops texture on the winged dragon in Figure 5.22, and the lined shirt texture
used in Figure 5.14, have slight colour shifts across the sample images. While dif-
ficult to perceive normally, these colour shifts become quite apparent when pixels
from different areas of the sample images are placed next to one another. Because
of this, these textures pose a significant challenge to image-based texture synthesis
algorithms. When mapped directly on surfaces, however, the colour shifts often
simply give a false impression of a variation in shading, implying additional geo-
metric detail on the surface. Also note that artifacts produced on the wicker texture
(Figure 5.9) are much less noticeable and objectionable when synthesis occurs di-
rectly on a surface (Figure 5.13). A similar effect occurs with the rock wall texture
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(Figure 5.11), which is an extremely poor result for the image-based algorithm, but
is reasonable for when mapped onto the serpentine dragon (Figure 5.23).
We present some comparative results in Figures 5.24, 5.25, and 5.27. Note
that these comparisons are not exact, in that the meshes, textures, and texturing
parameters (scale, orientations) are not identical. The comparative results for the
other methods were taken from the respective paper for each method, and are thus
simply images for which we have attempted to visually match the data used as
closely as possible. Also, note that the random element to all of these methods
means results may vary significantly from run to run.
Typically, as shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25, our results are slightly worse in
quality than the vertex colouring methods [179, 172]. However, we obtain results
over three orders of magnitude faster than these techniques, and may adjust the
scale of the texture significantly without remeshing. Artifacts produced by their
algorithms include slight texture distortion in regions of high curvature (due to
the need to locally parameterize the surface for resampling), and the possibility of
falling into a bad part of the texture search space and synthesizing “garbage” (a
well-known phenomenon with non-parameteric synthesis techniques [178]). In
contrast, artifacts with our method are primarily texture discontinuities. With
stochastic textures, these are generally unnoticeable, but become very distracting
with ordered textures. Since our technique exclusively copies patches of texture
from the sample image, there is no possibility of synthesizing garbage, and as dis-
cussed earlier, our results are distorted only where required by the orientation and
scale fields.
Lapped Textures [136], a generalization of the Chaos Mosaic [185] to sur-
faces, produces results equal or lower in quality to jump map synthesis. Since
Lapped Textures are produced by repeatedly pasting a single patch over the sur-
face, they typically suffer from noticeable repetition. As they locally parameterize
the surface as well, there is also some unintended distortion. Since the patch is
overlapped arbitrarily on the surface, there are typically texture discontinuities as
in our method, alleviated somewhat with texture blending. While much faster than
the vertex colouring methods, generating Lapped Textures remains over two or-
ders of magnitude slower than our approach: they require 20 seconds to 6 minutes
to texture models averaging 5000 faces; with our method, comparable models on
comparable hardware require 0.05 seconds to texture.
Our method is quite comparable to that of Magda and Kriegman [107]. Their
method is based on matching “texton labels” rather than individual image pixels.
Textons are basically principal components of a set of filter responses for a tex-
ture, and thus encode recurring elements of the texture: each neighbourhood of a
texture is a linear combination of its textons. Because texton label matching pro-
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vides a more accurate approximation to neighbourhood matching than the jump
map, their results are slightly higher in quality than ours. However, larger input
samples require more texton labels, which makes matching more computationally
expensive at runtime, and thus slows the algorithm significantly. Even with small
samples, their approach is still an order of magnitude slower than the method we
have presented here.
5.3 Patch-based Image Synthesis
Our algorithm for texturing surfaces from an example texture leads directly to a
novel image synthesis algorithm which explicitly uses patches, giving improved
results for more structured textures. In essence, our surface-based algorithm has
shown that jump maps remain effective even when the offsets used between neigh-
bours are relatively large. Thus, the simple specialization to images is to make
a jump decision relatively infrequently, only once per patch, rather than once per
pixel, and to consider all the available neighbouring pixels when making the jump
decision.
There are many possible variations on this approach; we describe just one with
which we have observed higher quality results on ordered textures. We use regular
patches of a size decided by the user, but which should be large enough to capture
the largest texture features, and perhaps a degree of their interaction (e.g., not just
leaves, but patterns of leaves). We typically use patches on the order of one-fifth
to one-half of the sample image size. We then simply synthesize each patch in
order through the output image, following a Hilbert path-based ordering of patches
(rather than pixels). At each new patch, we build a selection table from which the
texture coordinates of the middle of the patch are assigned. In building this table,
we use each neighbouring already-synthesized pixel of the patch as a potential
source for the patch’s address, adding only their valid destinations. In this case,
valid destinations are those from which the entire patch may be textured.
This new patch-based algorithm seems to perform better than the pixel-based
algorithm for many ordered textures (see Figure 5.28), since patches are more
likely to capture the high level structures well. Synthesis time is only about two
to three times faster, for while far fewer decisions need to be made in the course
of synthesis, each decision involves much more work in building the selection ta-
ble. For more natural or stochastic textures, the pixel-based algorithm produces
higher-quality results, as the boundaries it produces are more random and thus less
noticeable for these textures.
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Figure 5.28: Patch-based image synthesis results. Left to right in each column:
sample, patch-based jump map synthesis results, pixel-based jump map synthesis
results. The patch-based approach handles ordered textures better, but can cause
noticeable artifacts in stochastic textures.
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5.4 Interactive Material Replacement
In this section, we reuse the capability to direct texture synthesis, typically used
for controlling and specifying textures on surfaces, in the image domain. Direct
control, as discussed in the next section, allows for simple progressive variation
across images, and by itself is capable of interesting effects as we shall see. How-
ever, we can also apply simple normal recovery to an object in an image, and infer
a piecewise linear surface from the normal field. Though the resulting surface may
not be realizable, it is enough to provide cues for texture synthesis, allowing for
the apparent replacement of the material of the object, without changing its overall
shape.
5.4.1 Controlling Image Synthesis
For specifying how a texture was to be applied to a surface, the user was respon-
sible for two parameters: the apparent scale of the texture on the surface, and the
orientation of the texture with respect to the surface. However, it is quite easy to
allow the user to specify these same parameters when synthesizing images as well.
In effect, we are treating the output image as a quad mesh, and simply directly ap-
plying our surface-based texture synthesis algorithm to this quad mesh. In practice,
we extend the image-based algorithm to handle varying distances between pixels
and floating point addresses, so that we can take advantage of the regularity of the
output.
Thus, the user may specify an orientation field over the output image, as well
as a scale field. We demonstrate a couple of simple examples in Figure 5.29. First,
we control the scale of the output across the image, increasing the distance between
pixels towards the top of the image in order to simulate perspective. In the second
example, we generate an orientation field where every pixel’s orientation points
toward the center of the image, and increase inter-pixel distances near the center of
the image as well. Note that proper filtering is required for these results; a particular
output pixel must be a filtered combination of all of the input pixels mapped into
it.
This kind of application is not possible with most alternative techniques. Purely
image domain methods would require local resampling of the output, as well as
searching in arbitrary rotations of the input to reproduce the desired orientations.
In the surface domain, vertex colouring techniques [179, 172, 196] would gener-
ally require severe remeshing of the output image in order to capture the detail
of the distortion properly. Thus, these already slow methods would take a pro-
portionately longer time to compute a result. Effective false perspective results
were demonstrated with Graphcut Textures [96], but these results required a pre-
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Figure 5.29: Controlling Image Synthesis. Top: sample image; simulated perspec-
tive by increasing the inter-pixel distances towards the top of the image. Bottom:
sample image; applying an orientation field to the image where each pixel’s up
direction points toward the image center, and inter-pixel distances increase toward
the center.
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Figure 5.30: Material replacement in images. The image plane is viewed from
above, and two neighbouring pixels are in green. The surface between the pixels is
approximated by a plane whose normal is n, the average of the recovered normals
at each pixel. The texture-space distance between the two pixels, ||ds||, is derived
from the similar triangles A and B.
process to create scaled versions of the sample image, and searching over these
multiple samples rather than a single sample image. The methods most similar to
ours [160, 107] are most likely to be adaptable to support these kinds of operations,
but as mentioned earlier both of these algorithms are much slower than ours and not
quite interactive in speed. For this application, where determination of the correct
scale and orientation parameters is a strong focus of the user, the ability to easily
experiment with different parameters implies a strong requirement for interactive
speed.
5.4.2 Deformation From A Normal Field
Textureshop [45] pioneered the idea of using a very simple but fast approach to
shape-from-shading to recover a rough set of normals for an object in a photograph,
and using these normals to distort texture synthesis over the object. They note that
to some extent, texture variations mask the inaccuracy of the recovered normals,
and so despite the low quality of the normals, they are still able to obtain visually
pleasing results. In this section, we demonstrate how a similar approach may be
used with jump map-based texture synthesis. In particular, we assume an object has
already been selected from the image, and a set of approximate normals recovered
from it using a shape-from-shading algorithm, and show how jump map-based
texture synthesis may be applied to replace the apparent material of the object while
preserving its overall apparent shape. The system, as a direct result of its speed,
is easier to use than the original Textureshop system, and users are more likely to
experiment to find the “right” combination of texture and texturing parameters.
For purposes of this work, the main question is, given a normal field for an
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object within a photograph (i.e., at each pixel, we have a surface normal), how do
we derive texturing parameters so that when jump map-based texture synthesis is
applied, the resulting texture appears to be on the object? The basic approach is
to treat the pixels of the image that comprise the object as a surface with regular
connectivity and edge lengths inferred from the normal field. Since our surface
texturing algorithm is entirely local, considering only the immediate neighbours of
a vertex when synthesizing it, we need not have a consistent or physically realiz-
able surface, and the quality of the normal field need not be high. This is a distinct
advantage over Textureshop, whose graph cut-based approach required the recov-
ery of locally consistent patches of surface in order to function effectively. Thus,
we have reduced the problem of setting texturing parameters for a normal field to
one of determining an appropriate set of edge lengths between pixels of the image.
We assume, as above, that at each pixel the user has specified a scale, sp, as the
number of texture pixels per target image pixel, and an angle θp, which specifies
the orientation of the texture with respect to the target image. Note that these
parameters are entirely for controlling the appearanace of the texture on the surface,
while the estimated parameters (i.e., the edge lengths between pixels) we recover
below are to preserve the apparent shape of the object supporting the texture. We
also have a recovered normal np estimated from shape-from-shading at each pixel.
On each edge between neighbouring pixels, we first compute average normals,
scales, and orientations, na, sa, θa. We approximate the local surface by a plane
whose normal is na. As shown in Figure 5.30, the length of ds, the texture space
offset between these two pixels, can be derived via similar triangles. The direction
of ds is given by projecting the image-space offset between the pixels (di) onto the
approximating plane. Thus, we have:
ds =
sa||di||
||naz ||
di − (nadi)di
||di − (nadi)di|| (5.1)
Finally, we construct a basis for texture space by rotating the x axis by θp (the user-
specified orientation), projecting it onto the approximating plane, and constructing
an orthogonal vector within the plane. The 3D vector ds is then projected into this
basis to form the final texture space offset between the pixels. Then, we simply
apply the surface-based synthesis algorithm described in Section 5.2, omitting the
edge mapping step 5.2.3.
5.4.3 Material Replacement Results
The graph of edge offsets we have constructed over the image is likely not coher-
ent, and in fact may not represent any realizable surface. However, as shown in
Figures 5.31 to 5.36, it is sufficient to give good synthesis results. Note that while
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Figure 5.31: The cape and snake of this statue are textured with our algorithm.
Figure 5.32: Replaced materials on Mount Rushmore. Total time, including user
interaction, was under one minute.
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Figure 5.33: Jump map-based texture synthesis allows for easy experimentation
with material replacement parameters, such as different textures, texture scales,
and texture orientations. Each successive image is produced with virtually no lag
time.
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Figure 5.34: Orientation variance, again produced with virtually no lag time.
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Figure 5.35: Making a leopard-skin ski jacket with automatic inference of texturing
parameters.
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Figure 5.36: Applying a new dress pattern with automatic inference of texturing
parameters.
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there is a similar blending problem to that on surfaces (see Section 5.2.5), in the
image domain it is easily solved by splatting a small texture patch at each pixel
with simple filtering, as was done in the image synthesis case (Section 5.1.
A key limitation of our approach is that since only normals are examined, and
those only locally, two parts of the surface at varying depth but with similar normals
will be given texture at the same scale, and may thus appear to be at the same
depth after material replacement. This can be fixed by manually altering the scale
of the texture appropriately, but a more automatic solution for this case would be
preferable. It is likely, however, that such a solution would require a much better
normal recovery procedure that can support the estimation of a coherent surface.
5.5 Applications
The speed of texture synthesis enabled by the jump map framework in turn en-
ables a number of applications which were difficult or impossible with previous
approaches. Texture paint-brushes, for example, allow the painting of surfaces
with a continuous texture. While texture paint-brushes are not novel in the im-
age domain, our method allows interactive texture painting on surfaces as well.
This can be particularly useful for touching up any rare visible artifacts in a fully-
synthesized surface.
Another useful application is for systems which generate geometry dynami-
cally. For example, games may have objects which get blown up into many pieces,
or need to randomly generate objects to populate the game world (consider an as-
teroid field in a space-based game, for example). With jump map-based texture
synthesis, these objects can now have textures synthesized on them from general
texture imagery, without unduly burdening the runtime system.
Perhaps most useful in practice has been improvements made possible by the
jump map for simple interactive modelling or rapid prototyping applications. Con-
sider the problem of assigning a texture to an object. With our system, a user
can interactively decide from among a library of textures, seeing instant results as
to how the object appears with a selected texture (our system achieves real-time
interaction for models on the order of a few tens of thousands of faces). More
importantly, the user burden of deciding how a texture should appear on a surface
is greatly reduced with our system. The apparent size of the texture with respect
to the surface, as well as its orientation (i.e., which direction on the surface cor-
responds to “up” in the texture) are parameters which, invariant of the automatic
texture synthesis algorithm used, must be decided by the user. Previously, if a bad
decision were made regarding these parameters, the cost of resynthesizing the tex-
ture on the surface to attempt to alleviate the problem would be quite burdensome,
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providing a disincentive to experiment. Using the jump map-based approach, an
artist can vary these parameters continuously, receiving instant feedback as to the
appearance of the object as these parameters change. Thus, a user is more likely
to achieve the look they actually wish, rather than a look with which they consider
adequate.
As the orientation of the texture is typically specified by a vector field on the
surface, this is particularly powerful when used in conjunction with tools for edit-
ing the orientation field. Previous approaches primarily rely on using a static, pre-
specified orientation field based on interpolating a set of anchor vectors. However,
it can be quite unintuitive how this interpolation proceeds over a surface, possi-
bly producing singularities in undesirable locations. The speed of our approach
allows interactive specification of the orientation field, allowing operations to lo-
cally “twist” the texture on the surface in a specific region (locally manipulating
the vector field), or perform global rotations of the texture on the surface. As each
orientation change is made, the surface may be completely (or, if possible, locally)
retextured, giving the artist immediate useful feedback in response to their efforts.
Note that some algorithms [160, 196, 107, 96] generate higher quality results
when a complete result is available to work from (i.e., multiple passes can improve
results). Generally, this is due to having a full set of neighbourhood information to
match against, rather than only that part of the neighbourhood which has already
been synthesized on the current pass. A natural application, then, is to use jump
map-based texture synthesis for interactive specification of the output texture, and
then use the jump map-based result as input to an alternative, higher-quality algo-
rithm. The user, while specifying textures, is effectively given a preview of the final
results from the interactively-generated jump map-based result. Once the user is
satisfied with the texture parameters, the higher quality algorithm may be invoked
offline to refine the results generated by the jump map-based algorithm. Thus, our
techniques can improve the effective speed and quality of other higher-quality, but
slower multi-pass texture synthesis algorithms.
5.6 Imagery Reuse Discussion
We have presented fast algorithms for reusing textural imagery both within other
images and directly on 3D surfaces. Our approach analyzes the sample texture to
create a jump map, and uses the jump map to synthesize new texture similar to the
example at interactive rates. While there are recent very high-speed approaches for
synthesizing images[29], they do not generalize to surfaces. To our knowledge, our
algorithm is the only one to deliver interactive synthesis speed on surfaces of rea-
sonable size, about an order of magnitude faster than the fastest alternative[107].
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This is particularly relevant in the context of material replacement (§5.4), which re-
quires surface-like structure. We do not require mesh resampling or use additional
texture memory as the texture scale varies. Our framework allows very useful
novel modelling tools for interactively specifying a texture on a mesh, while easily
incorporating new effects such as progressive variation. Still, the work presented
in this chapter is limited to reusing detail from image sources. In the next chapter,
we relax this restriction, and develop novel algorithms for reuse of existing detail
on surfaces.
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6 Modelling by Example From
Surfaces
In this chapter, we make the fundamental contribution of extending data-driven
modelling to sources defined over manifold domains. We focus on the problem
of signal transfer across surfaces: given a signal defined on one surface, we auto-
matically transfer it to another surface. Thus, we can flexibly reuse signals from
existing 3D models, such as textures or fine-scale geometric detail. For non-artists
or casual users, this is particularly useful, as often it can be difficult and tedious to
produce such details by hand. As 3D scanning technology matures, yielding ever
more detailed models, this capability to reuse the detail of these models becomes
increasingly important.
We present two novel methods for transferring signals from one model to an-
other. The first method extends k-coherent search [170] to surfaces directly using
geodesic fans. This method, described in detail in Section 6.1 is very fast and pro-
duces acceptable results in many cases, but is limited to unframed signals, such as
map-based data (e.g., texture maps) or colours. We also develop a graph cut-based
approach in Section 6.2 offering much higher quality at the cost of increased com-
putation time. This approach is also notable in that it enables geometry transfer
across arbitrary manifold surfaces.
As demonstrated in Section 6.3, the combination of interactive surface segmen-
tation (see Chapter 4) with geometry transfer yields powerful capabilities. We call
the resulting system “Surfacing by Numbers”, as it ends up being akin to the com-
mon children’s activity “Colouring by Numbers”. Essentially, in order to model
the detail on the 3D surface, the user produces a decomposition of the surface
into regions with relatively homogenous details. Each region is associated with a
source region, also selected interactively, from some other model or image. Details
within each source region are then automatically transferred to the corresponding
target region. Surfacing by numbers thus allows fast, flexible, and intuitive reuse
of surface-based signals.
Our approaches are complimentary to existing methods for detail transfer. One
class of method is based on common or cross-parameterization of models. Praun et
al. [137] introduce consistent parameterizations, and show how attributes such as
textures can be easily transferred through the parameterization. Allen et al. [2]
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create novel data-driven modelling tools by exploiting a large database of consis-
tently parameterized models and measuring various statistics across the entire set.
A significant issue with these methods is parametric distortion, which potentially
squashes or stretches signals as they are transferred among surfaces. More recent
work directly parameterizes models over each other [92, 149], and allows for trans-
fer of mesh deformations [164]. These methods can lower the requisite distortion,
but in general, it is possible that no good common or cross-parameterization exists
between a source and target surface. In such cases, the synthesis-based approaches
we suggest here are particularly useful.
Cut-and-paste surface editing [18] uses a local parameterization to transfer ge-
ometry among surfaces, avoiding much of the distortion required in globally con-
sistent parameterization methods. Sorkine et al. [162] transfer Laplacian coordi-
nates to better adapt the transferred geometry to the target shape. For large-scale
geometry, surface stitching based on Poisson interpolation [188] yields excellent
results, though good results can also be achieved with relatively unsophisticated
blending methods [54]. Again, our approach compliments these techniques much
in the same way that texture synthesis complements image-based cut-and-paste.
When there is not enough of the source signal available to cover the desired target
region, cut-and-paste must revert to manual cloning, which can be error-prone and
often has a distracting amount of repetition.
There are few truly synthesis-based methods for transferring detail among sur-
faces. Sharf et al. [153] match implicit function approximations in order to com-
plete missing parts of point-based surfaces, but the method can suffer from aliasing
due to the grid over which the implicit functions are defined. While neighbour-
hoods are considered in different orientations, they do not overlap, so each part
of the surface contributes to only one possible neighbourhood, and a destination
may be entirely “out of phase” with respect to the best available sources for it.
Geometric detail synthesis over surfaces from a volume image [15] locally aligns
volumetric neighbourhoods to the surface normal, but still requires the sample vol-
ume to be canonically aligned, and may require excessively high resolution grids
to resolve fine details. Peng et al. [127] use volume textures to define topologically
complex detail over surfaces, but the focus is on generating non-intersecting shells
to support the texture, and rendering it, not on generating the volume texture itself.
6.1 k-Coherent Signal Transfer
In this section, we describe our new transfer method based on k-coherent search.
We begin with an in-depth review of coherent search [6] and its k-coherent exten-
sion [170], and then describe how we extend the approach to manifold surfaces
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using parallel transport and geodesic fan-based neighbourhood matching. The re-
sulting method is very fast and well-suited to many kinds of natural-appearing
surface detail.
6.1.1 Background
Recall that neighbourhood-based texture synthesis [44, 178] iteratively copies from
the neighbourhood in the input which best matches the current output neighbour-
hood. Ashikhmin [6] demonstrated how to accelerate neighbourhood-based texture
synthesis by reducing the time required for each search to constant time, as long
as a degree of error can be tolerated and the signal is reasonably coherent. He
recognized that the neighbours, in the input, of positions from which neighbouring
output pixels were copied are probably good candidates for the next pixel to be syn-
thesized. Thus, each already-synthesized neighbouring pixel generates a candidate
position for the new pixel, which is just the sum of that neighbour’s position and
the offset (in the output image) from the neighbour to the new pixel. The new pixel
is assigned according to which of these candidates best matches its neighbourhood.
Since the number of neighbours used as potential sources is a small constant, the
search time is constant as well.
Conceptually, this emphasizes the creation of coherent patches of texture being
copied from the input to the output. Tong et al. [170] extend the idea to consider not
only the candidates generated by the neighbours, but the k nearest neighbours of
those candidates, which are computed in a preprocessing step involving the sample
only. This overcomes a key problem of Ashikhmin’s algorithm, which must some-
how avoid the input boundaries, and allows more randomness to be introduced to
the output.
6.1.2 Surface Preprocessing
On surfaces, we require the k nearest neighbours of each vertex. These are eas-
ily computed using geodesic fan-based matching. At each vertex, we sample a
geodesic fan, and then for each vertex find the k closest fans. Note that each fan
becomes at most one nearest neighbour for any other fan. In theory, we could use
multiple orientations of a fan as different nearest neighbours, but this circumvents
the purpose of using the k nearest neighbours; we wish to add diversity to the
candidate set, not reduce it. During later matching of a vertex against its set of
candidates, all orientations of each fan are considered in any case.
To accelerate pre-processing, we typically use principal components analysis
and kd-tree-based acceleration, as with jump map computation (§3.1). Note that in
the case of geodesic fans, we consider all orientations of each fan when computing
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principal components, and insert all orientations of each fan into the kd-tree. Thus,
in order to guarantee the fans of k unique vertices are found, we must extract kn
nearest neighbours from the tree for each vertex, where n is the number of spokes
used in the geodesic fans. As we shall see below, it is also imperative that the
match orientations for each nearest neighbour are stored.
6.1.3 Coherent Transfer on Surfaces
We now turn to the problem of coherent transfer on surfaces, developing the k-
coherent extension in the following sections. There are two main problems in
generalizing coherent search to surfaces: the lack of any inherent orientation to the
surface, and the irregular sampling. Geodesic fans directly allow us to overcome
the irregular sampling by providing a structurally-regular neighbourhood at every
point of the surface. As explained below, geodesic fan-based matching, and the
orientation correspondences it provides, allow us to overcome the more critical
issue of orientation.
On surfaces, we consider each vertex in turn, iteratively finding its coherent
candidates and choosing the best match from among them to serve as the source for
the signal at that vertex. The coherent candidates are generated from the immediate
topological neighbours of the target vertex. For each already-processed neighbour,
we examine its source position and add to it the offset on the target between the
next vertex and the neighbour. It is here that the problem of orientation must be
resolved. How do we take an offset on the target surface and evaluate it on the
source surface?
Consider a vertex v and assume its set of candidate positions p0, ...,pm is
already constructed. When we match v against this candidate set, we find the
geodesic fan at v best matches the geodesic fan of candidate p∗. However, we also
have an implied orientation correspondence associated with this match. Thus, not
only do we know the output neighbourhood at v is closest to the input neighbour-
hood at p∗, but we also know that moving in the direction of the polar base at v on
the output corresponds to movement in the matched polar base direction at p∗ on
the input. With this orientation correspondence, it is straightforward to establish
corresponding directions on the source surface for every edge incident to v; we
simply maintain the angle between each edge and the polar base in the conformal
plane, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Each candidate position is then found by cast-
ing a geodesic in the corresponding direction for a length equal to the length of
the corresponding edge on the target surface. In general, this length is also scaled
by a user-supplied scale parameter which denotes the relative scale between the
source and target models. It is important to note that, given our coherent candidate
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Figure 6.1: Coherent candidate construction. Left: target surface. Right: source
surface. The next vertex is in black. A previous iteration associated the red neigh-
bour vertex with the red source position. The geodesic fan match responsible for
the association also provided a orientation correspondence, so the green vectors are
in correspondence across the surfaces. The purple position, found by preserving
the angle θ from the target surface to the source surface, as well as the length of
the purple target edge, is the coherent position of the next vertex with respect to
the red’s source.
construction, candidate positions will not lie at vertices of the source surface.
6.1.4 Coherent Polar Bases
In addition to using the orientation correspondence to derive the candidate position
from each neighbour, we also derive a coherent polar base direction as well. In
essence, given the polar base at a new target vertex, we can determine which polar
base direction to use at a candidate position to ensure the vertex has a coherent
orientation as well as position with its neighbour. Using coherent orientations is
essential to ensuring coherence over a wide area on the surface.
The polar base at a vertex v is first moved to its neighbour qi using parallel
transport. If θvi is the angle between the polar base at v and the edge to qi in
the conformal plane at v, then the corresponding direction at qi makes an angle
of pi − θvi with the edge to v in the conformal plane at qi. It is straightforward
then to produce a corresponding direction at the source of qi using its orientation
correspondence. This direction is finally transported via parallel transport to the
actual candidate position for v.
Given this coherent polar base, we know what the orientation correspondence
between v and its candidate position should be. Of course, it may be that some
other orientation is a much better match. To account for this, while respecting the
importance of coherent orientations across the target surface, we bias the geodesic
fan matching to be more likely to pick the coherent orientation. In particular, we
scale the raw oriented fan difference for each incoherent orientation by the degree
of incoherence, up to a penalty of two times. For example, the orientation 90 de-
grees off of the coherent orientation is given a penalty of 1.5 to its difference. This
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Figure 6.2: k-coherent candidate construction. The coherent candidate (red) gen-
erates k additional candidates for each vertex of the triangle containing it. For each
vertex, we know the k most similar vertices from a pre-processing step. For each of
these nearest neighbours (cyan, right), we produce a k-coherent candidate (purple)
by preserving the angle θ and the length of the purple offset vector (left).
encourages the coherent orientation to be picked, while still providing for the pos-
sibility that other orientations make more sense for the given target neighbourhood.
6.1.5 Generating k-Coherent Candidates
So far, we have generated coherent candidate positions for each already-processed
neighbouring vertex of the next target vertex. The final step is to generate for each
of these coherent candidates a set of k-coherent candidates. Tong et al. [170] do
this simply by table lookup since each coherent candidate corresponds to a pixel
at which nearest neighbours have already been precomputed. In our case, as noted
above, it is exceedingly unlikely that candidate positions will fall on vertices of
the source mesh; the vast majority of candidates will be somewhere within trian-
gles. Of course, it is infeasible to precompute and store the k nearest neighbours
of every position in every triangle of a source mesh. Instead, we compute nearest
neighbours only at each vertex. We assume that the generated correspondences
for these neighbours remain useful within the neighbouring triangles of each ver-
tex. Thus, for a candidate position within a triangle, we generate a 3k-coherent
candidate for each of the k nearest neighbours of the vertices of the triangle.
Note that since triangles may be large and irregularly shaped, we must account
for the offset between the coherent candidate position and each of the triangle
vertices to determine these 3k-coherent candidates (see Figure 6.2). This amounts
to following the same process as was used to generate the coherent candidates
themselves. For a given vertex, we compute its offset to the coherent candidate, and
evaluate this offset in the corresponding frame of each of its k nearest neighbours to
produce the k-coherent candidates from that vertex. Coherent polar base directions
may also be established for each k-coherent candidate by carrying the coherent
polar base direction already computed through to each k-coherent candidate, using
parallel transport exactly as before.
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Figure 6.3: k-Coherent transfer results. The texture from the cat is automatically
transferred to the mannequin.
6.1.6 Results
Some results of k-coherent transfer are shown in Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. Each
of these results was generated in about 20 to 30 seconds. In general, we process a
surface at a rate of several hundred to a thousand vertices per second. Preprocess-
ing times may be excessive, however, primarily due to the high dimensionality of
geodesic fans, and can take on the order of minutes to several hours. On the other
hand, k-coherence is not strictly required for good results. Simply using the coher-
ent transfer developed in Section 6.1.3 can produce acceptable results and does not
require any preprocessing of the source surface.
The major limitation of this approach is, as with coherent synthesis in general,
that it is only well-suited to reasonably stochastic or natural-looking signals. Struc-
tured signals tend to pose problems for this approach. Furthermore, the transfer
of geometry across surfaces requires oriented frames in which geometric offsets
can be evaluated. While the frame correspondences produced during k-coherent
transfer are adequate for map-based signal or colour transfer, they are incoherent
enough that transferring geometric offsets usually fails. In the next section, we de-
velop a graph cut-based approach to better cope with both geometric and structured
signals.
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Figure 6.4: The texture from the dragon is automatically transferred to the cat.
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Figure 6.5: The texture from the mannequin is automatically transferred to the
whale.
6.2 Graph Cut-Based Signal Transfer
To overcome the limitations of k-coherent transfer, we develop a second approach
based on graph cuts. As shown in the following sections, this approach is capable
of transferring all kinds of detail across surfaces, including geometry and structured
textures.
The graph cut-based synthesis process iteratively copies patches of the signal
from the source to the target, and is similar to that used in Graphcut Textures [96].
For each face of the target, we maintain a source patch ID and a geometric mapping
between the face and corresponding part of the source from which its signal is
copied. We perform the following four steps iteratively:
1. Target position selection. A position for a new patch is selected on the
target surface.
2. Source patch selection. A position within the source is selected that closely
matches existing detail around the selected target position.
3. Mutual patch parameterization. The source and target patches are mutu-
ally parameterized over a common domain.
4. Patch trimming. Good boundaries are computed between the proposed new
patch and the existing detail on the surface.
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Finally, once the user is happy with the results, a final extraction step is performed.
In the following sections, we explain each of these steps in detail. We then highlight
some issues involved with geometry transfer, and finish our algorithm description
with a discussion of some implementation issues.
6.2.1 Target Position Selection
We wish to find a position within the target over which a new patch of source detail
should be placed. We grade each face according to nearby seam costs (see below),
and select randomly from among the faces with the highest grade. For purposes of
grading, we treat seams between placed patches and uncovered regions as having
maximal signal difference. This policy encourages the algorithm to place new
patches overlapping with as-yet-uncovered areas, as well as overtop areas with bad
seams. Note that just grading uncovered regions highly is not a good solution. This
leads to placing disconnected patches over the output, which may overly constrain
later iterations of the algorithm. Instead, it is better to ensure that each new patch
has at least some part that matches well with the rest of the target region.
6.2.2 Source Patch Selection
Once a target position is selected, we wish to find a source patch that is a good
match for the existing detail already transferred near that position. Facing a similar
problem in their image domain synthesis algorithm, Kwatra et al. [96], depend-
ing on the characteristics of the source signal, choose either random patches, or
search for the best matching position within the source image for the context of
the target position. Choosing a random patch remains a viable, easy alternative
for our approach. However, matching patches across surfaces is an extremely dif-
ficult problem due to the irregular sampling of the triangle meshes and inherent
parametric distortion.
We again turn to geodesic fans to solve this problem. After sampling a geodesic
fan at each face of the source and building a search structure for them, we can solve
the matching problem very efficiently. We extract the best matches for the selected
target position from within the source, and select randomly from among them (to
make it unlikely that we end up using the same patch over and over again). Note
that since geodesic fan matching is orientation independent, the source signal may
be reused in any orientation, which further increases perceived randomness (of
course, the matching may also be trivially constrained to certain orientations, for
example by placing a vector field over the source). In addition, the orientation
correspondence provided by the match is used to start the mutual patch parameter-
ization below.
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Figure 6.6: Mutual patch parameterization. Top: mutually parameterized patches.
Bottom: result after several iterations, and visualization of copied patches.
6.2.3 Mutual Patch Parameterization
In order to copy detail from one surface to another using graph cuts, we must
have a dense correspondence between the surfaces. The previous step provides
one point correspondence between the surfaces, but this is clearly not sufficient.
Given this initial correspondence, we grow a pair of corresponding parameterized
patches across each surface. The main requirement of these parameterizations is
that they must be low distortion. Indeed, in our case it is better to halt patch growth
entirely than accept highly-distorted triangles, since those triangles can simply be
covered by new patches in later iterations. In addition, to make sure that there is a
valid signal to copy, we must ensure that the parameterized target patch is entirely
contained within the parameterized source patch.
We adopt an iterative bounded-distortion flattening approach similar to that
of Sorkine et al. [161], and also similar to Lapped Textures [136]. The triangles
containing the two points of correspondence are rigidly flattened into the plane
while respecting the correspondence’s orientation. The parameterization of the
source patch then follows that of Sorkine et al., flattening vertices in order by
the amount of texture stretch [147] induced to their incident triangles, and halting
when no more source triangles can be flattened without violating the distortion
bound or causing a local or global self-intersection. The parameterization of the
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target patch is similar, except that when a vertex is selected to be added to the
patch, we must first verify that each of its incident triangles being added to the
patch fall within the source patch’s parameterization. However, this is easily done
using the same global self-intersection test applied during the construction of the
source parameterization. Thus, we test the proposed new target triangles for global
intersections with the source patch boundaries. An example of the results achieved
is in Figure 6.6.
There is a non-obvious tradeoff between allowable distortion and the quality
of results. As one would expect, larger allowable distortion in the mutual param-
eterization produces worse quality results due to the visible parametric distortion.
However, a certain amount of distortion is required for good results, as lower dis-
tortion bounds lead to less regularly-shaped patches. Without regularly-shaped
patches, it is difficult for data-driven synthesis to capture lower-frequency compo-
nents of the source signal. In practice, we use distortion bounds on the order of 1.5
to 3 (i.e., stretching or shrinking in any one direction by at most a factor of 3).
Once the mutual parameterization is complete, we have for each parameterized
triangle in the target a mapping onto the source surface. Note that this mapping
may be fairly complex, in that one target triangle may cover many source triangles,
or parts thereof. Essentially, each edge of a target triangle has been mapped to a
piecewise linear curve on the source surface.
6.2.4 Patch Trimming
At this point, we have a set of faces from the target, each with a low-distortion
mapping onto a corresponding part of the source. Each target face is also either
uncovered, or has an existing mapping within the source region from a previous
patch placement. The final step of our algorithm is to trim the borders of the new
source patch so that they match well with the existing detail already copied.
We use a graph cut-based optimization procedure to solve this problem, with
each face of the target region corresponding to a graph node. Again, there are two
terminal nodes, an existing node TE , for the existing patches on the surface, and
a proposed node TP , representing the new patch. Since nodes are faces, the basic
topology of the graph is the dual of the target mesh. The node of any face not
covered by the new patch is given an infinite weight link to TE , and vice versa.
Additionally, the face selected in Step 1 (§6.2.1) is given an infinite weight link
to TP . Edges connecting face nodes are given weight equal to the cost of the
associated seam that would be created there.
A seam connects two faces with different patch IDs, and has a cost equal to
the integral of the signal difference between the two patches along the edge con-
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necting the faces. Each patch maps the connecting edge between the two target
faces to a piecewise linear curve on the source surface. These curves are arclength-
parameterized, since parametric distortion may give them different lengths. For
colour or texture signals, we then simply uniformly sample both curves, and sum
the corresponding sample differences to evaluate the path integral (we discuss its
evaluation for displacement fields below). Note that this formulation implicitly
accounts for the irregular sampling of the surface since longer path integrals will
contain more samples and thus evaluate to higher difference values, making differ-
ences over longer edges more important than differences over shorter edges.
The minimum cut of the resulting graph produces the trimmed patch. Faces still
connected to TE after the cut retain their current mappings to the source surface,
while those connected to TP are given new mappings from the new source patch.
Note that as in Graphcut Textures, seam nodes may be used to augment the graph,
encouraging old seams between patches to be replaced or overwritten with new,
more consistent patches.
The key difference between our graph formulation and that of Graphcut Tex-
tures is that in the image domain, decisions are made at a per-pixel level. This is not
possible in the surface domain without remeshing the surface, since typically sig-
nals are mapped piecewise linearly over triangles, and the only degrees of freedom
are the map coordinates to assign at each triangle corner. Thus, the granularity of
decision making is much coarser, and in order to make the decision of which patch
should be used for a given triangle, we must examine the entire boundary with its
neighbouring triangles, which is a continuous edge, not simply a pointwise sample,
as in the image case. As a direct result of this, our problem is more constrained,
and so we can expect slightly lower quality results than are achievable in the image
domain, particularly if the underlying sample density of the signal is much higher
than that of the mesh (i.e., if each edge maps to many pixels).
6.2.5 Results Extraction
Once iteration is complete, a final transformed mesh can be extracted. Generally,
we show results after each iteration and let the user decide when to stop, but au-
tomatic stopping criteria (such as the total cost of all seams) can be used as well.
Our extraction proceeds triangle by triangle over the target region. In many cases,
especially with textured source data, or when the target triangles are small in com-
parison to source triangles, it is sufficient to simply copy texture coordinates or
colours at the corners of each face from their corresponding position on the source
mesh. More generally, we can use the direct mapping of each target face onto the
source surface to straightforwardly produce a metamesh that is guaranteed to faith-
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Figure 6.7: Geometric detail from the armadillo model is transferred to the hand
model using our graph cut-based data-driven synthesis algorithm.
fully reproduce all of the detail from the source. As a metamesh can have an ex-
tremely high complexity, a better solution is to adaptively refine the target mesh by
sampling the difference between the piecewise linear reconstruction of the signal
from a face’s corners and the actual values from the corresponding source region;
in many cases, the piecewise linear reconstruction will suffice (this approach is
similar to that used in ADF construction [52]).
6.2.6 Geometry Transfer
In order to transfer geometric detail from one surface to another, as demonstrated
in Figure 6.7, we first construct a displacement field over the source surface by
smoothing [65, 162]. We use geodesic fan-based bilateral smoothing [195], though
any reasonable smoothing algorithm may be used. We copy displacement vectors
(which needn’t be in the normal direction) through a pair of corresponding local
frames at the source and target positions, derived using the mutual parameteri-
zation. Also note that path integrals for computing graph edge weights may be
calculated analytically for displacement fields as the integral of the displacement
vector difference, since the field is piecewise linear by construction.
6.2.7 Results
Detail synthesis using graph cuts is a slower process, usually taking a few minutes
to half an hour. The primary cost of detail synthesis is the mutual parameterization
step, followed by patch finding.
As demonstrated in Figure 6.8, our data-driven synthesis algorithm may also
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Figure 6.8: Geometry completion. The back of the bunny, mostly smooth and
lacking detail, is enhanced with detail taken from other parts of the model.
be used in geometry completion [153], or as a part of context-aware hole-filling
of scanned data. Given a smooth interpolatory surface over the hole (commonly
generated as a “final” result in recent hole-filling methods [122, 84]), this trans-
fer method provides a fast and intuitive way to adapt the interpolatory surface to
contain detail similar to that of the mesh.
6.3 Surfacing By Numbers
Most children have been exposed to the idea of “colouring by numbers”. A draw-
ing or cartoon is divided up into numbered regions, and a table maps numbers to
suggested colours. The child colours each region of the drawing by looking up
its number in the table and filling it in with the corresponding colour. Effectively,
the original, complexly-coloured drawing is segmented such that each segment be-
comes easy to colour.
We apply a similar metaphor to the task of 3D surface modelling. In particular,
we wish to create or edit some over a 3D surface, such as fine-scale geometry,
colours, or texture maps. With current tools, this task can be extremely tedious
and repetitive, and few if any methods exist for reusing such detail from existing
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Figure 6.9: Surfacing by numbers facilitates reuse of detail across models, combin-
ing region-centric segmentation with data-driven synthesis. The dinopet has been
embellished with detail from three different models.
models. In surfacing by numbers1, a target surface is segmented into regions, and
data-driven synthesis is used to produce the detail within each region. Thus, the
modelling task is reduced to producing an appropriate segmentation, as well as
an example of the source detail to be used in each target region. Note that this
division of work is very well-suited to both human and machine capabilities, as
humans excel at high-level semantic segmentation tasks, while high quality data-
driven synthesis relieves the mechanical tedium of actually producing the detail.
We use the region-centric interactive surface segmentation method presented in
Chapter 4 for selecting both source and target regions on surfaces, and Lazy Snap-
ping [102] for selecting regions from images (note that we could, of course, use
region-centric segmentation here as well, by treating the image as a surface with
grid topology, but this is less efficient). For signal synthesis, we leave the choice
up to the user as to which algorithm to use, k-coherent transfer (faster but lower
quality, only unframed data) or the graph cut-based approach (slower, high quality,
and general signals). All results shown here use the graph cut-based approach.
6.3.1 Results
Surfacing by Numbers is demonstrated using a variety of geometric source signals
in Figure 6.9, and from image-based sources in Figure 6.10. Using a synthesis-
1Note that Paint By Numbers [66], while a seminal work in the area of non-photorealistic render-
ing, has no relation whatsoever to Surfacing by Numbers.
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Figure 6.10: Surfacing by numbers from a single image. The image does not
contain enough data to map it over the entire model. Surfacing by numbers fully
textures the 3D model using two source regions in the skin and hair.
based approach in this case can be particularly useful, especially when the source
image does not contain enough detail to usefully cover the target model (a common
occurrence if one only has a single photograph of a subject).
6.4 Surface Reuse Discussion
We have presented two algorithms for data-driven synthesis over 3D surfaces from
3D surfaces, vastly extending the scope of data-driven synthesis methods as scanned
3D data may be reused directly. The k-coherent transfer method produces results
quickly and well on stochastic input, but cannot transfer geometry. While slower,
the graph cut-based approach is higher quality and allows geometric transfer.
The methods we have presented so far allow for flexible and intuitive reuse of
detail across surfaces and images. However, if one cannot find an exact example
of desired detail, we would also like to provide tools for quickly and intuitively
editing detail across surfaces without requiring much skill on the part of the user.
In the next chapter, we develop a number of data-driven tools for this problem.
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7 Object Editing
So far, our emphasis has been on modelling tools which allow reuse of existing
artistry. However, we must recognize that reusing some part of a model or image
is not necessarily the end of the modelling task. One needs the capability to further
edit the result, both for changing overall properties or character of an object and
for making slight adjustments, for purposes from animation to simply achieving a
desired look. In this chapter, we develop several novel tools for these refinement
tasks. Each of these tools itself makes use of data-driven modelling to increase its
intuitiveness and ease of use.
In Section 7.1, we present a set of direct modelling tools based on similar-
ity mattes (see Chapter 4). As a similarity matte is a precise picking of all areas
sharing a common neighbourhood characteristic, we are able to apply simple di-
rect editing techniques to simultaneously edit large regions of the surface while
respecting their original characteristics. Similarity-based painting, a direct gen-
eralization of Brooks and Dodgson’s image-based system [23], distributes colours
over the surface, allowing repetitive geometry to be entirely painting with very little
user effort. Similarly, similarity-based deformation reproduces a vertex displace-
ment, allowing efficient and quite intuitive editing of surface geometry. Finally,
similarity-based filtering restricts the application of a general mesh filter according
to the similarity matte, allowing for particularly simple feature-sensitive extensions
of standard mesh filters.
Similarity-based modelling is obviously inspired by the work of Brooks and
Dodgson [23]. We generalize their work to surfaces, and also reinterpret their ap-
proach as a general matte construction technique. Thus, similarity-based modelling
really amounts to computing a similarity matte (as in Chapter 4), and using it to
modulate operations applied globally to the mesh.
Systems capable of producing results somewhat similar to ours include Cel-
lular Texturing [47] and a more recent feature-based variant [99]. These meth-
ods generate geometry or texture over a surface procedurally using interacting cell
programs, but require some technical expertise on the part of the user to produce
an appropriate cell program. The multiresolution signal processing framework of
Guskov et al. [65] is perhaps most similar to similarity-based modelling in terms
of the results produced, but is based on direct editing of frequency bands of the
mesh. While this provides for powerful interaction, its global nature can cause
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unintended side-effects throughout the surface. Our system is in some respects
complimentary to theirs, as similarity-based filtering may be used to intelligently
avoid these side-effects where not desired.
In section 7.2, we present an entirely sketch-based approach to surface editing
based on curve analogies [74]. The user specifies a family of curves embedded in a
surface, and an example curve transformation (typically through sketching, though
more precise curve editing can be used). The system then applies the curve trans-
formation to the curves embedded in the surface, and then transforms the surface
to interpolate the transformed curves, yielding the final edited surface. Thus, users
are able to leverage simple 2D interaction to edit fully 3D surfaces.
Our curve-based object editing method is heavily inspired by the work of
Hertzmann et al. [73, 74], and indeed the practical extension of these groundbreak-
ing ideas to 3D is a prime motivation for this approach. Most closely related to our
work is the Wires system of Singh and Fiume [155], which attached space-curves
to 3D models to simulate armatures used in real-world sculpting. Wires are par-
ticularly well-suited to fine-scale object deformation, such as for facial animation,
while our technique is more applicable for larger scale homogenous changes to an
object, and requires much less user involvement. With Wires, users are responsible
for both placing Wires on the model, and directly editing them to produce de-
formations, whereas we use conceptually simple automatic curve placement, and
their deformations are produced via Curve Analogy, vastly reducing the interac-
tion required. Sketching curves to produce 3D objects was also demonstrated by
Igarashi et al. [78] with a focus on ease of use. Their Teddy system was very
successful and useable even by small children, but its expressiveness was generally
limited to cartoon-like models, primarily due to the assumptions it made about how
sketches are to be interpreted in 3D.
7.1 Similarity-Based Modelling
Our work is inspired by the self-similarity based image editing system of Brooks
and Dodgson [23]. As pixels of a texture are painted, their system automatically
reproduces the painting over all similar areas of the texture, varying the opacity of
the paint according to similarity, so changes blend naturally into the existing tex-
ture. This provides a very powerful, intuitive tool for quickly editing textures and
photographs. As we have seen in Chapter 4, one can view this system as producing
an alpha matte over an image, and applying simple direct editing according to the
matte. Similarity-based modelling uses the similarity mattes derived from geodesic
fan comparison (see Chapter 4) in a similar manner.
As a portion of the surface is modified, the system simultaneously reproduces
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the modification at all similar areas of the surface. As we are working with triangle
meshes, we restrict editing to occur at the vertices of the surface. We assume a
similarity matte has been computed at the vertex currently being edited.
In the next section, we describe our method for geometry editing in detail, fol-
lowed by similarity-based painting and filtering in subsequent sections. We discuss
some benefits and drawbacks of similarity-based modelling in the context of our
results.
7.1.1 Similarity-Based Deformation
Similarity-based deformations are produced simply by carrying a vertex displace-
ment from one vertex (p) to all vertices of the surface according to a similarity
matte. Generally, the user simply grabs the vertex and moves it into the desired po-
sition, and a displacement is computed as the difference between the new and old
positions. The length of the displacement is scaled at each target vertex according
to the alpha values in the similarity matte.
To transport the displacement, we transform the movement into the local neigh-
bourhood frame given by the local surface normal np, polar base sp, and their mu-
tual cross product bp. Then, at each affected vertex q we produce the similarly
edited vertex qnew by transforming the displacement back to world space using
the local matched neighbourhood frame; this frame (at q) is given by the surface
normal nq, the spoke mq of the geodesic fan at q which corresponds to sp (accord-
ing to the similarity matte), and their mutual cross product bq. The length of the
displacement is also scaled by the similarity between q and p, i.e., the alpha value
at q in the similarity matte.
Note that while we have formulated this such that arbitrary displacements may
be transported, neighbouring vertices on the surface will often have incoherent
matched polar bases. Thus, a displacement with a significant tangential compo-
nent may be transported in different directions at neighbouring vertices. Instead,
all deformation results presented below use displacements in the normal direction
only.
7.1.2 Similarity-based Surface Painting
Similarity-based painting may be achieved simply by transporting colour vectors
rather than displacements. However, since colour vectors are unrelated to the local
surface frame, we need not transform them through the local matching neighbour-
hood frames, and may just transport them directly.
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7.1.3 Similarity-based Filtering
We may also drive filtering operations according to similarity. Here, we have some
filter which may be evaluated at positions on the surface to produce displacements,
colour changes, or other signal changes. For example, a geometric smoothing fil-
ter produces a displacement of a vertex based on its neighbours’ positions. With
similarity-based filtering, we scale the changes produced by the filter according
to the similarity matte. This allows very intelligent and intuitive localization of
filtering operations. Note that this is effectively quite similar to similarity-based
deformation or painting, except that the change at each vertex is produced compu-
tationally by the filter, rather than being interactively chosen by a user.
For smoothing, we follow Mokhtarian et al. [112], and compute the new posi-
tion of each vertex as the weighted average of the sample positions in its geodesic
fan, where weighting is a Gaussian function of the geodesic distance from the ver-
tex. We extend this approach to allow bilateral filtering [83] by additionally mul-
tiplying each weight by the distance between the actual 3D position of its sample
and its “expected” position were the surface completely flat (i.e., the position of
that geodesic fan sample, were the geodesic fan on a plane containing the vertex,
with normal equal to the vertex normal, and were the fan centered at the vertex).
Note that generally these distances are Gaussian filtered as well with an indepen-
dent Gaussian, and correspond in Jones et al. to their “influence” weight.
7.1.4 Results
We demonstrate a range of similarity-based deformations in Figures 7.2, 7.1, and
7.3. With the bunny, we emphasize the fur with increasing displacements, naturally
and intuitively modifying all of the fur simultaneously, while leaving the smoother
tail, feet, and head mostly unchanged. In contrast, one edit on a smooth region of
the cow increases its apparent bulk significantly without affecting any of its detailed
geometry, such as the legs, horns, ears, or udders. We should note, however, that
the geometry of the tail becomes enveloped by the cow’s backside, as our system
does not attempt to prevent self-intersections when deforming the mesh. The hand
example shows the sensitivity of our geometric measurement; we are able to pick
out the veins of the hand model for emphasis, even though the model is very smooth
to begin with.
The control affording by signal correlation within our framework is demon-
strated in Figure 7.4. The bottom-left result, a deformation using correlated geo-
metric and colour signals (top-left), emphasizes features of the mannequin’s hair,
while leaving the face untouched. The very same deformation applied using only
geometric similarity is shown in the bottom-right. Since portions of the face such
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Figure 7.1: A single similarity-based deformation to the cow (above, at green ver-
tex) produces a much plumper version. As expected, the legs, horns and ears are
left unchanged.
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Figure 7.2: Pulling a single vertex (blue) simultaneously deforms similar vertices
by progressively greater amounts, each according to their similarity to the edited
vertex.
Figure 7.3: Our geometry measurement is sensitive enough to identify and em-
phasize only the veins of this very smooth hand model with one similarity-based
deformation.
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Figure 7.4: The hair of the mannequin (top) is emphasized using correlated geo-
metric and colour similarity (bottom left). Correlating colour with geometry pre-
vents the face from being affected by the deformation, as would occur if only geo-
metric similarity were considered (bottom right).
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Figure 7.5: Inverting the similarity-based opacities used for painting distributes
black paint to all areas dissimilar to the smooth position on the leg of the dinosaur.
Brown is distributed elsewhere by inverting opacities again, while white highlights
are produced by one more edit. Since opacity varies with similarity, the resulting
colours blend well over the surface.
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Figure 7.6: The user depresses a single vertex in the groove of the bark texture.
With similarity based on texture features rather than geometry, the texture pattern
is stamped into the surface, producing a much more convincing textured mesh.
as the nose and lips match the modified lock of hair geometrically, they undergo
deformation as well. While the result remains plausible, the character of the face
has been changed significantly. With our framework, the user is able to decide
what the correct result ought to be by choosing the metric for the similarity matte.
We may also use colours alone to drive the similarity-based deformation, as
in Figure 7.6. Here, the depression created in a groove of the bark texture is au-
tomatically applied to all such grooves on the model, effectively embossing the
model with the selected texture feature. The effect, while subtle in still images, is
quite convincing in animation, especially compared to the original smooth model.
Note that somewhat similar results have been obtained by interpreting a texture
synthesized over a surface as a displacement map [187]. However, their approach
requires texture features to have grey levels easily distinguishable from the rest of
the texture. Our technique, in contrast, allows the displacement to be based on
arbitrary texture features.
An example of the power of similarity-based painting is given in Figure 7.5
(this example uses geometric similarity). We first distribute black paint to all the
nooks and crannies of the model using dissimilarity. Note that while these features
are geometrically fairly diverse, one thing they all have in common is that they
are concave and definitely not smooth. Thus, selecting a smooth convex region,
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Figure 7.7: Smoothing is limited to the model’s face with similarity-based filtering.
Using colours for similarity and comparing against the highlighted position on the
cheek prevents the filter from modifying the geometry of the hair.
Figure 7.8: A frequency enhancement filter produces global changes in a foot
model. Similarity-based filtering naturally preserves the toes (middle right).
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such as on the leg, we would expect low similarity with all of these areas. By
inverting the similarity matte prior to its use, we are able to distribute black paint
according to the degree of geometric difference. The second edit uses the usual
(non-inverted) opacities to distribute shades of brown to the rest of the model.
Finally, we highlight strong edges of the model in white with one more painting
operation (to the white-highlighted vertex in the original model). Thus, we produce
the coloured dinosaur at right with only three similarity-based edits.
Finally, we demonstrate similarity-based filtering in Figure 7.7 (this figure is
flat-shaded, to highlight the geometric differences). Normally, a uniform smooth-
ing filter applied to the model destroys features all over the model (bottom left).
More recent feature-sensitive smoothing methods based on bilateral filtering [83,
48] are sensitive to geometric features, but identify them only according to a ge-
ometric smoothness metric. Here, we exercise control over a general smoothing
filter according to colour similarity. By selecting a point on the cheek, we are able
to limit smoothing to occur only on the face of the model, leaving the geometry
of the hair untouched. While the bilateral smoothing methods could use our sim-
ilarity metric for the signal they measure (instead of their geometric smoothness
functions), our approach is more amenable to interaction; the general filter is only
evaluated over the surface once, and the changes it produces are themselves filtered
afterward according to similarity. Thus, the similarity parameters (threshold, base
position) and matting filter may be chosen interactively to produce the best result.
Figure 7.8 shows a global frequency enhancement filter [65] intuitively directed
only whether the user desires using similarity-based filtering. Pairing multireso-
lution signal processing with similarity-based filtering yields a flexible, powerful
system for surface modelling.
7.2 Mesh Modelling With Curve Analogies
Modelling by analogy has proved to be a powerful, particularly easy to use tool
for image manipulation [73]. Under this paradigm, the user simply supplies an
example of a desired transformation (using, for example, an unfiltered image and
a filtered image), and the system allows the user to apply a similar transformation
to new images. Image Analogies essentially transcend traditional image process-
ing techniques, allowing the use of all manner of image filters without requiring
specific code for each and every particular filter. Given the recent proliferation of
mesh filtering techniques, modelling by analogy would be an invaluable addition
to any mesh modelling toolkit.
Hertzmann et al. [74] have recently demonstrated Curve Analogies, generaliz-
ing their image-based work to 2D curves and taking a plausible first step towards
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 7.9: (a) Initial mesh. (b) Sample curves. Unfiltered in green, filtered in
blue. (c) Network of unfiltered curves from mesh (magenta). Changes are limited
to the brighter region. (d) Filtered curves, applying analogy in (b) to curves in (c).
(e) Mesh transformed to match curves in (d).
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full 3D analogies. However, there is a hidden, increasing cost in moving from the
image or curve domains into full 3D: that of demonstrating the desired transforma-
tion. In the 3D case, this requires finding and modifying an appropriate mesh- a
task which often requires a skilled and dedicated artist. While Mesh Analogies gen-
erated in this way would certainly be a powerful tool, its accessibility, as compared
to Image or Curve Analogies, is certainly limited.
We develop an alternate approach to Mesh Analogies, using Curve Analogies
to directly alter 3D surfaces. Given a sample and transformed curve, we generate
analogies with curves taken from the object’s surface. Simple planar slicing of
an object with rotating or parallel planes is often sufficient to generate a set of
curves that will yield good results, although more complex schemes are certainly
possible. After transforming the surface’s curves, the surface is transformed to
match the changes in the curves.
We briefly review Curve Analogies in the next section, and then describe our
editing procedure in detail in the following sections. As shown in Section 7.2.4,
our approach makes it possible to retain the accessibility and ease of use of Curve
Analogies, while losing little in the way of expressiveness, the space of filters which
may be successfully reproduced. We demonstrate a range of filters, from simple
detail addition, as in Figure 7.9, to low frequency enhancements (Figure 7.11).
7.2.1 Curve Analogies
First, we briefly review Curve Analogies and their implications for our work.
Curve Analogies [74] generalize image-based neighbourhood analysis tech-
niques to 2D curves. Given a set of sample curves, A and A′, and a new target
curve, B, we generate B′ such that the analogy is fulfilled: A: A′:: B: B′. For
simplicity, it is assumed that each pair of curves has the same parameterization.
Thus, to generate B′, it suffices to filter each vertex in B in turn. Each vertex B(tj)
is filtered by finding the best parameter value t such that A(t) matches B(tj) and
A′(t) matches B′(tj). Matching is done by comparing arclength-sampled neigh-
bourhoods around vertices under optimally-aligning rotations and translations. The
next vertex in A′ is then appropriately rotated and translated, and copied over to
B′.
Hertzmann et al. acknowledge an excessive number of parameters are required
to be set correctly in order to achieve good results. However, we have not found
it necessary to tweak parameters for any of our results; indeed, all were gener-
ated under the same Curve Analogy parameter settings, which were simply those
suggested by Hertzmann et al. in their paper.
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7.2.2 Curve Families
One approach to curve selection is to simply slice an object by a set of parallel
planes. Beyond its extreme simplicity, this approach provides relatively even cov-
erage of the surface, allowing changes to occur anywhere on an object’s surface
(assuming the density of slices is high enough). Computing slices is straightfor-
ward. We first assign to each mesh vertex a signed distance to a slicing plane,
which allows us to identify edges crossing the slice as those with one positive and
one negative vertex. We then compute actual intersections on each edge, and fi-
nally sort and connect the edges together into contours. Degenerate situations such
as faces entirely within a slice are handled simply by including only their edges in
the contours.
The simplicity of this approach is not without cost, however; we cannot intro-
duce coherent features along the axis of slicing. For example, if slicing orthogonal
to the z-axis, the user has little control to introduce features which span some in-
terval of z.
This issue can be alleviated somewhat by using a rotating set of planes, rather
than simply a translating set of planes. Rotating planes has its own set of disadvan-
tages, however: areas near the axis of rotation receive higher coverage than areas
far from the axis of rotation. Nonetheless, rotating planes can be highly effective
for objects with rotational symmetries.
Better results can be obtained by using multiple sets of parallel planes, or mul-
tiple axes of rotation, simultaneously. We generally create a network of curves by
slicing in more than one direction at a time. This allows for even coverage, and
also supports feature creation in any direction. However, one issue is potential in-
teractions among curves near their intersections. Unless some sort of special care
is taken during the analogy construction, a point on the surface may be transformed
into a spike on one curve, and a dip on an orthogonal curve. One way to avoid this
would be to use multi-analogies, as described by Hertzmann et al. [74] in their
multi-resolution curve analogies algorithm. Simultaneous analogies are drawn be-
tween a target and multiple sets of samples, and thus the choices made in the first
curve (such as, to put a spike at a particular point) may be taken into account when
generating the following curves. However, this would require relatively compli-
cated establishment of correspondences between different surface curves. We have
opted for a simpler approach: as we shall see in the next section, our surface trans-
formation procedure is designed to handle these situations seamlessly.
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7.2.3 Surface Transformation
We now detail our strategy for transforming the surface once its associated curves
have been transformed.
Given an original surface S, a set of curves C embedded within it, and a set of
transformed curves C ′, we construct the new surface S′.
Each curve c in C is assigned a geodesic radius of influence rc. For a particular
vertex v on S and a particular curve c in C let u = c(tv) be the closest point on c
to v, and dc be the geodesic distance between v and u. We compute these values
by extending shortest paths along the edges of S from each curve, recording each
vertex encountered (note that this is only an approximation of geodesic distance).
The set of curves C is then transformed to a new set of corresponding curves, C ′.
The closest point u is mapped to its corresponding position u′ in the transformed
curve. We transform the resulting displacement into a local frame on the surface,
and evaluate it in a similar local frame at v. Thus, the candidate position vc of
vertex v with respect to curve c is given by:
vc = v + wcMTvMu(u
′ − u) (7.1)
where Mp = [tpbpnp]T is a matrix of the local frame vectors at point p: tp is the
curve tangent at p, np is the surface normal at p, and bp = np×tp. Note that the
curve tangents are transported across the surface from the curve to affected vertex
positions using parallel transport [94] across the connecting edges. The weight is
typically a Gaussian function of the distance of the vertex from the curve, e.g.,
wc = Gaussian(dc/rc). More complex filtering functions, including user-defined
fall-offs (e.g., according to a Photoshop-like “curves” control), may of course be
used.
There are potentially several curves influencing a particular vertex, so we take
the weighted average of their candidate positions as the final position of the vertex:
v′ =
∑
wcvc∑
wc
(7.2)
Thus, supposing a vertex is influenced by only one curve, its transformation is
similar to that curve’s transformation at the closest point. Meanwhile, a vertex
influenced by multiple curves is moved to the weighted centroid of the positions
to which each influencing curve would move it. Thus, where curves covering the
same portion of the surface conflict in their transformations, the resulting surface
still smoothly transitions between the curves.
Note that we do not change the connectivity or sampling of the mesh. We
make the simplifying assumption that the original mesh’s sample density is high
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Figure 7.10: Smoothing example. Transforming a spiked curve into a smooth curve
smooths out the sides of the trash can.
enough to support the required sample density of the transformed mesh (under this
assumption, our geodesic distance approximation is generally good as well). How-
ever, introducing large folds throughout a mesh requires that the mesh initially be
highly over-sampled. Such sampling may easily be achieved through subdivision
or re-tiling. Note also that we may introduce self-intersections if the changes to the
mesh are greater than the local feature size.
Our surface transformation is quite similar to that of Wires [155]. The primary
difference is our use of approximate geodesic distances for determining the influ-
ence of a curve. Wires instead uses simple 3D distances, and thus a wire near a
fold may influence parts of the surface arbitrarily far away from it, geodesically.
While this makes sense for their goal of digital armatures, we have found geodesic
distances to be generally more intuitive for our system. Euclidean distances would
be useful in the case of strand-like objects, such as plants or trees, where it would
make more sense to scatter space-curves throughout the volume of the object.
7.2.4 Results
We have found our approach to mesh modelling using Curve Analogies to work
quite well in practice. Runnings times are generally on the order of a few minutes,
depending on the number of slices and the curves’ sample densities.
Figure 7.9 uses Slice Analogies to introduce spikes of hair on a mannequin’s
head. The changes were localized to the top region of the head, and slicing was
performed with two orthogonal sets of parallel planes. Note how the network of
curves allow spikes to form in all directions.
In contrast, we produce simple smoothing results by using a wavy unfiltered
curve and a smooth filtered curve in Figure 7.10. Only one set of parallel horizon-
tal slices were necessary to produce this result. This sample transformation also
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.11: Low-frequency enhancement. Rotational slices of the object are
transformed to have their low-frequencies emphasized. (a) Original, with unfil-
tered curves in magenta. (b) Sample curves. (c) Transformed surface, with filtered
curves in magenta.
Figure 7.12: We transform part of the silhouette of the dinosaur with the given
analogy to add spikes along its back.
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Figure 7.13: A goatee is added to the head model using the analogy of Figure 7.9.
A few iso-parameter lines of the gradient field (middle) serve as the sample curves
to be transformed.
demonstrates a useful user-interface feature of our system: taking a slice from the
object as the unfiltered sample curve. This allows the user to simply sketch over
the portions they want to change.
We use rotating planes, instead, in Figure 7.11 in order to enhance the low-
frequency components of a rotationally-symmetric vase. The analogy works well,
inflating the middle of the vase while extending and thinning its neck, and retaining
the high-frequency details of the flower relief (there is some smoothing, of course,
inherent in our surface transformation method). Note that the resulting surface is
influenced by the transformed curves, but does not necessarily interpolate them.
We derive a slice based on the silhouette of the dinosaur model in Figure 7.12.
Changes are then limited to be along the back of the dinosaur, and we add some
curved spikes to the model. Note that this kind of change requires geometry; the
curving of the spikes cannot be represented with displacement maps or bidirec-
tional texture functions.
Finally, in Figure 7.13, we extract iso-parameter lines from a gradient field
over a surface to use as sample curves to be transformed. The gradient field is the
solution of a constrained discrete Laplacian [121], obtained with little user effort.
In this case, the field is manually constrained only at the eyes and mouth. This
method of gradient field construction is quite general and extends the utility of our
editing approach significantly, as arbitrary sets of surface curves to be specified
quite easily.
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7.3 Editing Discussion
We have presented a new system which brings the expressive power and flexibil-
ity of modelling by analogy to the domain of meshes. We base our system on
Curve Analogies in order to avoid the difficulty of specifying a fully 3D exam-
ple transformation, instead allowing a user to simply sketch 2D curves in order to
enact transformations. We have also showed how geodesic fans provide a straight-
forward extension of self-similarity based image editing to surfaces in numerous
ways, taking advantage of the possibility of defining several common signals over
surfaces with which to measure similarity. We have further extended the control
and applicability of this technique by decoupling the signal being measured from
the signal being affected by the similarity-based edit. These new object editing
tools are both quite simple to use and provide expressive, fast surface editing with
little user effort or skill required.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we have advocated the use of data-driven modelling to help reduce
the artistic burden in the modelling of 3D surfaces. We have decomposed the mod-
elling problem into three distinct sub-problems: selection, reuse, and editing.
Modelling by example naturally depends on one’s ability to find an appropriate
example. We have relieved much of the tedium of this task with region-centric sur-
face segmentation. With our new approach, a user needs only a few brush strokes to
specify arbitrary regions from a 3D model, and relatively low precision is required
for these strokes. As we have shown with Surface By Numbers, the ability to eas-
ily select or refine regions on surfaces is a key component of data-driven surface
modelling. We have also introduced the idea of surface mattes based on similar-
ity. Such mattes are almost surprisingly useful for fast and intuitive selection of
repetitive geometry or texture over a surface.
The problem of reuse speaks to the heart of data-driven modelling. We have de-
veloped several new algorithms for reuse to improve the state of the art and produce
new capabilities for artistically unskilled users. The jump map enables real-time
synthesis by example from imagery, and naturally supports numerous extensions
from progressive variation to material replacement. The speed of jump map-based
synthesis opens up new applications such as real-time texture brushes, and inter-
active parameter discovery and tuning. We have also developed the geodesic fan,
which facilitates the direct extension of image-based neighbourhood analysis tech-
niques to surfaces. Geodesic fans overcome the critical issues of irregular sampling
and lack of inherent orientation on surfaces, and, as a structurally-regular, easily
comparable neighbourhood representation, provide a fundamental local statistical
basis required for the data-driven modelling of 3D surfaces. We have thus pro-
duced novel applications such as signal transfer across surfaces, with both fast but
low quality k-coherent transfer, and slow but high quality graph cut-based transfer.
With these tools, detail may be easily and flexibly reused - within both images and
surfaces, and from both images and surfaces.
Finally, no modelling pipeline is complete without the ability to refine objects,
creating or editing detail directly. Similarity mattes provide an exceptionally pow-
erful tool for editing textural, fine-scale detail on surfaces. Painting and deforma-
tions limited by similarity mattes allow the character of surfaces to be changed at
the click of a button, with fine-scale control through matte filtering parameters.
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Arbitrary mesh filters can be made feature-sensitive simply by limiting their effect
with a similarity matte. We have also shown how data-driven modelling can be
used to create detail over 3D surfaces from simple sketching. Thus, curve analo-
gies, originally intended simply for non-photorealistic or 2D drawing applications,
can be used to drive 3D surface transformations. As 2D interaction is inherently
simpler than 3D interaction, this has the net effect of reducing the artistic skill
required in creating such detail.
With these new tools for object modelling by example, we have lowered the
bar for working with 3D surfaces. Few of the results shown throughout this work
would have been possible for the author to make using conventional modelling
tools – at least, not without a great deal of effort and tedium.
Still, much work remains to be done. In the following sections, we suggest a
number of avenues for future work, both building on the work we have presented,
as well as entirely new directions to be explored.
8.1 Refinements
To improve our jump map framework, it may be possible to define a per-input-pixel
“suggested patch size” during preprocessing. In effect, this would say that after
jumping to a particular position, a jump should not be taken within a certain number
of pixels. This would be somewhat similar to the texton masks used in synthesizing
progressively-variant textures[196]. We could also relatively easily incorporate
texton masks into jump map generation, potentially increasing the quality of jumps
stored in the jump map. In essence, these modifications attempt to prevent breaking
up prominent texture features by removing the possibility of doing so from the
jump map. For the patch-based image synthesis algorithm, it may be possible to
use a lower sampling density for the sources examined from each neighbouring
patch. Another improvement, inspired by Nealen and Alexa’s approach [118], is
to perform a pixel-based post-process near regular patch boundaries, effectively
performing a second pass over the output to attempt to de-regularize the patch
boundaries.
We expect a multi-resolution generalization of geodesic fans will prove use-
ful. As we have seen with jump map generation, multi-resolution neighbourhoods
improve match quality and efficiency in the image domain, so one would expect
similar improvements on surfaces. In addition, modern GPUs allow for geodesic
fan sampling and comparison, including elements such as spoke quantization, to
take place entirely on the graphics card, and such an implementation would vastly
improve the speed of results. Preliminary experiments show a speed improvement
of up to 15 times is possible, making both sampling and comparison of geodesic
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fans real-time. However, limited memory on the graphics card may remain a prob-
lem for some time.
It should be possible to produce an error bound in geodesic fan approximation
given a frequency decomposition of the signal within the neighbourhood. Relat-
edly, the geodesic fan-based approximation could serve as a useful initial solution
to finding the optimal non-discrete alignment of two neighbourhoods. we are in-
terested in a possible volumetric generalization (casting spokes in space). This
would not only remove the manifold surface requirement (necessary to evaluate
geodesics), but would also properly consider collections of manifolds. Our surface-
based sampling, for example, cannot distinguish a point on a single cable from a
point on a bundle of topologically disconnected cables. An alternate solution to this
issue would be to sample positions in space above and below each regular sample
point (according to the local surface normal). The main benefit to this approach
would be to avoid the combinatorial explosion of possible orientations when con-
sidering an alignment of fully 3D volumetric fans.
One area for future work in similarity-based surface mattes is to apply better
blending techniques at their boundaries. While we have used a user-controlled
fall-off curve for controlling the blend, this fall-off is applied globally and it is
likely that better results could be achieved by adapting the width of the actual
fall-off region on the surface to the local geometry. Another area for future work
is to resolve the issue with coherence of matched orientations across the surface
matte. It seems quite likely that a graph cut-based approach could be of use here,
providing a relatively easy trade-off between global orientation consistency and
local optimal matching. For example, if a particular orientation is optimal for
most, but not all vertices in a region, and reasonably good for the remainder, a
graph cut-based approach is well-suited to downgrading the orientations of the
outlier vertices, as well as blending toward orientations of neighbouring regions,
while optimizing the overall resulting match quality across the entire mesh.
For region-centric segmentation, it is clear that the minima rule on its own is
not enough, as demonstrated in Figure 4.12. For artificial objects, it is likely that
convex dihedral angles are important for segmentation, especially around ninety
degrees. In essence, one can imagine a function mapping dihedral angles to im-
portance for segmentation. We have assumed this function linearly increases with
dihedral angle. As this fails near ninety degrees, perhaps a bump in this function is
necessary around this angle. However, integrating this more complex function into
a graph cut-based solution is challenging, since a particular corner of an object may
be meshed such that its dihedral angles are locally almost flat. For a linear func-
tion, this is fine since the graph cut solution implicitly averages the function over
an area. It is not clear how a more complex importance function may be composed
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with graph cuts. Another possibility is to use less local curvature approximations
than dihedral angle, though these may incur much higher computational costs.
There are a number of potential extensions of our system for detail transfer
across surfaces. One possibility is to use texton differences [107], rather than
straight signal differences, in the path integral evaluation. This would lead to a
more accurate difference measurement, as textons better capture local area infor-
mation. This would help overcome a well-known problem with graph cut-based
synthesis, in that the metric is highly local and can easily fail on sparse structure.
For example, a sparse grid of dots on a homogenous background is difficult since
locally the background matches well with any other part of it. Computing and
comparing textons for the source would allow better incorporation of spatial rela-
tionships to prevent this problem. Higher quality may also be achieved by applying
deformations to a source patch as it is placed on the target, to match existing fea-
tures [184]. Extracting features for this purpose may be more difficult in the surface
case than in the image domain, however.
As our detail transfer system is independent of the actual signal being mea-
sured or copied, it may be trivially extended to richer surface descriptions such as
BTF’s [170] or shell or volume textures [27, 127]. Another extension would be to
support progressive scale variation [196] across the surface. Currently, we simply
assume a global scale has been fixed between the source and target regions, but
there is no reason this scale could not be varied across the target surface, since all
scale-dependent calculations (e.g., flattening a triangle, computing a path integral)
are local. Indeed, an exciting possibility is that scale could even be varied across
the source region to account for signal distortion already present within it.
We have applied only simple blending kernels between patches copied to the
target surface, and between the boundary of a target region and the rest of the
model. Higher quality could likely be achieved by applying more sophisticated
blending based on the Poisson equation [188]. In addition, if two target regions
that share a boundary also have source regions that share a boundary, it could be
useful to resynthesize the boundary between the target regions, using the source
regions’ boundary as the source region. This ensures that any particular transition
features between the source regions are preserved on the target surface.
There a numerous avenues for refinement of our data-driven modelling tools
for surface editing. A new formulation of Curve Analogies more directly suited
to our application goals would be useful. In particular, it seems that curve com-
parisons under rotation invariance is not always desired. In our system, rotation
invariance can result in an incorrect (from the user’s view) orientation for an anal-
ogy. For example, an analogy intended to add bumps to a surface may instead
add dips. Such orientation flipping can even occur in the middle of a curve. A
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better formulation could prevent such things by taking orientation hints from the
local frame on the surface, rejecting inconsistent alignments. More salient curve
families would also be useful. Silhouette curves, unless very prominent, can be
quite jagged on an actual surface, and it may be that suggestive contours [38] pro-
vide similar but more intuitive handles. Iso-parameter curves may also be useful
for already-parameterized models. For textured or other signal-supporting mod-
els, signal-specific curves are good candidates as well. For example, it would be
straightforward to detect the boundary between skin and clothing in many cases,
and such curves provide very useful editing handles. Finally, use of object skele-
tons may produce interesting results. For example, one could produce a series of
slices orthogonal to the skeleton of an object, to allow relatively principled transfor-
mation along its extent. Applying Curve Analogies directly to an object’s skeleton
may also produce interesting effects.
For similarity-based modelling, we have restricted editing to occur one vertex
at a time, but more sophisticated manipulation should be possible using the same
general technique. Instead of transporting a single displacement across a surface,
for example, one could transport a template of displacements to produce coherent
features, such as curved spines. The similarity matte could be used as a probability
distribution for placing such elements over the surface, and also used to progres-
sively vary parameters such as size.
8.2 Future Directions
In the previous section, we have discussed various refinements and embellishments
that should be possible and useful for each algorithm we have presented. We now
address more ambitious projects that, as a result of our work, are now within the
realm of possibility, as well as general directions for future work to further reduce
the artistic burden in 3D object modelling.
In the texture synthesis domain, our experience has shown there is clearly a
need for more powerful and intuitive user interaction mechanisms for specifying
how textures are to be mapped on surfaces. While our ability to specify sources
and sinks in the orientation field have proven useful, as well as global and local
rotations of the vector field, the ability to easily specify lines of singularities in
the orientation field across prominent ridges of a surface would be quite powerful.
A particularly intuitive approach would be to simulate a “virtual comb” to direct
the orientation field locally. We expect that combining these interaction techniques
with the speed of our approach will deliver a very easy-to-use, powerful system for
interactive modelling of textures on surfaces.
It is possible that jump maps, or something very like jump maps, could be
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used for texture recognition as well as synthesis. One could imagine an inverse
transformation where a texture is examined to see how it could be generated from
a given jump map. The more areas that could not be explained, the less likely the
given image is of the texture whose jump map is being used.
We have demonstrated material replacement in an image exploiting an approx-
imate normal field recovered from the image. We have further seen the importance
of normal deviations (curvature) with respect to surface segmentation. Our experi-
ence with segmentation of 3D surfaces, combined with material replacement, sug-
gests a new approach to image segmentation. With 3D surfaces, the minima rule is
particularly useful, but to date has not been well exploited in the image domain. As
we have seen, shape-from-shading offers very rough, approximate normals from an
image that are useful at least locally. One could attempt to make use of the minima
rule within images by examining the local recovered normal field. A segmentation
algorithm could be encouraged to place boundaries near areas whose normals point
toward each other (i.e., satisfy the minima rule). In contrast to current approaches,
which rely almost entirely on colour space differences between regions, this ap-
proach would enable a form of shape sensitivity and facilitate selection of parts of
objects within images. For example, in the statue example from Chapter 5 (Fig-
ure 5.31), it proved very difficult to select the regions to be textured using existing
methods such as GrabCut or Lazy Snapping.
In our detail transfer system, we have explicitly avoided making any assump-
tions about correlations of signals with the geometry of the surface. In practice, as
we have exploited with similarity-based modelling, it is often the case that colour
or textural detail correlates with geometric structure (consider facial detail). Ex-
ploiting these kinds of correlations for detail transfer across surfaces is a fascinat-
ing area for future research. In addition, geometric correlations could help support
plausible transfer of highly complex, expensive to compute signals such as pre-
computed radiance transfer coefficients [156] or dynamic deformation response
modes [79].
More generally, our synthesis-based approach for detail transfer across surfaces
is not appropriate for transferring specific features to a target model, such as eyes
or lips, in which small-scale features of an image must align to features of the
geometry. Using our system for such tasks can become tedious, and an approach
such as Matchmaker [93] is better. A hybrid system, using synthesis for textural
regions and constrained texture mapping for specific features, would likely be very
good for this application, as the synthesis process relieves distortion pressure on
the constrained texture mapping. Essentially, the user would specify regions of an
image as “elastic”, over which synthesis could be performed, and other regions as
features, which would need to be distorted as necessary.
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Another interesting direction for future work involves editing operations on
the geodesic fans of a 3D surface to produce changes in the surface itself. Princi-
pal components analysis applied to the geodesic fans of a mesh produces a set of
principal component vectors, each of which can be interpreted as a surface neigh-
bourhood. Each actual neighbourhood of the mesh is then a linear combination of
its principal components. It seems likely that one can in fact fully reconstruct a
mesh (up to a rigid transformation) given only its principal components and coeffi-
cients for them at each vertex. This representation would yield interesting controls
over a mesh when one considers the possibility of editing principal components
or coefficient vectors. For example, one could choose a particular component and
increase its coefficient values across the mesh to emphasize that particular local
shape. More drastic changes could be performed by editing the shape of a partic-
ular component. Reconstructing the mesh after such changes may require some
approximation, though a Poisson-based approach [188] may be useful here.
As noted in Chapter 2, data-driven modelling has been applied in several do-
mains, including images, animation, and with this work, 3D surfaces. Somewhat
surprisingly, comparatively little work has been done in the audio domain. Numer-
ous applications of modelling by example may be possible in this domain, however.
One can imagine applying an analogy to a vocal performance to put it precisely in
key, creating background noises from small sample loops, or even removing such
background noise from an existing recording.
Finally, it is helpful to consider alternate approaches to our goal of reducing
the artistic skill required in modelling. In this work, we have explored the utility
of modelling by example, and developed several novel tools and algorithms as a
result. An obvious alternative approach is to embed artistic skill within the tools
themselves. Another way to view this approach is that we wish to limit the space of
operations within the modeller to only those which make sense artistically. A good
example of this approach is style-based inverse kinematics [63], in which motions
computed from inverse kinematics are limited according to those seen as plausible
(in their case, motions similar to those seen in a set of example motion capture data
are deemed plausible). Similar tools for surface modelling would be quite useful.
In the domain of software engineering, there is a remarkably useful develop-
ment environment called Argo [141] which attempts a similar approach. The Argo
design environment has a number of background “critic” processes running as the
user produces and implements a software design. Each critic is designed to flag a
certain kind of common software problem or suggest the use of a particular design
pattern. Thus, as potential mistakes are made, Argo flags them to bring them to
the attention of the user (note that, unlike, for example, Microsoft’s “paper-clip”
helper, the flagging is unobtrusive, and the user decides when and even if to exam-
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ine flagged problems). Thus, while the space of operations is not constrained, there
are specific subsets of the operation space which are problematic and detectable.
This approach works surprisingly well, and should be naturally extensible to the
domain of visual modelling, both for images and 3D surfaces. It seems likely that
many aesthetic guidelines regarding issues such as colour usage or form could be
implemented as design critics. This could even be useful for skilled artists or pro-
duction houses, as critics could be implemented to ensure aesthetic design choices
for particular projects are respected. This usage would be especially useful on col-
laborative projects where several different companies contribute to a final product,
as is common in games or movies, by providing an enforceable aestethic interface
among the various contributors.
It is interesting to observe the explosive growth of blogging recently. The in-
ternet provides a forum in which almost anyone can visibly publish written works
to the rest of the world. With the growing popularity of digital cameras, images
are increasingly shared as well. Still, people remain unable, in general, to share
arbitrary ideas or imaginings, things envisioned only in the mind’s eye. A natural
mechanism for doing so exists, in visual representations such as 3D models, ani-
mations, or even simple imagery. With this work, we hope to have broadened the
base of people able to use and create such representations effectively, contributing
to the goal of allowing anyone, irrespective of innate talent, to communicate their
ideas.
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